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Supervisor: Prof. E. Hossain

In this thesis, we address admission control, bandwidth adaptation and scheduling
problems in a cellular wireless Internet environment. While the admission control is

responsible for deciding whether an incoming call/connection can be accepted or not,
bandwidth adaptation and scheduling are used to allocate the available resources

among the ongoing calls/connections adaptively. We provide an extensive survey of
the existing admission control algorithms. The issues related to and the approaches

for designing admission control and bandwidth adaptation in fourth-generation (4G)
cellular wireless networks are discussed. An admission control method considering
the quality of service (QoS) requirements in both the wireless and the wired part of
the networks is presented.

At the mobile end, we propose a service differentiation mod.el for QoS-sensitive
and best-effort traffic. TYaffic scheduling is used to grant access to wireless channel.

Admission control is used for QoS-sensitive traffic to limit the number of ongoing

connections so that the QoS requirements can be met.

A performance model for cellular networks with adaptive bandwidth allocation
by using Markov arrival process (MAP) for call arrival and phase-type (PH) distrib-
ution for channel holding time is presented. In the presence of time-varying traffic,
the transient behavior of a cellular wireless network is analyzed and an adaptive
admission control method based on the transient analysis is presented. The ana-
lytical framework to investigate the call-level and the packet-level performances are
presented. 'We consider hard capacity systems (i.e., TDMA and FDMA). By using
this framework, the interdependencies among the call-level and the packet-level QoS
metrics can be examined, and the optimal values for the system parameters and the
admission criterion can be obtained.

We assume that the cellular wireless network internetworks with the Differen-
tiated Services (DiffServ)-based wired Internet. For this cellular wireless Internet
access scenario, we present an optimization formulation to obtain the traffic shaping
parameters at the mobile end so that the packet delay is minimized.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cellular wireless technology today has become the prevalent technology for wireless

networking. Not only mobile phones but also other types of devices such as laptops

and Personal Di.gi'tøl Ass'istant (PDA)can connect to Internet via cellular infrastruc-
ture. These mobile devices are often capable of running multimedia applications (e.g.,

video, images). Therefore, cellular networks need to provide quality of service (QoS)

guarantee to different types of data traffic in a mobile environment. A call admission

control (CAC) scheme aims at maintaining the delivered QoS to the different calls (or

users) at the target level by limi,ting the number of ongoing calls in the system. One

major challenge in designing a CAC arises due to the fact that the cellular network
has to service two major types of calls: new calls and handoff calls. The QoS perfor-

mances related to these two types of calls are generally measured by new call blocking
probability and handofi call dropping probability. In general, users are more sensitive

to dropping of an ongoing and handed over call than blocking a ne\¡¡ call. Therefore,

a CAC scheme needs to prioritize handofi calls over new calls by minimizing handoff
dropping probability.

Again, bandwidth adaptation and scheduling are necessary mechanisms for achiev-

ing high utilization of the wireless resources (e.g., channel bandwidth) while satisfying
the QoS requirements for the users. These two techniques are closely related to call
admission control, and in fact these three mechanisms jointly determine the call=

level and the packet-level QoS for the different types of traffic in the cellular wireless

air interface. For example, upon arrival of a new call. or handoff call, bandwidth
adaptation can be performed to degrade the channel allocations for some calls (still
maintaining the QoS requirements) so that the new call can be admitted. Scheduling
mechanisms impact the packet-level system dynamics (e.g, queueing behavior), and



,

therefore, packet-level QoS. The packet-level dynamics can be exploited for designing

efficient call admission control methods.

The call admission control (CAC) and the adaptive channel adaptation (ACA)
mechanisms are generally treated as the network layer (above layer-2) functional-
ities in the wireless transmission protocol stack (Figure 1.1). The scheduling and

the adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) are layer-2 and layer-l (i.e., physical)

functionalities, resp ectively.

i-Ã-ppiiõãä"t - 
-----------'|

i I voicel [vid*l i

L_____________ #__H:=l--___i
| 'Trqnsnnrf -------i, ,'ransport

trcp I tuppl i

MAC/RLC

Physical

L - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _l

Figure L.L. Standard protocol stachs and, thei,r components.

Power Control

Cellular networks are envisioned to interwork with the Di,fferentiated Sera,ices

(Di'ffSeru) fl]-based wired Internet in the next-generation wireless networks. The
DiffServ architecture for such an integrated network would be attractive from the
scalability point of view, since DiffServ networks provide group-based QoS rather than
flow-based QoS as in the Integrated Seru'ices (IntSeru)-based networks. In DiffServ
networks, there are two main components, edge routers and core routers. While the
core routers are used within a DiffServ domain to form the infrastructure, edge routers
connect a DiffServ domain to the external networks. In an integrated cellular and.

DiffServ architecture, edge routers would decide whether an incoming connection can

ptive Modulation
and Coding

ueue



be admitted or not.

1.1 Objectives, Motivations, and Scopes of the The-

The main objective of this thesis is to study the call admission control, bandwidth

adaptation and scheduling problems in a conventional cellular wireless network and in

the nèxt-generation cellular wireless Internet. We intend to develop analytical models

to study the performance of the different CAC mechanisms under different system

parameter settings and their impact on both the call-level and the packet-level QoS
performances.

Comprehensive analytical models are required to study the interdependencies

among the different system parameters and the performance measures and also to
explore the inter-layer protocol interactions. Such models can be used to obtain the
performance measures efficiently compared to computer simulations. Again, based

on the analytical models optimization formulation can be developed and solved so

that optimal system parameter setting can be obtained. In summary, for design and

engineering of call admission control, bandwidth adaptation and scheduling, compre-

hensive analytical frameworks would be required.

While traditionally the call admission control and the bandwidth adaptation prob-

Iems have been addressed for voice-oriented cellular networks, there is a need to re-

visit these problems and the related issues for data-oriented packet-switched cellular

networks. For example, while the major performance measures in circuit-switched

networks are call blocking and call dropping probabilities, in packet-switched net-

works the principle performance measures are packet delay and packet loss ratio.
The CAC and the bandwidth adaptation schemes for the next-generation wireless

networks must take both the call-level and the packet-level performance measures

into account.

In this thesis, we provide an overview of issues and approaches in designing CAC
schemes for the next-generation (e.g., fourth-generation ( G)) wireless networks. A
CAC algorithm that considers both QoS performance in wireless air interface and

DiffServ domain for connecting to the Internet is presented.

STS
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Call admission control would be also required at the end mobile to prioritize
among different types of connections. We propose a system architecture for service

differentiation among wireless connections in which two types of traffic (i.e., QoS-
sensitive and best-effort) are considered. The CAC is used for QoS-sensitive queue to
limit the number of connections so that the performances of the ongoing connections

do not deteriorate. An analytical model based on discrete time Markov chain is
presented. We also formulate and solve an optimization problem to obiain near-

optimal parameter setting.

At the base station, CAC is an important component to guarantee call-level per-

formance to the users. However, most of the existing CAC schemes are for single

class of users (i.e., voice call) and they ignore the traffic burstiness which is common

in operational environment. We propose an analytical model for CAC with multiple
classes of services in which the burstiness of the traffic is captured.

To enhance the network resource utilization, ACA is necessary. ACA allocates

available channels among the ongoing calls according to the traffic load in the cell.

Most. of the analytical works on ACA in the literature, considered Poisson call arrival
rate and exponential channel holding time. However, studies have shown that channel

holding time in micro and pico-cellular environments is not exponentially distributed.
Therefore, we present a ner¡/ analytical model by considering Markov arrival process

(MAP) for call arrival and phase-type (PH) distribution for channel holding time.
Both MAP and PH models are general in which correlation in the inter-arrival and

service time can be captured.

Most of the analytical models for CAC in the literature considered the performance

only at steady state. However, since in an actual environment call arrival and channel
holding time strongly depend on time of the day and day of the week, the steady

state might be never reached. Therefore, we present transient analysis for CAC
under time-varying traffic. By using our model, transient behavior of the system can

be investigated. We also propose adaptive call admission control in which resource

reservation is dynamically adjusted according to traffic load and transient behavior

of the system.

We present novel queueing models for analyzing both call and packet-level in
hard capacity wireless systems (i.e., Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and
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Frequency-Division Multiple Access (FDMA)). ACA is used to adaptively allocate

available channels to multimedia calls (i.e., real-time, non-real-time and best-effort).
In the physical layer, we consider adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) and we

capture the effects of correlated channel fading by using a finite state Markov chain

(FSMC) model. Automatic repeat request (ARQ) is used for error control such that
the reliability of the transmission can be ensured. An application of the proposed

model for optimal channel pool partitioning among three multimedia service classes

is présented.

For an integrated cellular and DiffServ network, we apply optimization technique

to obtain parameters of traffic shaper at DiffServ edge router employed with general-

ized processor sharing traffic scheduling. Based on optimal token bucket parameters,

traffic delay can be minimized while increasing the resource utilization.

L.2 System Architecture

We consider a cellular wireless Internet architecture (Figure 1.2) with three major
components, namely, mobile node, base station and DiffServ edge router. There

are two types of traffic at ihe mobile node - QoS-sensitive and best-effort, and two
separate queues are used for these traffic. There is no performance guarantee for
the traffic in the best-effort queue, and therefore, no admission control is performed

for this type of traffic. However, the number of ongoing connections for the QoS-
sensitive traffic needs to be limited so that the QoS performances do not degrade below

the desired level. The service between the QoS-sensitive queue and the best-efiort
queue is differentiated by fair scheduling with work-conserving property. Adaptive
modulation and coding is used for transmission between the mobile and the base

st'ation. Automatic repeat request is used to retransmit erroneous packet to ensure

reliability of transmission.

we consider hard capacity systems (i.e., FDMA, and rDMA). Call admission

control is employed to limit the number of ongoing calls, prioritize handoff calls over

new calls, and reserve resources for the different classes of calls. Also, adaptive

channel (bandwidth) allocation is used to allocate available channels to the ongoing
calls according to the traffic load in a cell. This base station is connected to the
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DiffServ edge router. General'ized, processor sharing (CPS) [2] is used to differentiate

services from different connections.

The major wireless protocol components considered in this thesis (i.e., CAC, ACA,
error control, queue management and adaptive modulation and coding) are shown in
the transmission protocol stack in Figure 1.1.

Chapter 3
hapter 4,5,6

Chapter I

1.3 Organization of This Thesis

The organization of this thesis is as follows:

Figure L.2. System arch'itecture.

o Chapter 2 provides a background and survey on the existing CAC algorithms
in the literature. The issues and design approaches for CAC schemes in 4G

wireless networks are discussed. Then, a two-tier CAC scheme which considers

. QoS at both the wireless and the wired part of the network is proposed.

e Chapter 3 presents a service differentiation model at the mobile considering

two types of traffic, namely, Qos-sensitive and best-effort. cAC is used at



the QoS-sensitive queue to limit the number of ongoing connections, and fair
scheduling is used to serve both of these two queues. Adaptive modulation and

coding is used at the physical layer to increase the transmission rate by exploit-
ing the dynamic channel variations. An optimization problem is formulated and
the near-optimal parameter settings are obtained.

c Chapter 4 presents an analytical model for CAC considering burstiness in the
call arrival pattern. This burstiness in the call-level traffic is represented by
a Marlcou modulated Po'isson process. The model considers multiple classes of
service in a cellular network. An optimization problem is formulated and the

optimal number of reserved channels for handoff calls is obtained.

o Chapter 5 presents an analytical model for CAC in cellular networks with
Markov call arrival process and phase-type channel holding time. This model

is general and applicable to any system in which call interarrival and channel

holding times are not exponentially distributed.

o Chapter 6 presents a novel analytical model for CAC with static and adaptive

bandwidth allocations in a cellular network with time-varying traffic. Both
steady and transient state performances are analyzed. Based on the transient
behavior of the system, an adaptive CAC algorithm is introduced.

o Chapter 7 presents an analytical framework for cross-layer study of call-level

and packeb-level Qos in wireless mobile multimedia networks. CAC and ACA
are used to limit number of ongoing calls and allocate available channels for
three service classes (i.e., real-time, non-real-time and best-effort). The model

considers adaptive modulation and coding in the physical layer, and ARe as

well as queue management at the link layer for non-real-time traffic. Examples

on the applications of the proposed model for resource allocation for multimedia
services are presented.

o Chapter I deals with the problem of choosing optimal parameter settings for
traffic shaping under the generalized processor sharing scheduling policy used

at a DiffServ edge router. By using a searching technique, the token bucket size

and the token generation rate for a token bucket traffic shaper are obtained.

a Chapter 9 summarizes the contributions of this thesis and outlines a few di-
rections for future research.



Chapter 2

Call ddmission Control for QoS
Provisioning in 4G \Mireless

Networks: trssues and Approaches

2.L Introduction

Supporting multimedia applications with different quality of service (QoS) require-

ments in the presence of diversified wireless access technologier (".g., 3G cellular,
IBEE 802.11 WLAN, Bluetooth) is one of the most challenging issues for the forth-
generation (4G) wireless networks. In such a network, depending on the bandwidth,
mobility, and application requirements, users will be able to switch among the differ-
ent access technologies in a seamless manner. Efficient radio resource management

and call admission control (CAC) strategies will be key components in such a hetero-

geneous wireless system supporting multiple types of applications with different QoS
requirements.

A call admission control scheme aims at maintaining the delivered QoS to the
different calls (or users) at the target level by limiting the number of ongoing calls

in the system. One major challenge in designing a CAC arises due to the fact that
the network has to service two major types of calls: new calls and handoff calls. The

QoS performances related to these two types of calls are generally measured by new

call blocking probability and handoff call dropping probability. In general, users are

more sensitive to dropping of an ongoing and handed over call than blocking a new

call. Therefore, a CAC scheme needs to prioritize handoff calls over new calls to keep
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the handoff dropping probability below some threshold (e.g., 5%). Also, the new call
blocking probability should be maintained below or at the target level. After all, the
resource utilization should be maximized while achieving the QoS requirements.

In contrast to the traditional voice-oriented circuit-switched cellular wireless net-

works, the 4G networks will be based on packet-switching at the wireless interface

and will be internetworked with lP-based Internet. Therefore, while designing a CAC
scheme for such a network, packet-level performance measures (e.g., packet dropping
probability and packet transmission delay) at both the wireless interface and the
wired interface (e.g., at the lP-aware wireless router/base station) will need to be

conside¡ed in addition to the call-level performance measures.

For the evolving 4G networks, the traditional and existing CAC algorithms (e.g.,

those for 3G systems) needs to be modified with a view to

c Handling the handoff calls between the networks (i.e., uerticat handoffi. Re-

source reservation and call admission control become more complicated due to
the presence of heterogeneous wireless access environment in which the mobile

terminals have the ability to connect to different types of networks.

c Prioritizing the different types of calls. Some calls might use real-time applica-

tions which have more strict QoS requirements than those using non-real-time

applications. CAC must be performed based on different QoS requirements.

o Taking into account packet-level performances. 4G wireless networks will op-

, erate purely on packet-based data transfer. The CAC algorithm must consider

not only call-level QoS but also the packet-level QoS. In other words, the CAC
algorithm needs to evaluate the availability of the network resources by taking
into account the packet-level performance statistics.

o Internetworking with the IP-based Internet. The CAC algorithm should be

aware of the availability of the network resources at the wireless-Internet gate-

way and in the wired network so that wireless resources are not wasted due to
dropping of packets at the wired-part of the network.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The general model and the com-
ponents of call admission control and its classifications are presented in Section 2. A
survey of the traditional CAC schemes is presented in Section 3. The challenges and
the issues in designing the CAC schemes for 4G networks are outlined in Section 4.
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Section 5 presents the architecture of a novel CAC method, which considers resource

allocation and management at both the air interface and the wireless-Internet gate-

way. Summary are stated in Section 6.

2.2 CAC: General Model and Classification

2.2.L Components of CAC

In general, a CAC scheme has three main components: information management,

resource reservation, and admission control. These three components collaborate with
each other by exchanging information (Figure 2.1) wiih a view to achieving speciflc

CAC objectives such as minimizing QoS degradation or maximizing the revenue.

Figure 2.1-. Components oÍ a call admi,ssi,on control mechan'isrn.

2.2.L.L Information management

This is required for storing, exchanging, and maintaining the state of the network.

The type and amount of information (e.g., number of channels used by ongoing calls,
position and velocity of a mobile) depends on the types of the CAC algorithm. These

information can be either exchanged among the cells or used locally.



2.2.L.2 Resource Reservation

This is required to reserve the resources according to the users' needs. This compo-

nent can consult the information management component and use optimization and
prediction techniques to calculate the amount of resources to be reserved for handoff
calls änd maximize the resource utilization.

2.2.!.3 Admission Control

The admission control component is responsible for making decision on whether an

incoming call (eiiher a new call or a handoff call) can be accepted or not. This com-

ponent consults the information management and resource reservation components.

Most of the admission control algorithms are rule-based, i.e., based on examining the
pre-defined conditions. The outcome of the algorithm could be either to accept the
cali, reject the call, or queue the call until resources become available.

As an example, for a guard channel-based CAC scheme {S], ttre information man-

agement component maintains the current number of busy channels, and the resource

reservation component reserves a pool of channels for handoff calls. The admission

control module uses information from both the components to decide whether a call

can be accepted or not.

2.2.2 Threshold-Based Mechanism: The General CAC Prin-
ciple

The concept of threshold-based CAC is applicable for both hard- and soft-capacity
wireless systems. A threshold-based CAC is based on the availability of resource

stored in vector I [a]. The objective of a threshold-based CAC is to maintain every
element in I less than that in the threshold stored in vector I¿¿. These thresholds
are deflned based on the congestion condition of the system. When a call arrives,
the algorithm estimates the increase AI that the incoming call would affect to the

11

current value of r. Generally, the policy of CAC is based on the condition

I+AI<I¿/,.

If this condition is satisfied, the incoming call is accepted, otherwise it is rejected

or queued. With this policy, the CAC scheme needs to be developed by considering

(2.r)
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the elements of vector I, which are the performance meâsures of the system, the
way to estimate the increase AI, and the optimal value of the threshold I¿¿. In this
case, the threshold can be set statically without considering the current status of the
network (staiic scheme). However, adaptive CAC algorithms (e.g., [5]) can adjust the
thresholds dynamically resulting in better performance over static schemes.

In case of systems with hard capacity (i.e., TDMA and FDMA systems), the
elements of matrix I can be simply the number of occupied channels, and the increase

in the resource usage AI can be the number of channels required by a incoming call.

In this case, the thresholds can be chosen so that the target QoS levels are achieved.

2.2.3 Classification

2.2.3.L Centralized and Distributed Approaches

A call admission control algorithm can operate in a centralized or in a distributed
fashion. In the former case, the CAC algorithm is executed in a central site (e.g.,

mobile switching center (MSC)). In this case, information from every cell needs to be

transferred to the central site and the CAC needs to be performed remotely from the
local cell. In case of distributed CAC, the CAC algorithm is executed locally at the
base station of each cell.

A distributed CAC algorithm can follow either a collaborative or a local approach.

In the former case, information is exchanged among the neighboring cells for resource

reservation and admission control while the decision is made locally. In the latter case,

information collection and decision making are done locally. Although the collabo-

rative approach can provide more accurate information for CAC decision, it incurs

more communication overhead.

2-2.3.2 Tlafrc Descriptor-Based and Measurement-Based Approaches

A call admission control policy can use either a traffic descriptor-based. or a measurement-

based approach. In the traffic descriptor-based approach, it is assumed that the
knowledge about the traffic pattern of the incoming calls is available. Therefore, a

CAC algorithm can simply determine the expected amount of resource usage by sum-

ming all the resources used by all ongoing calls and the incoming calls together. If
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this is less than some predefined threshold, the incoming call is accepted, otherwise

the call is rejected. Although traffic descriptor-based CAC is simple, it is relatively
conservative, since the ongoing calls will not use maximum amount of resource as

specified in the descriptor all the time.

Instead of using explicit traffic descriptors, the information on the traffic pattern

can be obtained by measuring the characteristics of the call. In that case, call ad-

mission control decision can be made dynamically based on the actual state of the

network. Measurement-based CAC schemes are based on this principle.

Most of the CAC algorithms in the hard-capacity cellular networks are traffi.c

descriptor-based. Most of CAC algorithms in CDMA systems are measurement-based

in which SIR information is measured and used to ensure the QoS of the ongoing calls.

The CAC algorithms used in WLANs mostly adopt a measurement-based approach.

2.2.3.3 Classification Based on the Granularity of Resource Control

A taxonomy of CAC algorithms by considering the granularity of the resource control
was presented in [6]. Three different criteria were used to categorize a CAC algorithm.
The first criterion is the type of information used by decision making process for call

admission control. Generally, CAC algorithms consider resource usage of the mobiles,

but some of the algorithms consider the mobility patterns of the users. In the latter
case,'the accuracy of the resource reservation can be improved by taking the direction

and the speed of the users into account.

The second design criterion is the spatial distribution (position and movement)

of the mobiles which can be either uniform or non-uniform. The third criterion is

based on how the information is organized and manipulated by the CAC algorithms.

The information can be on the aggregate of flows or on the per-user basis and the
CAC algorithms use the information on the group of mobiles or on individual mobile,

respectively. Based on these criteria, the granularity of the CAC algorithms are

different. For example, the algorithm which considers the resource usage of all ongoing

calls assuming uniform spatial distribution (e.g., the guard channel scheme) has the
largest, and the algorithm which considers the mobility of individual user assuming

non-uniform spatial distribution has the smallest granularity of resource control.
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2.3 Traditional CAC Approaches in Cellular Net-
works

2.3.L Guard Channel Approach

To prioritize handoff calls over new calls, some channels (referred to as guard channels)

are reserved for handoff calls [3]. Specifically, if the total number of available channels

is C and the number of guard channels is C - K, a new call is accepted if the
total number of channels used by ongoing calls (i.e., busy channels) is less than the
ihreshold K, while a handoff call is always accepted if there is an available channel.

According to this channel reservation, the threshold must be chosen such that the

handoff call dropping probability is minimized while the system can admit as many

incoming calls as possible.

Although the guard channel scheme with a static threshold is easy to implement, it
may not be efficient. Higher channel utilization could be achieved through adaptation
of the threshold according to the state of the network.

A more general scheme, namely, the fracti,onal guard channel scheme was intro-
duced in l7]. In this case, an incoming call is accepted with certain probability which
depends on the number of busy channels. In other words, when the number of busy

channels becomes larger, the probability for accepting a new call becomes smaller and
vice versa. This helps to keep the handoff call dropping probability lower than the
desired value and also avoid congestion in the cell.

2.3.2 Partitioning and Sharing Approach

This approach for reserving channels and admitting new calls is based on the concepts

of complete sharing and complete parti,ti,oni,ng. Incase of complete sharing, the handoff
calls and new calls can use all the available channels. In contrast, in case of complete
partitioning the channels reserved for handoff and new calls are not shared between

these types of calls.

Instead of using pure complete sharing, which is unable to prioritize the calls, and
complete partitioning, which is relatively conservative, a hybrid model for resource

reservation and CAC \Mas proposed in [8]. In this hybrid scheme, the channels are
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divided into three categories: channels dedicated for new calls, channels shared among

the new calls and handoff calls, and channels reserved for handoff calls. By combining

complete partitioning and complete sharing, resource reservation becomes flexible to
control the performance of the system. This type of hybrid resource reservation can

handle calls with different priority levels as well.

2.3.3 Collaborative Approach Based on Estimation

This is a distributed approach for call admission control. In this case, information is
exchanged among the neighboring cells for resource reservation and admission control,
while the admission control decision is made locally. CAC algorithms of this type were

proposed in [9] which use estimates of call dropping and call blocking probabilities.

The maximum number of ongoing calls l/ is estimated from the following:

where P¡¿ is the target call dropping probability, and rn and ø denote the mean and

variance of the number of calls in the home cell, respectively. The mean and variances

are approximated from the number of users in the home cell and the neighboring cells.

The call blocking probability P"u(t) at time f - 1 to f is estimated locally as follows:

pn¿:å*"(Y)

where s(ú) and r(t) are the number of blocked calls and the number of calls that
arrived during time interval t - 7 to ú, respectively, and ø is the weight used for
calculating the exponential weighted moving average. The decision on whether an

incoming call is accepted or rejected is made based on (2.2) and (2.8)).

2.3.4 Non-Collaborative Approach Based on Prediction

In a pico-cellular wireless network v/ith high user mobility, exchanging information
among the cells to make resource reservation and admission control might incur sig-

nificant control overhead. Therefore, CAC algorithms designed based on local infor-
mation (e.g., history of bandwidth usage) would be desirable. In such a case, resource

P,a(t): (1 - a)P,6(t- 1)+ ,9' rlt)

(2.2)

(2.3)
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reservation is based only on local information in the home cell which is used to predict

the resource needed in the future [5].

In [5], two prediction techniques were rsed: W'iener fiItering and ti,me series analy-

sis (e.g., ARMA (autoregressive moving average) model). In the former case, the

prediction can be done directly from the historic data, whereas in the latter case the
time series model needs to be constructed and the corresponding parameters need to
be estimated so that the prediction can be performed based on this model afterwards.

Such a local predictive approach to call admission control was shown to perform as

good as a collaborative approach when the traffic fluctuation is moderate.

2.3.5 Mobility-Based Approach

Mobility-based approaches exploit the user mobility information for efficient call ad-

mission control. For example, in [10], based on user mobility information sltadow

clustering concept was introduced to estimate future resource requirements in a wire-

less network with microcellular architecture. The idea here is that every mobile

terminal with an active wireless connection exerts an influence upon the cells (and

their base stations) in the vicinity of its current location and along its direction of
travel.

Figure 2.2 shows the shadow cluster for a mobile in cell C which is moving towards

north. The cells in a shadow cluster usually have different levels of predicted traffic
intensity. For example, in Figure 2.2, the predicted traffic intensity in cells denoted

by B in the vicinity of cell C will be more than that in the cells denoted by ,4. To

calculate the shadow cluster and the corresponding levels of intensity, the information
on call holding time, current direction, velocity, and position of the active mobile

terminal need to be considered.

The base station in the home cell must inform its neighboring base stations of
the location and mobility of the active mobile terminal (e.g., this information can

be obtained from global positioning system). In a cell, the amount of resources

reserved for handoff calls is based on the number of calls moving to that cell and the

corresponding probabilities. The estimated resource usage C,r(ú) in cell j at time ú

is expressed as follows:

c",(t) - Çui(¿ - 1) _ cit(Ð + ciþ) (2.4)



Figure 2.2. Shadow clusteri,ng: C i,s the home cell of acti,ue mobi,le terrninal, B ,is

the bordering nei,ghbor, and A denote nonbordering nei,ghbor.

where Cit(t) is the estimated amount of resources that will be freed by active users

whose calls will be either terminated or handed over to other cells and Cff(t) is
the estimated amount of resources that will be occupied by active mobile terminals

moving from neighbors cells within the shadow cluster. Both of them are functions

of the probability of active mobile terminal r moving from cell k to cell j at time ú

@",n,i(t¡¡ as follows:
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Vc,V,k,Vj

ci@ : I P,,¡,¡(t)c(r)
Vc,Vk,Vj

where c(r) is the resource used by active mobile terminal r.
Although the mobility information-based CAC schemes can improve the efficiency

of the resource reservation and admission control, calculating the probabilities P",¡,¡ (ú)

would be non-trivial and also real-time exchange of control messages among the cells

would incur large communication overhead.

cit\) : Ð (r - P,,k,i(t))"(") (2.5)

(2.6)



2.3.6 Pricing-Based Approach

A pricing-based approach to call admission control rvas proposed in [11], where the

objective is to maximize the utility of the wireless resources. The utility is generally

defined as the users' level of satisfaction with perceived QoS. For example, the utility
is a decreasing function of new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities.

However, maximizing the utility of the network might not maximize the revenue of the

service provider. The tradeoff between the user satisfaction and revenue is illustrated
in Figure 2.3. Specifically, for higher user satisfaction, more resources should be

allocated to each user. In contrast, to maximize revenue under flat rate pricing, the

allocations need to be degraded to accommodate more number of users. Therefore, a

CAC scheme can be designed such that the optimal point can be obtained.

co()
Lo
fL
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Figure 2.3. Trad,eoff between QoS degradati,on and networlc reaenue.

In [11], the optimal point between utility and revenue was determined in terms of
the new call arrival rate, and a pricing scheme was developed to achieve this optimal
efiective arrival rate in the network. In this case, the QoS metric P6 referred to as

the grade of service (GoS) is defined as follows:

P6: aPn6* þPn¿ (2.7)

where c and B are the weights corresponding to the new call blocking and handoff

call dropping probabilities, respectively, and d + P : I.

QoS degradation
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The metric P6can be defined as a function of new call arrival rate À, (i.e., Po:
g(^")).Then, the utility function becomes U : h(Pa).Assuming a flat rate pricing,

the revenue depends on the number of admissible users which again depends on

the new call arrival rate /(À"). The optimal value of the new call arrival rate Ài
that maximizes the total utility U(^") : "f(À") x ñ.[9(À")] can be calculated by

difierentiating U(À"), and flnding the point at which the slope equals to zero.

Based on this optimal new call arrival rate, the pricing scheme is developed by

changing the cost of a call. The pricing scheme adjusts the fee dynamically by taking

the state of the network into account. If the network is congested, it will charge

pealc ltour pri,ce p(t) which is higher than the normal hour price p6. According to

ihis pricing scheme) the demand function which describes the reaction of users to the

change of price is expressed by

and the peak hour price is calculated by considering the state of the network. With
this pricing scheme, a user has an incentive not to initiate a call during peak hours

so that the congestion of the network can be avoided.

2.3.7 Call Admission Control in CDMA Systems

In a CDMA network, due to the soft-capacity feature, the admission control decision

should be based on the state of the ongoing calls (e.g., interference level). The CAC

approaches used in hard-capacity systems based on the assumption of time-invariant

cell capacity may degrade the system utilization in a CDMA system. Also, due to
the soft handoff feature, the length of a handoff process becomes longer than that of

hard handoff, and the CAC algorithm must consider this duration into account.

CAC schemes based on the estimation/measurement of current state of interfer-

ence and SIR were proposed in the literature [12]. While in the interference-based

approaches the objective is to keep interference from all sources below the accept-

able level, the SlR-based approaches emphasize the SIR requirement for each call
considering the statistical factors such as voice activity, fading and shadowing in the
channel.

DtpÐ)t- exP ( r* -')') , pQ) 2no (2.8)
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A utility and pricing-based CAC scheme for a CDMA system was proposed in

[13], in which the admission control decision is based not only on the availability of

the resources, but also on the price and the corresponding level of service received.

If [/¿ is the utility function (which depends on the received SIR) for user k and P¿ is

the transmission power, the total uiility of the system is

considering the fact that the transmission of the user incurs negative utility of o P¡ to
the system because of the interference. The negative utility here is a linear function

of the transmission power P¡ (ø is a constant). If the price for the code channel is p"

and the unit price for transmission power is po, the revenue of the system is

To maximize the system revenue, optimization techniques can be applied to obtain

the optimal prices.

2.3.8 Admission Control in Wireless LANs and'Wireless PANs

The general approach for call admission control in WLAN is that an estimation of the

network throughput is made based on the channel access mechanism at the wireless

nodes. Then a CAC decision is made heuristiscally based on the estimated throughput

and the QoS requirements of the incoming call [1a].

In a wireless personal area network (WPAN) such as Bluetooth, each piconet con-

sists of a master device and several slave devices, and all channel access in controlled
by the master (i.e., by using Blimited polling). Specifically, the master device governs

the channel access by polling each slave device for data transmission. In E-limited
polling, the master allows a slave device to transmit up to a maximum number of
packets or until there is no packet left in the queue. With channel access based on

Blimited polling and given the traffic description (e.g., mean rate), a performance

model based on vacation queuing was proposed in [15]. The mean access delay at the

slave device and mean cycle time of the piconet derived from the analyiical model

can be used to make decision on the admission control.

The main ideas of all the above CAC approaches are summarized in Table 2.1.

U :Ð(U¡ - op¡,)
k

-R: D (P"+ prPr - 6Pn).
k

(2.e)

(2.10)



Table 2.L. Dí'fferent Approaches for call admi,ssi,on control i,n cellular wi,reless net-

Guard channel

Fractional guard

channel

Collaborative

Main Idea

Some portion of the wireless resources is reserved for

handoff calls so that handoff call dropping probability

can be maintained below the target level.

Non-collaborative

New calls are gradually blocked according to the current

status (i.e., the number of ongoing calls) of the network.

2L

The neighboring cells exchange information about the

network status so that the resource reservation can be

made in advance accurately.

Mobility-based

By using prediction techniques (e.g., ARMA model,

Wiener filtering) to project the amount of the resources

required locally so that the resources can be reserved

in advance without the need for information exchange

among neighboring cells

Pricing-based

Mobility information (i.e., position and direction of

movement) of the mobiles can be used to enhance the

accuracy of the resource reservation.

Dynamic pricing is used to limit the call arrival rate so

that the maximum utility and revenue of the system is

achieved.
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Requirements

Heterogeneous envi-

ronment

2. Chall

Multiple types of ser-

vices

'¿,n

Description

Adaptive bandwidth

allocation

call ad,m'iss'ion

4G system will consist of several types of wireless â,ccess

technologies, and therefore, CAC schemes must be able

to handle vertical handoff and special mode of connec-

tion such as ad hoc on cellular.

Cross-layer design

contro

4G systems need to accommodate different types of users

and applications with different QoS requirements

With multimedia applications, system utilization and

QoS performances can be improved by adjusting the

bandwidth allocation depending on the state of the net-

work and users' QoS requirements.

G wireless network.

2.4 Call Admission Control in 4G Wireless Net-
\ /orks

The diverse QoS requirements for multimedia applications and the presence of dif-
ferent wireless access technologies pose signiflcant challenges in designing efficient

CAC algorithms for 4G wireless networks. Table 2.2 summarizes some of these major
challenges.

In a heterogeneous environment such as the one shown in Figure 2.4, eachnetwork,

connected to each other via an Internet, will be responsible for making the decision on
whether an incoming call can be accepted or not. That is, the call admission control
will be performed at the edge of the network and each type of network will have

its own CAC mechanism. If the call can be admitted, the required authentication,
authorization, and accounting will need to be performed. Routing layer protocols

Both call- and packet-level QoSs need to be considered

for designing CAC algorithms so that not only the call

dropping and call blocking probabilities, but also the
packet delay and packet dropping probabilities can be

maintained at the target level.

,,
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the transport level connections

Figure 2.4. Heterogeneous structure of a lG w,ireless system.

2.4.L Heterogeneous Networking

Due to the seamless connection and global mobility requirements in a 4G system, a

call in one particular network must be able to roam and be handed over to another

network transparently. This is called vertical handoff and for this several issues need to

be addressed. The usual signal-strength-based handoff initiation may not be enough,

and other system parameters such as the congestion level at the networks need to be

considered as well. For instance, mobile users with non-real-time applications can be

handed over to WLANs in order to mitigate congestion in the cellular networks. All
these factors will impact the call holding time distribution in each network.

Interoperability is also an issue in vertical handoff. The system must ensure that
different types of mobile nodes and networks are able to operate with each other in a
heterbgeneous environment. Also, there can be ad hoc multi-hop connections both in
the cellular networks and the WLANs. The ad hoc multi-hop topology can be used

to relay traffic from a mobile node to the central base station or access point [16].
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From the CAC point of view, vertical handoff results in new sub-type of handoff
calls. A CAC algorithm must determine the priority of this type of calls over new calls.

A new performance metric, namely, the vertical handoff call dropping probability,

should be determined and should be maintained below the acceptable threshold. Also,

the issues of call dropping and/or queuing need to be addressed. For example, if a
cellular network cannot accept a call vertically handed over from WLAN, the call
can be dropped or may stay connected with the WLAN and wait until the cellular
network is able to accommodate the call.

2.4.2 Multiple Classes of Services and rnteroperability rvith
" DiffServ-Based IP Networks

The CAC algorithms should be designed to support multiple classes of services each

with specific QoS requirements. The service classes can be similar to those used in
the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [1] IP networks. This would enable seamless

integration of wireless networks with the lP-based Internet.

Di'ffSera is one of the key technologies for providing QoS in the Internet. Instead

of providing QoS on per-flow basis as in the Integrated Services (IntSeru) model,

Di'ffSera operates based on group of flows by aggregating several lP-level flows which
have the same QoS requirements into the same group. For a packet, Di,ffSer-u routers

can identify the group by using type of service (TOS) field in the IP packet header

and also manage the traffic to satisfy ihe QoS requirements at the aggregate level.

In the Di'ffSera domain, there are two main types of components: edge routers and
core routers. While an edge router is connected to the outside network equipment

(e.g., wireless base station), a core router is connected the equipment in the same

domain. Resource allocations in both these types of routers are based on service level
agreement (SLA) which is issued and negotiated by the service users.

In the Di'ffSera domain three groups of traffic services are provided. When inter-
networking 4G wireless systems wilh Di,ffSert¡based IP networks, the conversational
and the streaming calls can be mapped into premium and assured forwarding service

classes, respectively, while the non-real-time services can be mapped into the best

effort service class. With this architecture, the CAC module at DiffSeru edge router
should be able to negotiate appropriate SLA with Di,ffSera domain, and the decision
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on accepting or rejecting a call should be made based on both the availability of
wireless resources and the negotiated SLA.

2.4.3 Adaptive Bandwidth Allocation

Due to the diversity of applications and QoS requirements for the mobile users and

the dynamic nature of the wireless channel quality, adaptive bandwidth allocation
(ABA) would be necessary to improve the utilization of the wireless network resources.

Therefore, call admission control strategies should be designed taking this adaptive

bandwidth allocation into account. \,Vith ABA, when the network conditions are

favorable, the quality of a call can be upgraded by assigning more resources. However,

when the network becomes congested, the amount of bandwidth allocated to some

ongoing calls will be revoked to accommodate more incoming calls so that the cali

dropping and blocking probabilities can be maintained at the target level. In [17], such

an ABA algorithm \Mas proposed which tries to allocate a target level of bandwidth

to a connection as much as possible.

Again, adaptive bandwidth allocation is needed during vertical handoff. The

acceptable bandwidth should be negotiated and the CAC strategy should be based

on the result of negotiation. For example, when a call handed over to a cellular

networks from a \4/LAN, bandwidth adaptation will be required for that call.

2.4.4 Cross-Layer Design

For a wireless network, cross-layer optimization can lead to significant improvement

in the transmission protocol stack performance [18]. In the context of CAC, cross-

layer design principle should be applied to capture both call and the packet-level (at

the radio link level) QoS performances.

taditionally, the CAC schemes have been based on the call-level QoS measures

only, although some of the CAC schemes consider the physicat layer parameters such

as SIR into account. However, the radio link level performance (e.g., resulting from
the different scheduling and error control schemes) have not been considered while
designing a CAC scheme. In contrast to a traditional voice-oriented circuit-switched
network, in a purely packet-switched wireless network, the QoS will need to be de-
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scribed in terms of both call-Ievel (e.g., call blocking and call dropping probabilities)
and packet-level performance metrics (e.g., packet transmission delay and packet

dropping probability). Therefore, a new call should be admitted only if the "quality"
of all the calls (including the incoming call) in terms of the packet-level performances

can be maintained at the desired level.

2.5 CAC for 4G Networks: Architecture and Ex-
ample

2.5.L A Novel CAC Architecture

We introduce a novel CAC architecture for 4G wireless networks. The CAC module
is divided into two sub-modules (i.e., two-tier CAC): one for the wireless part and
the other for the wired part (Figure 2.5).

In the wireless part, the CAC needs to handle multiple classes of calls as well as

calls due to vertical handoff from other types of networks (e.g., WLAN). If the call
is used for data transfer, adaptive bandwidth allocation can be applied to increase

resource utilization. Moreover, CAC in the wireless part must consider the nature
of capacity of the systems (i.e., soft or hard) so that the resource reservation and

admission control can be performed optimally.

The CAC submodule for the wired part, which internetworks with the Di,ffSer"u

domain, is important in the sense that the dropping probability for the packets already
transmitted over the air interface should be made as small as possible (to minimize
wastage ofwireless resources) and the packet delay should not violate the agreed SLA
bound. Since the wireless resources are the scarcest resources in the system, ihe CAC
submodule in the wired part must ensure that the wired-network can maintain the

QoS of traffic from wireless users (already transmitted across the wireless links) at
the desired level.

Both the call-level and the packet-level performance requirements need to be sat-
isfied in the wireless part. Packet-level QoS performances in the wireless part can
be maintained through adaptive bandwidth allocation and proper scheduling mecha-

nisms. The call-level performances depend on the resource reservation and the admis-



sion control strategy inthe wireless part. However, in the wired part, only packet-level

QoS requirements need to be satisfied.

2.5.2 Example: A Two-Tier CAC Algorithm

Using the above architecture, we show an example of a two-tiered CAC algorithm

which considers admission control at both the wireless and the wired part of the

system. Threshold-based call admissions are employed to maintain call and packet-

level'QoS. A call wi,ll be admi.tted only i,f i,t can be accepted by both of the CAC

components for the ai,r i,nterface and the wi,red, part of the system. For performance

analysis, design, and engineering of the system, the corresponding analytical models

are developed. Typical numerical results based on the analytical modeling are also

presented.

Figure 2.5. System rnodel for the proposed CAC scheme.
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2.5.2.L Tier-I: CAC Scheme in the Wireless Part

We assume that there are multiple types of users and adaptive bandwidth allocation
is used to increase the utilization of the wireless network resources. Vertical handofi
fromito other types ofnetworks is also taken into account. A threshold-based resource

reservation and admission control is used.

The base station serves two types of calls: voice and data calls, and both of
these types of calls share a pool of channels. The number of channels in the cell is
fixed at C (i.e., hard-capacity), and one voice call requires only one channel. For

a data call, ABA is used to adjust channel allocation according to the state of the
network. Under light load conditions, a data call is allocated as many channels as

the user requests. Under heavy load conditions, each data call will receive at least

one channel to maintain the connection.

To minimize handoff call dropping probability, the thresholds for new calls (i.e.,

both voice and data calls) are set at Ko and K¿, respectively. However, since data
calls can be vertically handed over from other networks (e.g., WLANs), the CAC
mechanism prioritizes these vertical handoff calls by using the threshold Ku¿ in which

K¿ 1 Kr¿. Therefore, K,¿. - K¿ channels are reserved particularly for horizontal and

vertical handoff calls, and C - Ko channels are reserved for horizontal handoff calls.

With_these thresholds, the priority of a horizontal handoff call is the highest, and the
priority of a new call is the lowest. Again, voice calls are prioritized over data calls

by limiting the number of accepted data calls when the total number of ongoing calls

is equal or greater than threshold C¿ (K¿ S K,¿ < C¿).

The ABA algorithm includes mechanisms to increase and decrease the amount

of bandwidth allocated to the data calls. These mechanisms work as follows: when

either a voice call or a data call arrives, if sufficient amount of resources is not avail-
able, some of the ongoing data calls (randomly chosen) are downgraded to give the
required amount of resources to the incoming call. Similarly, when the call departs,

ihe bandwidth freed will be randomly assigned to upgrade the ongoing data calls.

However, if there is no ongoing data call which can be downgraded, the incoming call
is rejected.

Under the above assumptions on multiple types of calls, ABA, and vertical handoff,

the system can be modeled by using a continuous Markov chain. The arrivals of the

28
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new voice calls, handoff voice calls, new data calls, horizontal and vertical handofi

data calls are assumed to follow a Poisson process and the corresponding average rates

(calls per minute) are denoted by lf), .1f;), Àl'), xfì, ¡jì, respectively. We assume

that the call holding time for both voice and data calls are exponentially distributed
and the mean values arc7f ¡L,u andlf p"¿, respectively. The state space of the system

is

where 'I/ and D are the number of ongoing voice and data calls, respectively.

The call-level performances of the system can be determined from the steady state
probabilities. Flom this model, rve are able to obtain new call blocking and handoff
call dropping probabilities for both voice and data calls as well as the vertical handoff

call dropping probabilities for data calls.

To evaluate the performance) we assume that there are 40 channels in a cell and the
average call holding times for voice and data calls are 5 and 10 minutes, respectively.

We set the values for the different thresholds as follows: K, :36, Ca:36, Kr¿:34,
and K¿: 32. Typical variations in new voice call blocking probability under different

new and handofi voice call arrival rates are presented in Figure 2.6. As expected, this
blocking probability increases as the arrival rates increase.

Figure 2.7 shows typical variations in the vertical handoff call dropping probability
(for data calls) under different data call arrival rates. This dropping probability also

increases with increasing arrival rate, however at a slower rate compared to that for

a voice call because data call arrival rate is smaller for voice calls.

Figure 2.8 shows typical variations in the average bandwidth allocation for data
calls under the different voice call arrival rates. This result shows the effect of prior-
itizing voice calls over data calls. Specifically, when the rate of arrival of voice calls

increases, the ongoing data calls need to be degraded to accommodate incoming voice

calls.'

2.5.2.2 Tier-II: CAC Scheme in the Wired Part

As shown in Figure 2.5, the Diffseruaware edge router has two transmission queues:

QoS queue and best-effort (BE) queue, with size U and V packets, respectively. The

QoS queue is used for voice packets while the best-effort queue is used for data packets.

Þ : {(il,D), 0 < y < C,0 < D a C¿} (2.17)
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A CAC mechanism is applied at the QoS queue to guarantee packet-level QoS.

We assume that the router serves the queues in a time-division multiplexing fash-

ion using fixed-size time slot and only one packet is transmitted during one time slot.

The router uses a fair scheduling mechanism which is based on the packetized version

of the generalized processor sharing (GPS) [2]. With this type of traffic scheduling,

the fairness is maintained in the sense that ihe packets in one queue will not affect
the performance of those in the other queue beyond minimum performance guaran-

tee. The amount of service for queue i,, Si(h,t2) (i, e {QoS,BE}) in time [ú1,f2) is

governed by the weight S¿, and for the two queues in Figure 2.5,if. both the queues

are backlogged during period ltr,tr), the following property is maintained:

1.5
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where Óeos and þpB a.re the weights for the QoS and best effort queues in the model.

With the work conserving property of the above fair scheduling, if one queue is not
backlogged, the available service will be allotted to the other queue. The state space

Sqos(h,tz) _ óeos
s66(fi,t2) öan

(2.12)
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of this system can be expressed as follows:

0.3

where x, / and Z represent the number of packets in the QoS queue, the number of
packets in the best effort queue, and the number of calls admitted to the QoS queue,

respectively.

A threshold-based CAC mechanism is used to ensure that for the QoS traffic
the packet-level performance measures (e.g., packet dropping probability and average

delay) are maintained below the acceptable level. The threshotd T limits the number

of calls to the QoS queue. Specifically, when a call arrives, the CAC algorithm checks

whether the number of ongoing calls is less than the threshold. If so, the new call
is admitted, otherwise the call is rejected. Thi,s threshold can be set accordi,ng to the

co ng e st'ion condi,ti, on,in DiffServ d,o ma'in.

We assume that call arrival follows a Poisson process with mean À and the call
holding time is exponentially distributed with mean If ¡.r.. For each flow, the packet

arrival follows a Bernoulli process with the probability of arrival of one packet in a
time slot being øços. We assume that the probability aços is the same for all QoS
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sensitive flows. For the best-effort queue, the probability thai z packets arrive in one

time slot is denoted by a'Bp.

We obtain the packet-level QoS measures from the model. The length of time
slot is assumed to be 10-3 second and the weights for the queues are Sqos:0.2 and

ÓBp :0.3. We vary the probability of arrival of one packet in the best-effort queue

afu" and obtain the performance results. Figure 2.9 shows typical variations in the
mean waiting time Wqos when the buffer size for each of the QoS and best effort
queues is 20 packets. For the QoS queue, the packet arrival probability of voice call
is flxed at 0.2 (i.e., aqos :0.2) in this case.

We observe that Wqos increases with increasing al, up to a certain point after
which Wqos becomes constant. When the traffic in the best effort queue grorvs,

the QoS queue receives less amount of service. Until the best effort queue uses all its
allocated service, the waiting time in the QoS queue does not increase because packets

in this queue still receive at least the guaranteed amount of service determined by

óqos.
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Figure 2.9, Auerage waiting ti,me for the paclcets i,n the QoS queue.

2.6 Chapter Summary

We have presented a comprehensive survey on the issues and approaches to call ad-

mission control in the next-generation (e.g., 4G) wireless networks. Starting with the
general model and classifications of the CAC strategies, difierent CAC schemes pro-

posed in the literature (for cellular wireless, WLAN, WPAN) have been reviewed and

the challenges in designing efficient CAC schemes for 4G systems have been outlined.
To ihis end, we have introduced a two-tiered CAC architecture for 4G networks to

ettsuie QoS in both the wireless and the wired parts. In the general architecture, the
CAC decision should be based on both the call-level and the packet-level performance

metrics into account. We have given an example of a two-tier CAC scheme considering

two types of services (voice and data) based on this architecture. Data calls due to
vertical handoff from other types of networks have been also considered.

In this CAC scheme, for the wireless part a threshold-based mechanism is used to
provide higher priority to voice calls over data calls and adaptive bandwidth allocation
is used to increase utilization of channel resources by minimizing call blocking and call
dropping probabilities. The CAC component in the wired part uses a threshold-based
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policy for admission control to ensure packet-level QoS for the voice traffic through a

fair scheduling mechanism. The threshold can be adjusted to accommodate different
packet-level QoS requirements. Analytical models for performance evaluation of the
proposed CAC scheme have been outlined and typical numerical results have been

presented. Although in the example CAC scheme we have not explicitly considered

the packet-level QoS in the wireless part of the system, a model similar to the one

used in the wired part can be used for this purpose.

The following issues on call admission control for QoS provisioning in the future-
generation IP-based wireless mobile networks need to be addressed:

o Consideration of traffic shaping policies (e.g., using token-bucket shaper) at the
mobile nodes and optimizing the CAC policies accordingly. Specifically, consid-

ering the bursty nature of the data traffic, for given traffic shaping parameters,

dynamic bandwidth allocation and CAC policies can be devised (e.g., based on

intelligent traffic prediction techniques) so that the wireless resource utilization
'can be maximized while satisfying the required QoS assurance.

¡ Pricing models for CAC in heterogeneous wireless access networks with a view
to maximizing the total revenue in the network while providing acceptable level

of QoS to the users.

o The end-to-end QoS should be considered for CAC. In our model, some feedback-

or measurement-based scheme can be used to adjust the threshold in the CAC
submodule in wired part to take the network condition of the DiffSera domain

into account.

o Analytical models for performance evaluation of CAC schemes under realistic
traffic patterns.



Chapter 3

Service Differentiation in Wireless
Networks: ,4,. Unified Analysis

3.1 Introduction

In addition to supporting best-effort data services, next-generation broadband wire-
Iess networks will need to provide quality-of-service (QoS) guarantee for multimedia

users. In essence, traffic scheduling is the major component to provide service differen-

tiation between QoS-sensitive and best-efiort traffic in the wireless access networks.

Several fair traffic scheduling disciplines based on generalized processor sharing [2]

were proposed in the literature [19]-[20]. Along with traffic scheduling, a CAC mech-

anism is also necessary to control the number of accepted connections to guarantee

that the performance requirements for all the admitted connections in the network can

be met. Again, adaptive multi-rate transmission (e.g., through adaptive modulation

and coding (AMC)) according io the wireless channel variations at the physical layer

would be a key feature of broadband wireless systems such as IEEE 802.16. Analytical
model for performance evaluation (at both the packet-level and the connection-level)

and engineering of broadband wireless networks is necessary which can incorporate
all these features into account in a unified way.

Packet-level delay performance in a polling-based wireless access network was ana-

lyzed in [21]. In [22], several types of CAC policies for mobile networks were presented

and analyzed. We observe that most of the works in the literature considered either
packet-level QoS or call-level QoS. Although the work in [23] proposed a model for
both call and packet-level performance analysis, but the authors did not take traffic
scheduling into account. In particular, packet-level performances depend not only

¡t a)
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on the radio link level transmission and error control mechanisms, but also on the
resource sharing mechanism among multiple users.

A resource allocation strategy, namely, enhanced staggered resource allocation
(ESRA) method, was proposed in [24] the objective of which was to maximize the
number of concurrent transmissions, so that the throughput can be maximized. How-

ever, the buffer dynamics at the radio link level queue (and hence the queueing per-

formance) was not analyzed. Effects of multi-rate transmission (achieved through

adaptive modulation and coding) on radio link level queueing performance u/ere an-

alyzed in [25] for a single-user scenario (i.e., without scheduling).

In this chapter, we present a unified queueing analytical framework for a service

differentiation model in a wireless access network with scheduling and CAC. The

model considers two types of traffi.c, namely, QoS-sensitive traffi.c for real-time mul-
timedia applications and best-effort (BE) traffic for applications such as web and

e-mail. Two separate queues are used to accommodate the aggregated traffic from

the QoS-sensitive and best-effort flows. This configuration is compatible with the
DiffSer-u [1] model for service differentiation in which one queue is used for QoS-
sensitive flows (expedited forwarding, EF) and another one is used for best-effort
flows (assured forwarding, AF). A work-conserving traffic scheduling scheme based

on packetized generalized processor sharing (PGPS) is used to allocate the channel

resources between the QoS-sensitive and the best-effort fl.ows in a time-slotted wireless

transmission scenario. To satisfy the performance requirements for the QoS-sensitive
flows, a threshold-based CAC scheme is used to limit the number of connection of
the QoS-sensitive queue while no admission control is used for the best-effort queue.

Moreover, the multi-rate transmission feature in the physical layer, which can be

achieved through adaptive modulation and coding (e.g., in IEEE 802.16 systems),

is also taken into account. Note that, the time-slotted transmission in this model

is consistent with the TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access)/TDD (Time Division
Duplex) mode in IEEE 802.16. In addition, the service differentiation model to
support boih QoS-sensitive and best-effort traffic can be applied for provisioning of
both'polling and best-effort services in IEEE 802.16.

From the analytical framework, the various QoS measures such as connection

blocking probability for the QoS-sensitive users, and packet dropping probability,
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average queue length, and packet delay distribution can be obtained for both the

QoS-sensitive and best-effort queues. In particular, the inter-dependencies among

the connectionlevel and the packet-level performance measures can be analyzed and

the parameters for the scheduling and CAC can be determined according to the QoS
requirements.

3.2 System Model and Assumptions

3.2.L System Components

We consider a system with two transmission queues: QoS-sensitive queue and best-

effort (BE) queue. Fair scheduling is used to differentiate services between these

two queues. A threshold-based CAC mechanism is employed for the QoS-sensitive
queue to limit the number of admitted connections so that the performances for this
traffic type can be maintained at the desired level (Figure 8.1). Since performance

guarantee is not necessary for best-effort traffic, no CAC is applied to the best-effort
queue. The length of the QoS-sensitive queue is assumed to be finite, while the size

of the best-effort queue can be either finite or infinite, depending on the deployment

scenario.

In the physical layer, adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is used to enhance

bhe transmission rate according to channel state information (CSI), and we utilize

Figure 3.L. System mod,el.

Base Station
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a finite state Markov chain (FSMC) channel model for the different transmission

modes of AMC. The transmission time is slotted and a time-division multiplexing
(TDM)-based channel access is assumed where a batch of packets can be transmitted
during one time slot depending on the channel condition (and hence the transmission

mode). Infinite persistent automatic repeat request (ARQ) is used to ensure reliable

data transmission.

3.2.2 Wireless Channel Model and Multi-rate Tbansmission

A finite state Markov chain (FSMC) model is used to represent multiple states of a
slow Nakagami-m fading channel where each state corresponds to one transmission

mode of AMC. With an ly' state FSMC, the signal to noise raiio (SNR) at the receiver

7 can be partitioned into N + 1 non-overlapping intervals by thresholds f,, (rz e

{0,1,...,¡/}) where lo:0 < lr <... ( l¡¿+r: oo. The channel is said to be in
state n if f' < 'y 1ln+1, and in this state n bits are transmitted per symbol using

2'-QAM which corresponds to transmission rate n. To avoid possible transmission

error, no packet is transmitted when n:0.
Assuming that the channel is slowly fading (i.e., transitions occur only between

adjacent states), the state transition matrix for the FSMC can be expressed as fol-
lows:

The transition probability from state rz to nt (n' e {n - L,n,n * 1}) (,,,,,, average

SNR and average packet error rate (F-ER") can be obtained as in [25]. Based on the
packet error rate, assuming an independent packet error process, the probability thai
m out of n packets are successfully transmitted in one time slot can be obtained as

follows:

P":

o^,n: ( ; ) 
o*(r-o)n-*, 0 : I -PE-R^.

(3.1)

(3.2)



3.2.3 Fair Scheduling

For the QoS-sensitive and the BE queues, we consider a fair scheduling mecha-

nism which is based on the packetized version of the generalized processor sharing

(GPS) [2]. With this type of traffic scheduling, the service for each queue is governed

by the corresponding weight, and if both the queues are backlogged during period

Itr,tr), then ffi : * , where óq and,/6 denote scheduler weights for the QoS and

the best-effort queue, respectively.

Due to the work conserving property of fair scheduling, if the number of packets

in one queue is zero, the another queue will receive the entire service. On the other

hand, if both queues are backlogged, each of them will receive service according to its
weight. The scheduling in our model is based on temporal fairness. Specifically, at

steady state if every flow is backlogged, the probability that the time slot is allocated

to a particular flow is determined by its weight.

3.3 Queueing Analytical Model

3.3.1- CAC for the QoS-Sensitive Queue

When a new connection arrives, the CAC algorithm checks whether the number of

ongoing connections is less than ihe predefined threshold ?. If it is true, then the

arriving connection is admitted, otherwise it is rejected. We assume that connection

arrival follows a Poisson process [22] with mean p and the connection holding time is
exponentially distributed with mean 7f p,.

With mean rate p, the probability that ø Poisson events occur in time interval ú

is given by
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If the length of the interval ú (i.e., a time slot) is very small compared to the connection
arrival rate and holding time, we can assume that there is at most one connection
arrival and departure in one time slot. Then, the probability transition matrix for
ihe CAC process is given by (3.4) where the elements inside matrix C expressed can

f"(p):ry (3.3)
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of connection arrivals. Note that, ihis model is a special type of G/Glc queue in
which the customer departure process (q,¿-ù is determined by the number of ongoing

connections (z¡z).

The steady state probability for the number of ongoing connections can be ob-

tained by solving rnC : zro and îtnL : 1, where 1- is a column matrix of ones, zro

is row matrix of steady state probability in which each column (i.e., [ro]"*r) corre-

sponds to the number of connections c in the system (r: 0,1,...,?). Note thai,

[a-o], indicates the element at column z of row matrix zrn.
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rate in the QoS queuel (Àn) per time slot are calculated as follows:

c.t,z

Ci,,i

Ci,i

lo(p

i.:0
0<i<?-1.
( foþ),
1 r,þ)r,up) +
|. /o(,r),

c¿,¿+t

1

-1 '

)/o(

Cî,-

CT'

={

itt),

1,T_L

-r,T

Ío(p)
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CT_L,T

CT,T

\(ip),

)

h(itt
F1

'),
0

i,:
T.

0<u<?-1

L<i<T-7
i:7.

(3.4)

where Àn is the average number of packet arrivals per time slot per connection which
we assume to be identical for all connections. This assumption is valid if the same

traffic shaper (e.g., Ieaky bucket) is used for all the connections. The connection

blocking probability (i.e., the probability that the system has ? ongoing connections)

can be obtained ãß P6¿ - [rn]r*r.

TT
õ: t cxlrqf"+t, Ir:Ð(Àn x c x [rn]"*r)

(3.5)

(3.6)

c:1

l\Me use the terms 'QoS-sensitive queue' and 'QoS queue' interchangeably in this chapter.

c=1

(3.7)



3.3.2 Fair Scheduling and CAC

We model the fair scheduling process with FSMC channel model by using a discrete-

time Markov chain. The state space of the system is

where x , Y and C represent the number of packets in the QoS queue, the number of
packets in the best-effort queue, and the channel state, respectively. Since for real-

time traffic the delay has to be bounded, we a,ssume that the size of the QoS-sensitive
queue is finite with Bo packets. However, the size of the best-effort queue 86 caî
be either infinite or finite depending on the system and service requirements and we

model both the cases in this chapter.

3.3.2.1 Model for the QoS Queue

While the packet arrival probability is obtained from truncated Poisson process with
maximum ,4 packets can arrive in one time slot (i.e., ,4 is obtained such that FA(À) <
10-n), the departure process depends on the modulation level and the packet error
rate. With queue size Bq, the probability transition matrix Qo for the QoS queue,
when the number of packets in the best-effort queue is y, is defined as follows:

A : {(Y, X,C), 0 < Y ( 86,0 < X < Bq,O <C < ¡/}

o[1J q51ì

oflJ oÍiì

4L

Qu:
ql'ià . qlíl'-' 

"Ï,t

where the element qYI, or matrix Q, is the probability that the number of packets

in the QoS queue is r in the current time slot and it becomes r' in the next time slot.

Let DÍ#) be the probability matrix corresponding to successful transmission of rn
packets from the QoS queue when there are gr packets in best-effort queue (m,n €.

{0, 1,. .. , ¡ú}), and this matrix can be obtained as follows:

(3.8)

qÍ1Ì-," (u)
qà,á-r q!1¿

[D9)],*r,,*1:ïm,M1n¡(n)t y > 0 for Tn:0,...,Mro(n)
[D9)],*r,,* r: o^,n,

q!1]*' q9\

(3.e)

u:0 (3. 1o)

(3.11)
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where g*,nis obtained from (3.2). Note that, the matrix Dß) ir of the same size as

the channel state transition P ". M1r¡(n) is the function that return the number of
packets that QoS sensitive queue can transmit in channel state n, arrd Mful(ù denotes

the function that returns the number of packets that best-effort can transmit if both
queues are backlogged. These functions are chosen such that on average both queues

receive transmission rate according to their weights and therefore \Me can formulate
optimization problem as follows:

where zr" is obtained from solving P.Tc : r" and rr.e : 1. This optimization can be

simply solved by enumeration method.

Now, the elements in the first and second parts of matrix Q, can be obtained as

follows:

Minimize: llW_r,ll
Subject to: Møl(n) € {0,1,...,¡tr}

MO¡("):rL-Møl(")

*)_.

d1Ì*"

where rn e {0, I,2,. .. ,,R} and ¿ € {0, !,2, . .. , A} represent the number of packets

transmitted and the number of packet arrivals, respectively, I is the identity matrix
which has the same size ffi P".

Considering both the packet arrival and the packet departure events, (3.15), (3.16),

and (3.17) above represent the transition probability matrices for the cases when the

number of packets in queue decreases by r packets, increases by s packets, and do not
change, respectively. Note that, the maximum total packet transmission rate can be
greater than the number of packets in queue, and the decrease in the number of packets

cannot be less than the number of packets in the queue. Therefore, the maximum
number by which the number of packets in the queue can decrease is -R : min (l/, r).

: P" I (,å(Ir)I) Dg) for r :7,2,..., R

qtlÌ : 
""îli,r,)r)ug)

: P. Ð (¿1lr¡t)ofil fors:r,2,...,A

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)
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The third part of matrix Q, ({, - Bq- A+7,80- A+2,...,80\) has to
capture the packet dropping effect due to buffer unavailability. Let {o}*o d.rrote the
probability transition in the matrix Qy in the case that there is no dropped packets,

(3.15) becomes

^(g) - I Di=,rP)*,, n t s : Bq
9c'¿*s:l o, rrs)Bq

for r : Bn, for z* s ) Bn and (3.17) becomes

*), :q1?,,"-, . É q{)*o ror r : Bq.
i:L

Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) indicate the case that the queue will be full if the number

of incoming packets is greater than the available space in the queue. In other words,

the transition probability to the state that the queue is full can be calculated as the

sum of all the probabilities that make the number of packets in the queue equal to or

larger than the queue size Bo.

3.3.2.2 Model for the Best-Effort Queue

We assume that packet arrival probability of best-effort traffic is obtained from trun-
cated Poisson process in which the maximum number of packets that can arrive at the

best-effort queue in one time slot is á (i.e., A is obtained such that Fa(À) < 10-n).

In particular, the probability of arrival of ø packets (0 < a < A) can be obtained

from (3.3). Note that, unlike the QoS queue, there is no CAC for the BE queue.
The transition matrix for the entire system P with infinite queue size can be

expressed as

(3.18)

Po,o Po,r Po,¿

Pr,o Pr,r Pt,z Pr,¿

PN,o " P¡¡,¡v-r PN,jv pr,r*tP:

(3.1e)

where the element pr,r, indicates that there are E packets in best-effort queue in this
time slot and it becomes g/ in the next time slot. These elements are calculated based

on the model for the QoS queue.

Pu,u-N Pa,a-l Pa,a Pv,y+r Pu,A

(3.20)
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Similar to the model for the QoS queue, let E- be the probability matrix cor-

responding to successful transmission of rn packets from the best-effort queue (rn :
0, 1,...,.ðy' and r : 0,1,...,80), and it can be obtained as follows:

[E-]'(¡¿+r)+n+1,o(N+r)+n¡1 :0*,n, r:0
- 

[E-]"(r*r)+z+1,c(N+1)*n*r: 0*,M16¡@), z ) 0 for Tn:0,...,Mçu¡(n)

This matrix E- is of the same size as transition matrix Qr.
The elements in matrix P can be obtained as follows:

Ps,s-, : Q,

Ps,s+" : Q,

where m e {0,!,2,...,-R} and a e {0, I,2,...,,4} represent the number of packets

transmitted and the number of packet arrivals, respectively. The maximum number

of successfully transmitted packets from the best-effort queue is Ë: min (N,g).
Eqs. (3.23), (3.24), and (3.25) represent the transition probability matrices for

the cases when the number of packets in best-effort queue decreases by r packets,

increases by s packets, and do not change, respectively. Note that, all of these matrices

incorþorate all possible combinations of transitions in channel states and the number

of packets in both the QoS and the best-effort queues. However, if the best-effort

queue is finite (i.e., ,86 < æ), the bottom part of matrix P (i.e., row .86 - A+I to
86) needs to capture the packet dropping effect. In this case, it can be obtained in
the same rvay as that for Q, which resulted in eqs. (3.18) and (3.1g).

3.3.3 Steady State Probability

To evaluate the QoS performance measures, the steady state probabilities for the

system states are required. If the size of the best-effort queue is finite, the steady

state probability of the system ?r can be simply obtained by solving ¡rp : zr and
rrL : 1. The steady state probability zr(n, r,g) that the channel is in state n and

Pa,a : arI(J"(Àb)r)E-

Ð:,(/,(Àb)r)E- 
for r : r,2,...,R

"_ä"(/"(Àó)I)E- 
for s: r,2,...,A

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)
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that there are r and g packets in the QoS and the best-effort queues, respectively,

can be extracted directly from matrix rr as follows:

n(n,r,y) : 1r7.o4n,,,s1, where (3.26)

col(n,r,y) : (a x (Bo+ 1) x (¡/+i)) * (z x (¡r+1)) *n-tl (9.27)

In the case that the size of the best-effort queue is infinite, we apply matrir-
geometric method [28] to obtain the steady state probabilities. For this, we re-block

the matrix P to obtain the transition probability matrix in form as shown in Fig-
ure 3.2.

When the stability condition, namely, õ22-1, > 6ZsL, where õ : õ2, ô1 : 1, and

Z : Zo i Zt i Zz is satisfied, then the matrix R,, which is the minimal non-negative

solution of R : Zo * RZt + Nz2 can be determined such that rri+L : r¿R. This
matrix R can be obtained iteratively from R(k + 1) : Zo +R(k)Zt +*(k)Zz until

lR(k + 1) - R,(Æ)lr,j 1 €, Vi,, j (e.g., e : 10-e). Next, we calculate ?re and ¡\ by

solving following equations:

tRr : 
l $ ,rl^rr], [ro,rr] :[ro,zr1]B[R], :.s:r',(r-R)-11 :1.

(3.28)

Since zr¿ consists of. A - 1 states of different number of packets in the best-effort

queue, the steady state probability r(n, r,y) can be extracted as follows:

r(n,r,g) : [tot,l] cot(n,r,y), where

col(n,r,y) : (z(ø) x (,4- 1) x (Br+1) x (N+ 1)) +
(a x (Bn+1) x (,nl+ t))* (r x (,nr+r)) *n*I

where z(r) determines the block for calculating steady state probability for z packets

in QoS queue.

i(") : li)

3.3.4 QoS Measures

Packet-level QoS measures including the average number of packets in queue (i.e.,

average queue length), packet dropping probability, average delay, and delay distri-
bution can be obtained based on the steady state probability r(n,r,y). However,

(3.2e)
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in the case that the size of best-effort queue is infinite, the calculation needs to be

truncated at Bo: r such that 1 - Ðåo=o D!,:oÐî:or(n,r,A) < e.

3.3.4.L Average Queue Length

The average queue length for the QoS-sensitive queue (z) and the best-effort queue

(9) are calculated as follows:

,:h" (å þ^*,,,,,,,), r:å, (å þ-*,,,.,,,)
3.3.4.2 Packet Dropping Probability

The packet dropping probability can be obtained based on the average number of

dropped packets per time slot [29]. For the QoS queue, given that there are r packets

in ihà queue and the number of packet arrivals is s, the number of dropped packets

is s - (Bn - r) if s ) Bo - r, and zero, otherwise. The average number of dropped
packets per time slot can then be obtained as follows:

ra..p=ËËË (=å *,n(,,",r, (å ldlÌ."],,,*,) (, - (Bo- ",,) (s s1)
a=o n=0 c:0 \s:Bc_¿*l

where [dl]."]',, i, th" element of matrix qÍ1]*" at row z and column j. The factor

(tr*. [dl]."],,r*r) in (3.31) indicates ihe total probabilty rhat rhe number of

packets in the QoS queue increases by s when the number of packets in the best-effort
queue is gr. This probability differs from the probability of packet arrival, because we

have to consider the successfully transmitted packet(s) in ihe same time slot as well.

After determining the average number of dropped packets per time slot, the prob-

ability that an incoming packet is dropped is given AV pli-) :-T, where \ is tne
average packet arrival rate at the QoS queue which can be obtained from (3.2).

For the best-effort queue) when the queue size is finite, this performance measures

can be obtained in the similar way. First, we obtain the average number of dropped
packets per time slot as follows:

B6 N Bq / A /Bo N
il. \- \-edrop - -i( É tr(n,r,r) (Ëi [o,,,*"J*,,) r" - (8, - s)))

9:0 n:0 c:0 \s:B¿_c/*l \¿=O j:O / /

(3.30)



k - nx(N+1)+n+1
t - zx(N+1)+j+i

and then packet dropping probability is calculated as foltows Pjf)

3.3.4.3 QueueThroughput

The throughput (in packets/time slot) for the QoS queue and the best-effort queue

are obtained as Ts : I'n(l - pl?), 
?a : Àa(l - p#)).

3.3.4.4 Average Delay for a Packet

Using the effective arrival rate, the average delay for a packet in the QoS queue (ãn)

and in the best-effort queue (d¿) can be obtained by applying Little's law as follows:

ãn: fr, du: #'

3.3.4.5 DelayDistribution

We utilize the concept of. absorbi,ng Marlcou chainto determine the delay distributions

for packets in both the QoS queue and the best-effort queue (assuming that the size of
the best-effort queue is finite). The general form of the transition probability matrix
of an absorbing Markov chain is

48

where O is the transient state transition matrix, and rÞ is the transition matrix
to absorbing state. Note that, if there is only one absorbing state, matrix iÞ can be

simply obtained from iÞ : 1--C11. Let a denote the initial transient state probability

matrix. The probability mass function and the distribution for the time required to
reach the absorbing state can be expressed as follows:

w-r

"..:[å å]

Based on matrix P in (3.20), we can establish the transient state transition matrix
for both the QoS queue and the best-effort queue assuming th at the absorbing system

fø¡@): cO'-1O1, Fs¡(W): t frot@).
u=L

(3.32)

(3.33)
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state is the state in which the number of packets in the queue is zero (i.e., the tagged
packet departs queue). The delay for a packet can be measured as the required

number of time slots (since the arrival of the packet) for the system to reach the
absorbing state. Specifically, delay is measured from the first timé slot that packet is

in the queue until that packet leaves the queue. Note that, in this case, there is no

arrival in that particular queue while the process moves towards the absorbing state.
For the Qos queue, we delete the first N+1 rows and columns in matrix Q, (from

(3.9)) for a : 0,1, . . . , Bn and then we have

where Þe,s, is obtained from the modified Qs without considering any packet arrival
(i.e., with fo : O). We can establish initial transient state probability matrix from
steady state probability zr by deleting elements corresponding to zr(n,0, gr) and then
normalizing it by using

Po6" =

1 - Þ0,01

i - D[oBr,r-nr

.sjV
L - L¿:oPB¿,Bt-;l

where ã(g) denoies modified steady state probability matrix when there are g packets

in the best-effort queue which is obtained from

Éo,o

:

Þ¡v,o

For the best-effort queue, the transient state transition matrix is obtained by
deleting the first (¡/ + 1)(Bq * 1) rows and columns of P so that we have

Pru,iv

PBò,.B-N ÞBt,Bt

where pf,r, is modified using À6 : Q.

(3.34)

Pabs :

Pi,o1

:

Plv,or

pi,r

:

P'¡v,i

(3.35)

Pi¡,¡v

The initial transient state

P'Bo,Bu-rv P'Bo,Bo

(3.36)

probability matrix

(3.37)



is obtained from

where z'(9) denotes the original steady state probability matrix for y packets in the
best-effort queue and can be obtained from

n(ù : [ [rJo1,v+r¡1¡q+1)+1 [-](o*r)("*r,,",*r, ]

3.4 Performance Evaluation

3.4.L Parameter Setting

We consider adaptive modulation with flve transmission rates (i.e., I/ : 5) where

the maximum transmission rate is achieved for 64QAM. The values of a, and g", for

fitting the packet error rate curve are the same as in [25]. The length of a time slot is

2 ms and the packet size is 1,080 bits. For fading channel, rve assume a Nakagami-rn

channel with parameter m: 1.1. The size of the QoS-sensitive queue is 30 packets

while that of the best-effort queue is infinite.

The assumed values for the other parameters are as follows: average SNR, 7: 15

dB, Óq - 0.7, da : 0,3, p : 0.4, p, : 7115, Àq : 0.2 packet per time slot per

connection, Àa : 0.7 packet per time slot, I : 0.98 and CAC threshold 7 : 5. Note

that, we vary some of these parameters according to the evaluation scenarios, while

the rest remain fixed according to the aforementioned setting.

3.4.2 Numerical Results and Discussions

3.4.2.L Impact of CAC Threshold on Connection-Level and Packet-Level
Performances

The connection blocking probability varies with connection arrival rate and CAC
threshold. It increases/decreases with increasing arrival rate/CAC threshold, which is

quite expected. Although a larger CAC threshold allows more number of connections

to be admitted, since the radio resource (i.e., transmission rate) remains the same,

packet-level performance degrades, for example, the packet dropping probability in

50

(3.38)

(3.3e)
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the QoS-sensitive queue increases with increasing threshold. AIso, for a particular
threshold, since the CAC mechanism limits the number of admitted connections to
that value, the packet dropping probability becomes constant after certain arrival
rate. Therefore, when the connection arrival rate is known, the CAC threshold can

be selected such that the desired packet-level performance can be guaranteed. We do

not plot these intuitive results for brevity.

3.4.2.2 rmpact of rraffic Load on the Performance of eos and BE eueue

As expected, the average packet delay increases as the connection arrival rate and/or
the packet arrival rate in ihe QoS queue (p) increases (Figure 3.8(a)). Also, for
relatively small p, due to the work-conserving property of fair scheduling, the BE
queuè would be allotted more than its assigned service rate. Therefore, smaller values

of p result in smaller average delay for packets in the BE queue (Figure 8.3(b)).

3.4.2.3 Effects of Physical Layer on the Queueing Performance

Figure 3.4 shows typical variations in packet dropping probability in the QoS queue

under different SNR and packet error rate. In this case, we can define matrix P" as a

function of average SNR, packet error rate and the maximum number of modulation
and coding level as follows P": P" (1,PøR,lf). fne packet dropping probability
decreases as the average SNR increases, however, the rate of decrease becomes smaller
with increasing SNR. Also, the impact of channel quality on the queueing performance

at higher average SNR is less significant than that at lower SNR. Moreover, we observe

that smaller packet errot rate results in smaller packet dropping probability. Even
though smaller packet error rate requires larger SNR ihreshold (i.e., lower modulation
level at the same average SNR), the impact of re-transmission mechanism for the
erroneous packets (i.e., due to the infinite persistent ARQ) is more significant on the
queueing performance.

3.5 Chapter Summary

We have presented a model for service differentiation between the QoS-sensitive traffic
and the best-effort trafrc in wireless networks. In this model, fair scheduling is used
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to prioritize QoS traffic over best-effort traffic and a threshold-based CAC is used to
limit the number of connections for the QoS-sensitive service. A queueing analytical
framework has been developed for this service differentiation model which also takes

the multi-rate transmission feature in the physical layer also into account. Flom the
analytical model, various QoS measures (at both the connection-level and the packet-

Ievel) can be obtained. The numerical results have shown that CAC combined with
fair scheduling can provide the required level of QoS to both the QoS-sensitive and

the best-effort traffic.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Service Cellular Mobile
Networks with MMPP Call Arrival
Patterns: Modeling and Analysis

4.1 Introduction

In a wireless mobile network, two important performance parameters are handoff call

dropping and new call blocking probabilities. These refer to the probabilities that
a handoff call is dropped and a newly initiated call is blocked by the call admission

controller, respectively, due to the unavailability of radio channels. Since users are

more sensitive to the dropping of ongoing calls than the blocking of new calls, CAC
policies are generally designed such that the the handoff call dropping probability
is minimized. To analyze the network performance in terms of these parameters,

accurate and computationally efficient system model is required. Such a model can be

used to find optimal system configuration in an adaptive radio resource management

framework [31].

The evolving fourth-generation (4G) cellular networks will interwork with wireless

LANs and wireless PANs to provide ubiquitous network connectivity to the mobile

users with different classes of quality of service (QoS) requirements [32]. In such a

heterogeneous environment the call arrival patterns in a cellular network are expected,

to be quite non-uniform and bursty. For such a network, a general performance model
is required which is able to capture the fluctuations in the call arrival rates and take
into account the existence of multiple classes of users.

Ðb
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Pêrformance analysis of a cellular wireless network for a single class of users wa^s

presented in [3]. A model for performance evaluation of a multi-service cellular wire-

Iess network was proposed in [33] where the authors used a recursive formula approx-

imation followed by a Markov model to obtain new call blocking and handoff call

dropping probabilities as well as system utilization. The model can support arbitrary
channel holding time distribution (e.g., gamma and hyperexponential) by using phase

type di,stribution 128), even though the cost of using phase type distribution for arbi-
trary approximation is the larger matrix size. An approximation technique was used

in [34] to analytically model micro- and pico-cellular wireless networks with arbitrary
cell topology in a high mobility environment. The approximation is based on moment

matching of handoff events by using single cell decomposition analysis. The model

can approximate non-Poisson arrival rates and is suitable for heterogeneous traffic
environment.

A two-dimensional Markov model for performance analysis under threshold CAC
was proposed in [35]. In [36], a Markov model was used to analyze a dynarn'ic channel

allocation (DCA)scheme in which channels in a particular cell can be borrowed from
another group of cells. Performance measures were d.erived considering both single

class and two classes of users.

A performance analysis model for CAC in a mobile cellular network was presented

1n 122) in which the channel holding time for new calls and handoff calls were assumed

to be non-identical and a two-dimensional Markov model was used to keep track of the
number of new calls and handofi calls in the system. A performance analysis model

based on Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) was proposed in [37] for multi-class mobile

networks with different QoS requirements in terms of number of channels needed,

channel holding time, and the number of guard channels. In [7], the concept of

fracti,onal guard channel was proposed, where to make optimal resource usage, calls

are accepted with certain probability.

Our work in this chapter complements ihe above works in that \¡/e propose a

Markov model for performance analysis of a multi-service cellular wireless network
which captures the different arrival rates of new calls and handoff calls. Since the
amount of traffic in a cellular wireless network may vary depending on the time of
the day [38], using a pure Poisson arrival process is not enough to obtain accurate
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performance parameters of the network in terms of the new call and handoff call
blocking probabilities. 

.Specifically, using the maximum/average call arrival rate for
performance analysis may result in over estimation/under estimation of call dropping
probabilities.

In the proposed model, this variation of arrival rates is taken into account by

using a Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP) and multiple classes of users in
the network are considered through a multi-dimensional Markov model. Based on

this model, we present an optimization formulation to maximize channel utilization
while maintaining the ratio of the handoff call dropping probability and the new

call blocking probability below some desired level. We also adopt a computationally
efficient approach to solve the multi-dimensional Markov model so that on-line use of
the proposed model for system engineering would be feasible.

4.2 System Model and Analysis

4.2.L Channel Allocation/Reservation and Occupancy Model

trVe consider a cellular mobile wireless network which uses a fixed channel allocation
scheme. Each cell has l/ channels and we assume that the arrival of new and handoff
calls during time phase r follows Poisson distribution with rates À¡v,r and À¡¡,,., resp€c-

tively. We also assume that the channel holding time for both new calls and handoff
calls follows exponential distribution with mean 7f ¡tr. For channel reservation, we

assume a guard channel scheme in which a fixed number of channels (N - K") ur"
reserved for handoff calls during phase r. For example, if ly' : 10 and llr : 8, then
2 channels are reserved for handofi calls during time phase 1.

4.2.2 Model for Call Arrival Rate with MMPP Arrival
Here, variations in the call arrival rate is modeled by an MMPP. The MMpp is a
doubly stochastic process where the intensity of the corresponding Poisson process is

defined by ihe state of Markov chain. The parameters for the MMPP model for call
arrival can be deflned as
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where r\,y and À¡¡ define the arrival rate patterns for new calls and handoff calls,

respectively, -B is the maximum number of phases in the MMPP, p,," is a transition
rate from phase r to s, and À, is the arrival rate at phase r. For this model, there

exists a matrix x such that xP : 0 and xe: 1, where e is column matrix of 1. The
mean arrival rate for this MMPP can be calculated as

À¡y : x.À7ye (4.3)

ÀH : xÂ¡¡e. (4.4)

For example, if the transitions among the different phases are sequential and circular
(specifically, the system stays in each phase r with mean duration of I/p,,,+t except

in phase,R for which the mean duration is1,f pp,), the state transition diagram is as

shown in Figure 4.1. Such a model is able to represent the call arrival pattern with
a high degree of autocorrelation [38].

4.2.3 single class of IJsers and MMPP call Arrival Pattern

According to the above MMPP call arrival model and channel allocation, the state

space for this Markov model (for a single class of users) can be defined as

(4.5)

where P and U represent the phase and the number of busy channels (i.e., the number

of channels used by ongoing calls), respectively. Then the transition matrix is given

A : {(P,U);t < P 1 R,0 < U < N}



by

Each row k of matrix Q corresponds to the number of busy channels. For the

elements in matrix Q (i.e.,Ao,Ar,...,A¡vi Bo,Br,...,B¡v-r;Ct,C,2,...,Ciy), the
rows correspond to the different phases of arrival. The size of each of these matrices

is .R x A, where -R is the order of MMPP model. In general, matrix A¡ can be defined

as

Ao Bo

Cr A1 81

C¿ A¡
Q:

B¡

C¡¿-r Aiv-r Biv-r
C¡¡ A¡¡

af.,t

Pz,t

Ps,tAft:

where øf¿s denote the diagonal elements of A¡ and are given as follows:

a!,¿: -t " (t uf,¡ +Ðcf,, +1"!,,¡

Dtc

a\,z Pzp

. 
af,o
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vj vj vj+i

where af,, is the element of matrix A¿. Note that, (a.s) is used to normalize the
transition matrix A¡ in (4.7).

In (4.6), C¡ and B¡ are diagonal matrices. The matrix C¿ corresponds to call
departure during a phase and its elements are kp,¿. Matrix B¡ represents arrival of
new calls and handoff calls and its elements bf,o, i e {1, . . . , .l?} are defined as follows:

(4 6)

Pn-t,a-z oh.-r,n-, pn:,n
pn,nt oh.a

Let zr denote the matrix of steady state probabilities of the system. For example,

n(r,u) denotes the steady state probability of state (r,z), in which u channels are in

['lt,n*Àr,¿, o<k<Ki
uf,o:1\u,¿, K¿<k<R

[ 0, otherwise.

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4 e)



use and the arrival phase is r, and this can be obtained as follows:

n(r,u): [îJ1,xn¡+,

where [z-]o denotes the element at column z of matrix zr. From this steady state
probability, we can obtain new call blocking probability (P6) and handoff call dropping
probability (Pr) * follows:

Also, the channel utilization can be obtained as follows:

ç-,R /.-¡/ _. _r_ _.r\
o _ Lr=t \L":r ur\r,u)),"-T

4.2.4 Multiple Classes of IJsers

,RJV
Pu: I \ rQ,u)

r:L u:K,
,R

Pn:Ðzr(r,1/).
r:1

For multiple classes of users, a multi-dimensional Markov model is required where

each of the dimensions in the model represents one class of users. For example, if
there are three classes in the system, the Markov model will have three dimensions.

To illustrate how to obtain the model, suppose we have two classes of users which
correspond to voice and data call, respectively. Each of the voice call requires c,

channels and each of the data call requires c¿ channels. In this case, the state space

becomes

60

(4.10)

where V and D represent the number of voice and data calls in the system, respec-

tively, and M, and M¿ are the maximum number of ongoing voice and data calls,

respectively, which can be calculated æ Mu : LN,lc,J and M¿ : LN¿lca). Note

that, l/, and À/¿ are the maximum number of channels that can be used by voice and
data calls, respectively.

The transition diagram of the model is shown in Figure 4.2. In this model, the
number of guard channels for voice calls is Nu- I¡@) and that for data calls is Nd- K@) .

(4.i1)

(4.12)

A : {(%D);O < V 1 Mu,O < D < M¿},

(4.13)

(4.r4)
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The mean arrival rates of new calls and handoff calls and the mean channel holding

time for voice and. data calls are À$), Àfi),t¡¡I"1, flj), fÍ9), and,If ¡lù,respectively.
The transition matrix in this case is as follows:

The rows of matrix Q correspond to the number of voice calls. Since the maximum

number of voice calls is limited by M, the maximum size of matrix Q is M, + 1. Each

row of the matrices inside Q (i.u., Ao, Ar, . . ., A¡2, ;Bo, 81, . . .,8 u,-t;C1, C2, . . ., C *,)
corresponds to the number of data calls in the system. Since the maximum number

of data calls is M¿, the maximum size of each of these matrices is M¿ + 1.

Let af,, denote items inside matrix A¿ in (4.16). Matrices B¿ and C¿ are diagonal

with elemenis öf,o and 4,0, i e {0,... ,M¿}, respectively. Then the values f.or af,r, b!,0

andcf,ncan be expressed by (4.8), (4.17), (4.18), (4.19) and (4.20),where Þ : kco*'ica,

Þ' : lçcu + (i + !)c¿, 0 :'icd, and 0' : (i, + 7)c¿.

A6 B6

C1 A1 B1

C¿ A¿ B¡
Q:

Cm,-t Au"-t BM,-,
cu, Lu,

AË:

o3,o o3;

af ,o-t af 
,o

(4.15)

at-,;+t :

a!,0-, :

b!,n :

afr¡o-t,uo-z afio-t,¡,to-t aføo-r,uo

anvo,røo-t afuo,uo

ll$)+.rl!), o<o'q¡1@)
ÀlÍ),

0,

of:n.-

ixp@),0<Õ<lú,; 0<0<N¿
0, otherwise.

.r$)+rl]), o<o q6@)

Àg), 6@) <o<1\L; 6@) <01N¿
0, otherwise.

K@)<Õ,(ÀL; 6@)<0, 1N¿
otherwise.

(4.16)

(4.r7)

(4.18)

(4.1e)



Let r(uo,u¿) denote the probability that there are z, voice calls and u¿ data calls

in the system. Then, the new call blocking probability for voice calls (Po(")) and data

-rc Ikx¡/"1, o<o<ÀL; o<o<Ndci'i': 
\0, otherwise.

calls (Pr(d)) can be obtained as follows:

a(r) -tb

The handoff call dropping probability for voice calls (Pr(")) and data calls (pjd)) can

be obtained as follows:

o@) -td.

N" <(rr+1)"'+u¿c¿1N

P:o) : Ð r(uu,u¿),
N¿ < (z¿*1)c¿* u,cr1N

AIso, the channel utilization is given by

,, - Ðljl=' (ÐY""='(u'"' + uo"o)n(u''uo)) 
.

4.2.5 System with Two Classes of IJsers and MMPP
Pattern

o@) - \-I'È-' : L r(u,,u¿).
K@) <uucu+(ua*1)c¿<N

K(")((¿,*1)c, lu¿c¿1N

r(uu,u¿)
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(4.20)

In this section, we combine the two models described earlier to obtain the system

model for two classes of calls and MMPP call arrival patterns. Thus, the state space

of the system is

A: {(P,V,D),L< P < r?,0 <V <1,N,1",),0< D SIN¿lc¿)} (4.26)

and the state transition diagram for the model with sequential and circular MMPP
is shåwn in Figure 4.3.

Let À1.i| 
' 
Àf;)., and U p!!) (r|Í1,, rÍ91,, and t I p'["d) ) denote the average values of new

call arrival rate, handoff call arrival rate and channel holding time, respectively, for

r(uu,u¿),

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

Arrival
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voice and data calls in phase r of the MMPP, and. K(") and Kld) denote the number of
guard channels for voice and data calls, respectively. To obtain the transition matrix,
we have to replace the elements inside matrix Q in (4.15) for the two-class model by

those of the MMPP call arrival model.

In this model, the matrices inside Q (i.e., Ao,Al,...,A¡2,;Bo,Br,...,BM"_ti
Ct,Cz,...,Cu,) correspond to the number of data calls and the maximum size of
these matrices is M¿ * 1, where M¿ denotes the maximum possible number of data
calls in the system. The rows of these matrices uf,¡,bf,i, and cf, correspond to the
phases of the MMPP. Note that, these matrices are the elements of the matrices A¿,

B¡, and C¿, respectively.

The element at rowr column s (i.e., l"fr],,") is defined as follows:

[.f,]",": { 
o_i", 

(Ðo, lbfnl,,"

[tf,,*r]"," :

where p"," is the element at row r column s of matrix P of the MMPP model and all
other elements are zero. The matrix {o corresponds to the changes in the phases of
the MMPP, at-,¿+t corresponds to data call arrival, and the matrix 4,¿_r corresponds

to data call departure. Similarly, the elements of the matrices bf¿ and cfa which are

used to represent the voice call arrival and departure, respectively are obtained as

follows:

rÍÍÌ + ¡lí)",
r (d)
,,H,,,

0,

(.. (d.)

t-k r I xxPì 
1t¿-t..,t :<L.,t-Lrr,r 

I o,

* Dv, l"!,01,,"* D,#" [tf,,],,"), r : s

(kx"")+(zx 
"o)<KÍo),

K[o) <(le xc")+(zx c¿)1N¿,
otherwise

(k"",)+(zx c¿)1N¿c¿

otherwise

tof,l,.,,. : 
{

r*s

r (r)nN,,
r (r)nH,,

0,

_t-t

(4.27)

+ r!11,,

l'f,01,,,

(4.28)

(kx",)+(zx 
"o¡<KÍ")

KÍ") < @ " r-) + (i, x ca) 1 N,
otherwise

l" * p?), (k x.,) + (z x c¿) 1 N,c,
0, otherwise.

(4.2e)

(4.30)

(4.31)
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Let n(r,u,,ua) denote the steady state probability that there are ua voice calls and

u¿ data calls in the system when the arrival phase is r. Then, the new call blocking
probability for voice call (Pr(")) and data caU (fr(d)) can be obtained as follows:

The handoff call dropping probability for voice call (Pj')) and data cail (Pjd)) can be

obtained as follows:

Â

Prþ): Ð
r=1 ¡¡(") a1

R

Pr(4 : I

I
u"*l)cu*

Ð

r:1 N¿<(z¿*t)xc¿(N

The channel utilization is given by

' -' Kf,-t (u,c-*(u¿*l)c¿<N

u¿c¿lN

R

P:"):D
r:l

r(r,uo,u¿)

4.2.6 Calculation of Steady State Probabilities

R

Pj'): Ð

r(r,uoru¿).

In order to obtain the new call blocking and the handoff call dropping probabilities,

we have to calculate the steady state probability for each state. One way to calculate

these probabilities is by solving matrix zr from the equations zrQ : 0 and :lre : 7,

where Q is the transition matrix obtained from our model, e is a column vector of 1,

and zr contains the elements of n(r, u), n(uu,u¿), and r(r,u,u¿) for the system with
MMPP arrival model and multiclass service. However, when the number of channels

in system becomes large, the size of matrix Q will grow rapidly.

The steady state probabilities can be obtained more efficiently by using recursion

(instead of solving the entire matrix) [39]. Following this approach, first we calculate

E¡ from

N"<(u"*1)xc.<N
r(r,ur,u¿)

(4.32)

DYL, (uo r- + u ¿c¿) n (r, u,, u o))

n(r,uu,u¿).

(4.33)

(4.34)

(4.35)

E¡.: Ar+CÈ(-Eilr)Bn-r l< k < M

(4.36)

(4.37)
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where Eo : Ao and A¡, B¡, and C¿ are matrices inside Q, and M : N for the

MMPP arrivâl model and M : M, for the two-class model. The vector zr¡, which is

the element at column k of row matrix iÍ, can be iteratively calculated by using the

following equations:

Siarting with the matrix r¡,7,|,he other steady state probability matrices can be

obtained by using the above iterative algorithm.

4.2.7 Estimation of MMPP Parameters

To obtain the performance measures from our model, information related to call

arrival and channel holding time would be required. Formal techniques for trace

fitting and parameter estimation can be used to obatin these information from system

traces.

In [40], a trace fitting procedure for MMPP rvas proposed which takes both the

autocovariance and the marginal distribution into account. The MMPP model is con-

structed based on combining two basic MMPP models together, so that one MMPP
model (with 2¿ phases) is used to capture the autocovariance and the other (with X
phases) is used for marginal distribution.

The first step in ihis procedure is to estimate the autocovariance by using a
weighted sum of exponential functions. Next, the parameters of the MMPP model

with X phases are approximated within the constraint of autocovariance determined

before. Then, the complete model for the MMPP is constructed by superposing these

two basic MMPP models.

4.2.8 Optimal Number of Guard Channels

To enhance the performance of the system, the number of guard channels for handoff
calls need to be dynamically adjusted according to the call arrival rate. For this, we

formulate an optimization problem with the objective of maximizing the utilization of

ryaE¡a - 0

'Æ¡: nr¡"¡1c**t(-Ent), 0 < k < M -I
M

)ì zr¡e : 1'

,b:0

(4.38)

(4.3e)

(4.40)
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the channel usage (P") while maintaining the ratio between the handoff call dropping
probability and the new call blocking probability below some desired threshold. This

threshold (ø), which essentially prioritizes handoff calls over new calls, is defined

through the grade-of-service (GoS) as follows:

where ø is the weight of handofi call dropping probability over new call
probability and a typical value for ø is 10 [a1].

The optimization formulation for two-class of users is as follows:

Maximize P,

subject to:

oþ) o@)tbrrlri 
and 

tbrr.),r).

,;' - ,:o' -

GoS: PrluP¿

From the analytical model for two-classes of users as presented in Subsection 4.2.4,

performance metrics such as channel utilization, new call blocking and handoff call

dropping probabilities for both voice and data calls can be determined as functions

of Kþ) and K@), which denote the number of guard channels for voice calls and data

calls, respectively. Given the new call and handoff call arrival rate for both voice

and data calls, the optimal number of guard channels for both types of calls can be

obtained by enumeration method.

4.3 Numerical and Simulation Results

4.3.L Farameter Settings

We use a 3-phase MMPP model for the incoming calls and it is arbitrarily chosen as

follows:

(4.4r)

blocking

(4.42)

(4.43)

P_
-0.01 0.01

0 -0.01
0.02 0

0l
0.01 I

-o02 l
(4.44)



where ,Àf;) represents the arrival pattern of handofi voice calls (i.e., arrival rate in
phase r is,l$).: [n9'],,,). th" arrival rate for new voice calls is defined as r\$) :
pÂ1, where p is a measure of the intensity of new call arrivals. The arrival rates for

new data calls and handoff data calls are assumed to be 50% of those for voice calls,

respectively.

Figure 4.4 shows typical traffic traces for new call arrival which are generated by

using the MMPP model and the Poisson model f.or p - 1. For the Poisson arrival

model, the same mean rates (as calculated from (4.3) and (a.a)) as those for the

MMPP model are used. As is evident, the MMPP arrivals are more bursty than

those due to the Poisson model.

An event-driven simulator is used to obtain the performance results in a single-

cell environment. The channel holding time for both handoff calls and new calls

is assumed to be exponentially distributed. A threshold-based CAC method is used,

where the threshold is determined based on the number of guard channels. We assume

that the the number of channels available for voice and data calls is 30. A voice call

requires 1 channel and a data call requires 2 channels and the average channel holding

time for a voice and a data call is assumed to be 5 and 10 minutes, respectively.

4.3.2 Model Validation

To validate the correctness of the model, 1,¡/e compare the results obtained from this
model with those obtained by simulations. We set the threshold for voice and data
calls to 28 and 26 (i.e., 1ç@) :28 and 1ç@) :26), respectively.

Typical variations in the new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities

with the intensity parameter p are shown in Figure 4.5. As is evident from Figure 4.5,

the simulation results follow the analytical results very closely. As the new call
arrival rate increases, the new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities

increase. However, since some guard channels are reserved for handoff calls, the
handoff call dropping probability for both voice and data calls are smaller than new

call blocking probabilities. Additionally, the performance results obtained for the

Âr: ^f,:[ ,rr]
1.5

67

(4.45)
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traditional Poisson arrival process, with the same mean arrival rate as that for the
MMPP, are also shown in the same figure for comparison. AIso, we observe that with
the traditional Poisson-based model, the performance measures are quite optimistic
and relatively different from the actual performance results when the call arrival
pattern is bursty in nature.

The performance results on new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabil-

ities are shown in Figure 4.6 for another scenario where the total number of data calls

is limited to 14. We observe that the handoff data call dropping probability in this
case increases significantly while both the voice call blocking and voice call dropping
probabilities decrease. This is due to the fact that lesser number of channels are now

available for data calls while more channels are available for the voice calls. This
shows the efiect of prioritization of voice calls over d.ata calls by limiting the number

of channels for data calls.

4.3.3 Performance Results ïr/ith Optimization

Figure 4.7 shows variations in channel utilization along with the new ca.ll and handoff
call dropping probabilities with new call arrival rate for voice calls (i.e., Àl])) when

the CAC threshold 1( (and hence the number of guard channels) for voice and data
calls is obtained by using the optimization model, The value of ø is set to be 10

in this case so that the ratio between the new call blocking and the handoff call
dropping probability for both voice and data calls can be maintained larger than L0

(Figures. a.7@) and (b)).

In this scenario, since the new voice call arrival rate increases, the number of
guard channels for voice calls will need to be increased to maintain voice call dropping
probability at desired level. Also, the number of guard channels for data calls will also

change accordingly so that the channel utilization is maximized while at the same

time maintaining the desired ratio between the handoff data call dropping probability
and new data call blocking probabiliiy.

We also present the results from a static (i.e., non-optimal) allocation, in which
we set 7ç@) : 24 and 6@) :24 to minimize the handoff call dropping probabilities
of both voice and data calls. However, with these number of guard channels, the
system becomes conservative so that more number of new calls are blocked. With
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optimal setting, the ratio between the handoff call dropping probability and the new

call blocking probability can be maintained at the desired level, while achieving the

as much channel utilization as possible (Figure +.7(c)).

The proposed framework can be used to determine the optimal number of guard

channels dynamically under bursty call arrival patterns (i.e., at the different phases

of MMPP). Figure 4.8 shows typical variations in new call blocking and handoff call

dropping probabilities under varying call arrival intensity (p), where the threshold K
for both voice calls and data calls in all the arrival phases is chosen dynamically based

on p. We observe that the ratio between ne\ry call blocking probabilities and handoff

dropping probabilities for both voice and data calls is maintained at the desired level

(i.e., ø : 10 from (4.43)), while the channel utilization increases compared with that
for static guard channel threshold (e.g., for KÍ") : 24 and, KÍo) : 24 Vr). The

improvement due to optimal guard channel thresholds is more significant at high

traffic load conditions. Therefore, based on the traffic load condition, the guard

channel thresholds can be dynamically adjusied to control the admission of new calls

so that the channel utilization can be improved.

4.4 Chapter Summary

We have presented a Markov model to analyze the new call and the handoff call

blocking probabilities under MMPP call arrival patterns in a multi-service cellular

mobile network. Analytical results have been compared with the simulation results

to validate the model and also have been compared with the results for the traditional
Poisson model for call arrival. Although the results have been shown only for voice

calls and data calls, the analytical methodology can be used for more than two classes

of users. We have observed that when the call arrival pattern is bursty in nature,

the analytical results for the MMPP-based call arrival model are much closer than

those for the traditional Poisson-based model. This observation suggests that the

traditional performance models of cellular wireless networks are not suitable for the

environment with the burst call arrival rate. Finally, our proposed analytical model

would be useful for radio resource allocation and CAC in future-generation wireless

mobile networks.
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Chapter 5

Adaptive Bandwidth Allocation in
Cellulan Mobile Networks L]nden

Markov Call Arríval Frocess and
Fhase-Type Channel Holditrg Time
Distribution

5.1 fntroduction

In wireless mobile multimedia networks adaptive bandwidth allocation (ABA) [A2] is

necessary to maximize the utilization of radio channels while keeping the quality-of-
service (QoS) of a multimedia call at the acceptable level. ABA can minimize the
number of blocked new calls and the number of dropped handoff calls by adjusting the
allocated bandwidth of ongoing calls and allowing the incoming calls to be serviced

without degrading the QoS of the ongoing calls below the acceptable level.

The performance analysis models for ABA were proposed in [58]-[5g] based on the
assumptions that arrivals of new calls and handoff calls follow Poisson distribution and
the distribution of channel holding time is exponential. However, the distributions
for channel holding time of new calls and handoff calls are different from exponential

l22l and models such as sum of hyper-exponential (SoHyp) [a3] and hyper-Erlang

l44l are more realistic than exponential-based models.

Iri this chaper, we propose an analytical framework for ABA in which call arrivals
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and channel holding time are modeled by Markov Arrival Process (MAP) [45] and
phase-type distribution, respectively. Due to the use of MAP, the framework is flexible

to capture autocorrelation in the incoming call process as well as the burstiness (e.g.,

through MMPP which is special type of MAP). The phase-type distribution is general

enough to represent many of the well-known probability distributions. We examine

the performance of ABA for two different CAC schemes, namely, the guard-channel

scheme [3] and the call thinning scheme [46].

Phase-type distribution was used in [a7l to model service time of the calls in
cellular networks. The model with MAP call arrival rù/as proposed in [48]. However,

these models were developed for mobile networks where the bandwidth allocation to
the calls is non-adaptive (i.e., static). In [49], phase-type models for different channel

holding time distributions such as SOHYP and hyper-Erlang were introduced so that
the parameters for the phase.type distribution can be obtained. However, fitting
techniques [50] can also be applied to the trace data with arbitrary distribution to
obtain the phase-type parameters.

5.2 System Model and Assumptions

5.2.L ACA and CAC

We consider the wireless cellular networks in which bandwidth of ongoing calls can

be adjusted adaptively according to the states of the network. The total bandwidth
in a .cell is constant and is denoted by c. We assume that the bandwidth for a

call is chosen from a set of discrete values B : {br,b2,. ..,b,,} where b¿ 1 b¿¡1 for
'i : 7, . . . 1n - 1. The minimum and the maximum amount of bandwidth allocated to
a call is b1 and b,,, respectively. The bandwidth requirement for a mobile is denoted

by b,.c (bn ) b,.n > br). If the amount of bandwidth allocated to a mobile is less than
b,"n, then a degradation in call quality occurs, however, the call is not dropped.

We consider two schemes, namely, the guard channel scheme and the call thinning
scheme for CAC of new calls and handoff calls. In the guard channel scheme, a portion
of the available bandwidth is reserved for handoff calls. In other words, incoming new
calls are accepted if the number of ongoing calls in the cell is less than predefined

threshold r. Hence, the bandwidth reserved for handoff calls is c- r.
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Calì thinning scheme is the generalized version of fracti,onal guard channel schemel7l.

We consider a thinning scheme in which a nerv call is admitted with acceptance proba-

bi'li'ty a. This probability is set according to the state of the network (e.g., the current

number of ongoing calls). Let a(r) denote the acceptance probability when the num-

ber of ongoing call is r. When a(r) > a(r* 1), z e {0,1,...,c-I}, the number

of admitted new calls become thinner if the number of ongoing calls increases. The

advantage of call thinning scheme is the ability to smooth the traffic admission rate

rather than cutting the call acceptance at a certain level of load [46].

5.2.2 Bandwidth Adaptation Algorithm

We consider a fairness-based bandwidth adaptation algorithm [17] which works in
such a way that the allocated bandwidth to the ongoing calls will not differ from

each other by more than one step. The bandwidth of an ongoing call is also allowed

to be degraded below bandwidth requirement b,.n to minimize new call blocking and

handoff call dropping probabilities.

The complete description of our bandwidth adaptation algorithm for guard chan-

nel scheme is shown in Algorithm 5.2.I. Let uq¿¿¿ ànd bo¿¿" denote the expected band-

width for an incoming call and the bandwidth vector of ongoing calls, respectively.

When a call arrives, the cell performs admission control by checking whether the total
number of ongoing calls is less than the threshold ¿. If this condition is satisfied or

if the incoming call is a handoff call, the cell tries to allocate maximum bandwidth

to the incoming call; otherwise, the incoming new call is blocked. However, if the

available bandwidth is not enough to allocate maximum bandwidth to an incoming

call, the adaptation algorithm is invoked. The adaptation algorithm will randomly
select an ongoing call with the current maximum bandwidth (i.e., max(bo¿¿")) and de-

grade allocated bandwidth of that call one step. At this point, expected bandwidth
for incoming call increases one step. This operation is iteratively performed until the
expected bandwidth for an incoming call is equal to the current minimum bandwidth
of all ongoing calls (i.e., min(b,¿¿")). In contrast, if every call has the minimum band-

widtÈ ö1, nonê of the ongoing call can be degraded. Therefore, an incoming call is
dropped.

For call thinning scheme, line 1 of this algorithm would be changed to admit the
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Algorithm 5.2.L: ÃQL(inpuús : type of incoming call,K,Ctcatre,cL,c^o,)

if (((incoming call is a new call) and (number of ongoing calls < K))
or ( incoming call is a handoff call ))

if available bandwidth ) cmac

then assig\ cmar to incoming call

else

UaIb + 0

while max(co¿¿") ) c1 and uarb l min(co¿¿")

I randomly select one call with number of channels max(co¿¿.)t"
do { decrease number of channels for the selected call by one

I

['o,," + watbil
if wo¿¿. ) 0

then accept incoming call with number of channels tl'o¿¿"

else reject incoming call

else reject incoming new call

new call based on a Bernoulli trial with probabiliiy a(ø).
In the event that a call is terminated or is handed over to a neighboring cell,

the bandwidth of that call is released. In this case, some of the ongoing calls will
be upgraded to higher bandwidth level. Our upgrade scheme randomly selects a

call with the current minimum bandwidth or min(bo¿¿"). The bandwidth of that call

is upgraded by one step. This routine is performed until all released bandwidth is
allocated or all of the ongoing calls have the maximum bandwidth (b").

From our bandwidth adaptation algorithm, the number of calls (^o(8,c, z)) with
allocated bandwidth b¿ can be calculated from the number of ongoing calls ø as follows:

(5.1)

where î:î(g,c,r): max{jlb¡ < clr}.The number of degraded calls d(ø), when

the number of ongoing calls is r, carL be obtained from d(z) : m¿(8, c, r), b¿ 1. b,"q.

(:- L':*l ' i:î
m¿(B,c,r) :1 tff;l , ,i:î + r

t 0, otherwise
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The average bandwidth at the certain number of calls is calculated as follows:

LEil < "<lÊll3l > r.LDnJ 
-

For example, with total bandwidth/cell of 30 units, B e {1,2,3}, and b,.q:2, when

the number of ongoing calls is 25, rn2(8,30, 25) : 5, m1(8,30, 25) : 20, d,(25) : 20,

and 6(zs) : 1.2 units.

5.3 Formulation of the Queueing Model and A.naly-

5.3.1 Call Arrival and Channel Holding Time Distribution

For MAP arrival process, we use the matrices C,y, C¡7, and C¡ to describe the process

of a àew call arrival, handoff arrival, and no arrival, respectively. The size of these

matrices is K x K where K is the number of states in the arrival process. Let Àj{)
(ÀÍ?), i,k € {1, . . . , K} denote the elements in Ciy (C¡¡) corresponding to transition
from state z to ,k as a new call (handoff call) arrives. The elements À¿,¡, i, I k inmatrix
C¡ correspond to the transitions without any arrival. Since C : Co * C,,v * C¡¡, the
diagonal elements of matrix C¡ should be negative to satisfy the condition Ce : 0,

where e is column vector of 1.

we can obtain rMAp which is the steady state probability of MAP by solving

¡ru¿.pc : 0 and TMApe: 1. According to this steady state probability, the mean rate
of the new call and handoff call can be calculated from Àiv : zrCrue and À¡¡ : ,ïC¡7e,

respectively.

We use phase-type distribution to model the channel holding time, because it
is general enough to fit well-known channel holding time distributions (e.g., sum of
hyperexponential (SOHYP) and Hyper-Erlang). Also, with phase-type distribution
standard techniques (e.g., Quasi-Birth Death Process (QBD)) can be used to analyze
the system performances.

The phase-type distribution is defined by an absorbing Markov chain with ,k tran-
sient states and one absorption state. The parameters of phase..type distribution are

(8, S), in which S is the transition matrix of the transient states f.or M phases, and

(s.
õ(") :t; (5.2)

SIS
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B is the probability vector of each phase at time zero. The size of B and S are 1 x M
and M x M, respectively. Continuous phase-type distribution can be shown in matrix
form as

[: i] (5.3)

where the bottom row is the absorbing state and vector ^90 contains the rate to
absorption state from transient states. The probability density function (pdf) and

the mean of phase-type distribution can be obtained as follows:

f("): þ""50
r : B(I-S-1)e.

(5 4)

(5.5)

There are two approaches to obtain the parameters of phase-type distribution for

a channel holding time: analytical and empirical approaches. An analytical approach

can provide a systematic method to obtain parameters [a9]. In contrast, an empirical

approach uses the fitting technique [50] to obtain the parameters from the data set

and can be more flexible to be applied with arbitrary distributions (e.g., Gamma

distribution). In our model we use a general phase-type distribution, and therefore,

both approaches can be used.

5.3.2 Markov Model

As was shown in 122), the channel holding time for the new calls and the handoff calls

can be different. In our model we consider the number of new calls and handoff calls

separately while describing the the system states.

For guard channel scheme, the state space of the model is

A : {(N, H,A,P); 0 < N < ¿,0 < H I c,

7<A<K,7<P<Mj (5.6)

where I/ and I/ represent the number of new calls and handoff calls, respectively, P
and A represent the phases of departure and the states of arrival process.

For call thinning scheme, the state space of model is similar to that for the guard

channel scheme, but the maximum number of new calls is c (0 < rn 1 c). The system

state transition diagrams with the guard channel and the call thinning schemes are

shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, respectively.
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Figure 5.L. State trans'it'ion d'iagram for guard channel scherne where each state

represents the nurnber of new calls rn and the number of handoff calls r¡.

The rate transition matrices for both models have a block tri-diagonal form with
MAP arrival and phase-type service time, as shown in (5.7) below

bandwidth
unit 
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v

o o *L9

o
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=oz

Q:

A6 B6

Dr A1 B1

D¡ A¡, B¿

D¡v-r A¡¿-r B¡¡-r
D¡¿ Ary

(5.7)

where each row of elements in matrix Q represents the number of new calls, thus,

N : t * 1 for guard channel scheme and l/ : c* 1 for call thinning scheme. The
rows of inside matrices (Ãn, k € {0,...,N}, Fl.r, k € {0,...,¡y'- 1}, and D¡", k e
{1,. . . , l/}) represent the number of handoff calls. Since both the guard channel and

the call thinning schemes involve the arrival process only, the matrix Dk, ïepresenting

departure process of new call, are identical and diagonal in both models.

Let df,, denote the diagonal elements of matrix D¡ when the number of new calls
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Figure 5.2. State trans'it'ion diagram for call thinni,ng scheme where each state rep-

resents the number of new calls rn and the number høndoff calls r¡,.

is k and the number of handoff calls is l. We obtain the following:

(5 8)

where Son, þn and Sfl, Bn are the parameters of phase-type distributions for the channel

holding times of handoff and new call, respectively, I denotes kronecker product

operator, and ro is an identity matrix with size the same size of matrix C.
For guard channel scheme, B¿ are the diagonal matrix with elements bfr,z¡ : rs. g

C¡¡ 8Iso, k + ¿ < ú where Cly is an arrival process of the new call. Matrix A¡ is the
Markov process for handoff calls and is defined in (5.g), where afr+r : rs, g Cø grsn
represents the arrival process and af¿,r-r¡ represents the departure process of handoff

calls, and are given by (5.t0) and (5.11), where o is the kronecker sum defined as

xoY:(x8Iy)+(IxsY).

.tk - l 
r"8 (l x so,P,), ¿ > 1

"o'¿) - I t" * (tg), I: r

^È - l tt"øIc8(lxsflB¿), t>L
a(¿'¿-1)-1 t""ørc8(sf), l:!. (5.10)
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(5.e)A/,:

t-âio

ai¡ tf¿+r
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"ft,, 
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{

OL, s' e co

Of:, s, o co o Ol:, sn

OL, s, @ (co a c,v) @ Ol:, sn

OL, s, o (co * c¡s a cø) e OL, sn

l:0
0<¿<t-k,l+k<t ._

15.11)0<¿<t-lr,l+k>t
I 

-+ 
l^L 

- 
L - N.

In call thinning scheme, the differences are at B¿ arrd afr which are the matrices

inside A¡. The matrices B¿ are diagonal with elements bfr,r¡ : @(k + ¿)CN) 8Is,.
The matrices af, are defined in (5.12). Note that, factors Of:, s, and @l:, s¿ can

be approximated by using method in [51], so that the steady state probability can be

calculated more efficiently.

In order to obtain QoS measures of the adaptive bandwidth allocation, we have

to calculate the steady state probability for each state. One way to calculate these

probabilities is by solving matrix zr from rQ : 0 and 7re : 1, where Q is the

transition matrix. However, when the number of channels becomes large, the size

of matrix Q grows rapidly. Another way to solve the steady state probability is by

recursion as v/as proposed in [39]. Following this approach, first we calculate E¿ from

"t,,,1
:{

Er: A¡+DÀ(-E/r)Bo-r, 1< k < ¡/

Of=, s, o (co + (1 - a(k + ¿))c")

Of=, s, o (co + (1 - a(k + ¿))c') o Ol=, sn

]t't" 
o (co + (1 - a(k + ¿))c' 1 c',) o Ol=, so

(5.13)

l:0
0<¿<c (5.12)
1_^
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where A¡, B¡,, and D¡ are matrices inside Q, Eo : 40, and l/ : ú for guard channel

scheme or Iy' : c for call thinning scheme. The vector 7rÆ contains the probabitiiy of

each state, which represents the number of new calls r,r, number of handoff calls z¿,

state of arrival process ¿ and phase of channel hotding time p. This vector can be

calculated by using the following equations:

?T¡¿E¡ : Q

7r¡:?r¡-¡1Dr+i(-E;1¡, 0 < k < ¡/- 1

N

Izr¿e:1.
È:0

We can obtain the steady state probability from the last matrix at item N first and

then use the recursive algorithm to obtain all other probabilities.

5.3.3 QoS Measures

We consider five QoS meâsures, namely, the new call blocking and handofi call drop-

ping probabilities (indicating the proportion of failed incoming calls), average service

bandwidth of the cell, user outage probability [53], and call degradation probabil-

ity [58]. These QoS measures can be calculated from the steady state probability

n(rn,r¡,), which is the sub-vector of zr, by summing probabilities in all states of ar-

rival and all phases of channel holding time at the same number of new calls and

handofi calls.

o New Call Blocki,ng Probabi,Ii,ty

In guard channel scheme, an incoming new call is blocked if the number of

ongoing calls is equal or greater than the threshold which is used to reserve

bandwidth for the handoff calls. Thus, we have

pe^u:Dr(rn,r¡)e, Låj < rnlr¡,. (5.17)

However, in call thinning scheme the new calls can be blocked randomly based

on an acceptance probability (a) and is given as follows:

nt a:\,(l - a(rn + nh))r(rn,rh)e (5.18)

where a(r) is the acceptance probability when the number of ongoing calls is
r.

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)
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Handoff C all Droppi,ng Probabi,li,ty

Handoff call dropping probability is defined as the probability that handed over

calls from the neighboring cells is dropped. In our model, the handoff calls are

dropped only when all of the ongoing calls allocated with minimum bandwidth.

Therefore, the handoff call dropping probability is given bv

phd: T(rn,rh)e, Lñl : rn I rh. (5.1e)

Auerage Bandwi,dth of the Cell

Average bandwidth of the cell indicates the expected bandwidth received by

all ongoing calls and depends on the number of calls in the cell. If there are a

.few ongoing calls, the cell can allocate maximum bandwidth to every call. In
contrast, if the number of calls increases, some of ongoing calls will be degraded,

so that average bandwidth will be decreased. The average bandwidth of the cell

can be obtained from

bcert : b(r" + r¡)r(rn, r¡)e (5.20)

where ó(r) is an average bandwidth when the number of ongoing calls in the

cell is z. Note that, in this model we assume that channel holding times are

independent of bandwidth allocated to the call.

U ser Outag e Probabi,Iity

User outage probability is the probability that the cell has at least one call

with bandwidth below the required level (b""n). The higher the user outage

probability, the more is the possibility that a call will receive bandwidth below

an acceptable level. The user outage probabilitv can be obtained from

Pout - Ð zr(rn, r¡)e. (5.21)

þ*,rnll6ft)<rn+¡n)

C all D egrad ati,on Prob abi,li,ty

Call degradation probability is the probability that the calls are allocated with
bandwidth less than the desired value b,"n. It indicates the level of call degra-

dation and is given by

Pdes: t n@r,rn)*#
Yrn,Vrr¡

(5.22)
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\¡¡here d(r) is the number of degraded calls when the number of ongoing calls

in the cell is r.

5.4 Numerical Results and Discussions

5.4.L Parameter Setting

we assume that the available bandwidth per cell is 20 units, B e {t, 2}, and b,"q:2.
For the guard channel scheme 4 units of bandwidth are reserved for handoff calls. For
ihe call thinning scheme, the acceptance probabilities are set as follows:

(5.23)

According to (5.23), the cell throttles the incoming new calls linearly if it becomes

congested, (i.e., the number of ongoing calls ìies between 14 to 18).

For arrival process, we use Markov Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) which is

a special type of MAP. In MMPP, each state of an arrival has its own mean arrival
rate and the state transition changes the current arrival rate. We use the following
parameters

0l

'o l (5.24)

for which the mean rates for new calls, handoff calls, and total calls are 1.06, 0.54, and
1.6 calls per minute, respectively. Tlaces of handoff call arrival generated from this
parameter setting are shown in Figure 5.3. The trace shows the burstiness of arrival
rate which cannot be captured by normal Poisson process. Since the calculation of
factors OL, s, and @l=, s¿ is time consuming in case of phase type distribution,
we assume exponential distribution with mean 5 minutes for channel holding time.

I t, re {0,..,13}
a(r): 

J -O.OOZz+8.162, re {14,..,18}

|. 0, Ø € {19, ..,20}.

c":l-7'02 o'02 l, c¡¡-f o'oo
"o-L 0.1 -46)' 

vlv-L 
o

cn:f o'u 0l
L 0 1.5 

1
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Figure 5.3. Traces of handoff call arri,ual based on the erarnple MAP parameters.

5.4.2 Numerical Results

We obtain numerical results on the QoS measures from our model with MAP and
phase-type distributions (MAP/PH). Based on the matrices iî (5.24), we obtain re-

sults when the the mean arrival rate of new calls is varied (Figures 5.4-5.7).

We observe that with adaptive bandwidth allocation, handoff call dropping prob-

ability can be minimized by adjusting the bandwidth allocation of ongoing calls.

Secondly, the arrival process and distribution of a channel holding time affect the

QoS performances in ABA environment.

Thirdly, as expected, as the mean arrival rate increases, the new call blocking,

handoff call dropping, user outage and call degradation probabilities increase while
the average bandwidth of the cell decreases.

Moreover, with the same mean and distribution for call arrival and channel holding
time, the observed QoS measures become different for the different CAC schemes.

Although the average bandwidth of the cell and the outage probability are similar
for both the guard channel and the call thinning schemes (Figures 5.5-5.6), the call
degradation probabilities in case of call thinning scheme are much smaller than those

- 

MMPP
'......Po¡sson
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for the guard channel scheme(Figure 5.6). This difference comes from the fact that the
call thinning scheme uses an acceptance probability to smooth the admitted new calls

before the cell becomes congested. With the proper acceptance probability setting,

the call thinning scheme can be used to minimize call degradation probability which
is an important QoS measure of an ABA system.

Figure 5.4. New cøII blocki,ng and handoff call droppi,ng probabi,Iiti,es for uarg,ing

mean of arri,aal rate of new calls.

5.5 Chapter Summary

We have presented an analytical framework for adaptive bandwidth allocation in
cellular mobile networks. We have used MAP for modeling call arrival and phase-

type distribution for modeling channel holding time. We consider the fact that the
distributions for channel holding time for the new calls and handoff calls can be

different. Two types of CAC (i.e., guard channel and call thinning scheme) have been

examined. Using the framework, various performance metrics (i.e., new call blocking
probability, handoff call dropping probability, average bandwidth of the cell, user

outage probability, and call degradation probability) have been derived.

Mean new call arrival rate
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Figure 5.5. Aaerage bandwi,dth of the cell for MAP/PH model.

The numerical results obtained from the model have shown that the ABA can

minimize handoff call dropping probability, while some calls might experience service

degradation below an acceptable level. We have observed that the call thinning
scheme is able to smooth the rate of admitted new calls to avoid congestion in the
cell.
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Figure 5.6. User outage probabi.Ii,ty of the cell for MAp/pH mod,el.

Figure 5.7. call degradation probabi,Ii,ty of the celt for MAp/pH mod,el.

2 2.5 3 3.5
Mean nêw call arrival rate
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Chapter 6

Performance Analysis and

Adaptive Call Admission Control
in Cellular Mobile Networks with
Time-Varying Traffic

6.1 Introduction

A system exhibits transient behavior when it is not in the steady state, i.e., during
the transition period until the system reaches an equilibrium state [5a]. The transient
behavior is important especially for a time-varying system since the system may never

reach the steady state. Tbansient analysis based on Markov models is widely used

to compute performa.nce measures in reliability analysis ([55]-[56]). Uniforrni,zati,on

is a well-known Markov-based transient analysis method with appealing properties

such as numerical stability and controllable computation error. Tlansient analysis

for cellular systems was used in [57] to investigate the time dependent packet-level

performance measures (e. g., packet blocking probability).

Howevet, in cellular mobile networks it is also crucial to analyse call-Ievel quality of
service (QoS) under difierent bandwidth allocation schemes (e.g., static and adaptive)

and CAC strategies. In case of static bandwidth allocation, the bandwidth allocated

to a call remains fixed over the entire connection period. Static bandwidth alloca-

tion is used mainly for voice and constant bit rate services. Alternatively, adaptive

bandwidth allocation (ABA) allows the bandwidth of ongoing calls to be degraded to
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accommodate handoff calls or more new calls. ABA techniques can be used for mul-
timedia services with flexible QoS requirements in which the transmission rate can be

varied by adjusting the encoding scheme. By using ABA, the number of blocked calls

can be minimized and the resource utilization can be increased. By using proper CAC
policies, call-level QoS for both static and adaptive bandwidth allocation systems can

be maintained at the acceptable level.

Performance analysis of a CAC scheme based on the guørd channel concept was

done in [3]. Instead of using one value of threshold for admission control of the new

calls, the concept of fract'ional guard scheme was introduced in [7] (where a new call

is admitted with a certain probability) and the various types of CAC policies were

analysed in [22]. These models considered stat'ic bandwidth allocation and derived

the QoS performance measures including new call blocking and handoff call dropping
probabilities. Analytical models for performance evaluation of ABA were proposed

in [58]-[59] and QoS measures related to degradation of the service quality were ob-

tained. However, most of these models in the literature dealt with the steady state

behavior only and the models were developed for using off-line to obtain the QoS
performances under pre-determined system parameters.

We propose an analytical model for transient performance analysis of both static
and adaptive bandwidth allocation in cellular mobile networks under time-varying
traffic pattern. Based on the analytical model, using an optimization approach, we

also propose an on-line adaptive CAC mechanism which dynamically adjusts the
CAC threshold for new calls. Typical numerical results are presented and validated
by simulation.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 describes the system

models for both static and adaptive bandwidth allocation under time-varying traffic.
The transient analysis method (i.e., uniformization) is presented in Section 6.3. Sec-

tion 6.4 presents an on-line adaptive CAC method based on numerical optimization.
The results from the analytical models and simulations are presented in Section 6.b.

Conclusions are stated in Section 6.6.
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6.2 System Model TJnder Time-Varying Traffic

6.2.L Call Arrival and Bandwidth Allocation

We assume that both new and handoff call arrivals follow Poisson process and the
channel holding time is exponentially distributed. However, the arrival rates for both
new calls and handoff calls as well as the channel holding time are time-varying.
We consider both static (i.e., the bandwidth allocated to each call is static and is

determined at the call initiation time) and adaptive bandwidth allocation (i.e., the
bandwidth allocated to the ongoing calls can be adjusted according to the state of
the network).

When a call arrives, a CAC policy is responsible to make a decision on accepting or
rejecting an incoming call. Since the users are more sensitive to dropping an on-going
call than blocking a newly initiated call, some portion of bandwidth is reserved for
handoff calls. We assume a guard channel scheme[3] in which out of the C bandwidth
units in a cell, C - K units are reserved for handoff calls in order to minimize the
handoff call dropping probability.

6.2.2 Analytical Model for Static Bandwidth Allocation rJn-
der Time-Varying Traffic

The continuous frnite state Markov chain model for static bandwidth allocation with
guard channel-based CAC (i.e., new calls are accepted only if the amount of band-
width used by ongoing calls is less than the threshold /{(ú)) is shown in Figure 6.1.

Note that, the arrival rate of new calls À,y(ú) and handoff calls À¡¡(ú) as well as the
channel holding time for both types of calls t/p(t) are time-varying. Moreover, the
amount of bandwidth reserved for handoff calls is adjustable in each time interval.

Thestate space of this modelis a: {(z), 0 ( r ( c}}, wherez represents the
number of ongoing calls. The infinitesimal generator matrix for this Markov process

can be expressed by (6.1) as follows:
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Q(¿) :

so,o(ú) qo,r(ú)

qr,o(ú) sr,r(¿)

q¿.¿-{t)
n,z(t)

u¡(t) a;¡+r(t)

qc,c-I(t) øc,c(t)

(6.1)

(6.2)

where

q¿,¿+{t) :f ^"(r) 
*À¡¡(ú), ze {0,1,...,K-r]l

I rur(r), i, e {K,...,c - r}

-À¡v(¿) - À¡¡(¿) - itt(t), z e {0,1,..., K - I}
-À¡¡(¿) -ip(t), ie{K,...,C -7}
-Cp(t), i: C

q¿,¿a(t): i,p(t), ie {1,...,C}.

(6.3)

(6.4)

j,NO+]HO ),NO+ tHO ).lt)+ ).HO Anq ta(t)

ææooo3@Ooo03@
p(t) 2.p(t) K(I).FO (K(t)+t).tt(t) C.t'q

Figure 6.L. Markou ch,a'in model for stati,c bandwi,dth allocat'ion under time-uaryi,ng

trffic.

(6.5)

(6.6)

q¿,¿(t) :

Let r,(t) : Pr{r(ú) : r} be the transient probabilities that the system stays in
state r at time ú conditioned on the initial state. We can obtain the new call blocking
probability p":f'*(t) and the handoff call dropping probability pî:iti.(t), at time t as

follows:
C

p":f'"(t): I n,(¿)
r:K

p";i'"(t) : rc(t).
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6.2.3 Analytical Model for Adaptive Bandwidth Allocation
Under Time-Varying Traffic

Let us assume that a call can be allocated bandwidth from the set B : {br,b¿,.. . ,b,-}
in which b¿ 1b¿17, i e {L,... )n-1}. Then, the minimum and maximum bandwidth
for a call are å1 and bn, respectively. However, because of the adaptation algorithm,
bandwidth of the call might be degraded below the target level which is defined as

b¿", [60].

We consider the fairness-based bandwidth adaptation algorithm (BAA) proposed

in [17]. With threshold K, if a new call arrives and the bandwidth used by ongoing

calls is larger than K, the incoming call is rejected. Otherwise, the cell tries to allocate

the maximum possible bandwidth to the incoming call. However, if the available

bandwidth is not enough, the BAA is executed. The BAA degrades the bandwidth of
an ongoing call (randomly chosen) with the current maximum bandwidth by one step.

This degradation process is iteratively performed until the free bandwidth is equal to
the current minimum bandwidth of all ongoing calls. The incoming call is accepted

and allocated with the free bandwidth. However, if every call has the minimum
bandwidth b1 (and hence no bandwidth adaptation is performed), the incoming call

is rejected.

In the event that a call is terminated or a handoff occurs, the bandwidth of
that call is released. Then, the bandwidth of some ongoing calls are upgraded. The

upgrade scheme randomly upgrades a call with the current minimum bandwidth until
all released bandwidth is allocated or all of the ongoing calls have the maximum
bandwidth (b,).

Considering the fact that the distributions for the channel holding time of new

calls and handoff calls can have different means [22], especially in the environment

with a variety of mobile platforms [61], the system state should describe both the
number of new calls and handoff calls, so that the state space can be expressed as

A : {(N,H)10 < N < C,0,< H < C) (6.7)

where l/ and -FI represent the number of ongoing new calls and handoff calls, respec-

tively. The corresponding Markov chain is shown in Figure 6.2, where the new call
and handoff call arrival rates at time ú are denoted by À¡¡(t) and À¡¡(ú), respectively.
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The distributions of channel holding time for new calls and handoff calls have means
7lp'N(t) and rl¡1,¡7(t), respectively. Note that, in Figure 6.2, the states shown in
dotied-lines are unreachable states and have transition rate equal to zero. Normally
these states can be eliminated from the model. However, to simplify the transient
analysis and to keep the size of the infinitesimal generator matrix Q(ú) constant at
all time these states are retained.

The generator matrix for this model is in block tri-diagonal form and can be

expressed as

Q(¿) :

Ao(¿) Bo(¿)

D,(ú) A,(¿) Br(¿)

D¡(¿) A¡(t) B¡(¿) (6.8)

Dc_r(¿) Ac_r(¿) Bc_,(¿)

Dc(¿) Ac(t)

where each row in matrix Q(ú) represents the number of new calls. The matrix
D¡(¿), representing departure of new call, is diagonal. Let dlr(t) denote the diagonal
elements of matrix D¡(ú) when the number of new calls is j and the number of
handoff calls is I at time ú. we have dt,¿)(¿) : jpN(t), j < K. The diagonal
matrix B¡(ú) represents the arrival of new calls and the diagonal elements of this
matrix can be expressed as bl¿,¿)(ú) : À¡¿(ú), j +I < /r(ú). The rows of the matrices
A¡(ú), j € {0, ...,C),8¡(t), j € {0, ...,C -1}, and Di(t), j e {1, ...,C}represenr
the number of handofi calls. Matrix Ar.(ú) is the Markov process for handoff calls at
time ú and is defined in (6.9),

A¡(t;:

"'o,o(¿) 4,t(ú)
aÍ,0(¿) 

"1,, 
(¿) *r,r(t)

"í,,_r(t) "|,ft) "1,,*,(¿)

{"-¡-r,"-¡-r(t) uL-¡-r,c-¡-''. d"-,-r,"-,
uL-¡-''c-¡ uL-¡,c-¡

(6.e)



| -iuwft)-Àiv(¿)-Àr(¿) I:o

^i...r¡: ) 
-ittu(t) -À¡v(¿)-À¡¡(¿) -It"n(t) 0 < ¿ < K-i,t+i <K

\L'L)\' 
| -iux(t)-À¡¡(¿) -Ipn(t) 0<¿< K-i,I+i>K
l. -rp,v(¿) -Ip'n(t) I:K-j
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(6.10)

where 
^t,,,*,,(t): Àø(ú) represents the arrival and a{¿,¿_i¡(t) : tp,ru(t) represents the

departure of handoff calls and 
"!u,,¡(t) 

is given by (6.10).

Figure 6.2. Marlcoa cha'in mod,el for adapti.ue bandwi,dth allocati,on und,er time uary-
i'ng trffic i,n whi'ch the narne of the state denote the nurnber of hand,off and, new calls,
respect'iuely.

Let r6,o¡(t) : Pr{n(¿) : u,h(t) : u} be the transient probabilities that the
system has z new calls and u handoff calls at time ú conditioned on the initial state. We
can obtain the QoS measures including new call blocking probability p*iQ), handoff
call dropping probability pfllf (t), and call degradation probability pa"n(t) (defined as

the probability that any calls are allocated with bandwidth less than target level b¿o,)

9"
=8bo

ffi=þos- ooè ooo

*BB,
plt) 2plt)

,-.ùzs.I V-2. Io o o ñ/U9'
()

o
o
o

K(t)plt) 0
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[58] at time ú as follows:

11","¡¡l4l<"+,1

pilf ft) : r6,u¡(t), lll: " *,

pd"s(t): I n@,,)(t)++P
uta u+ u

g9: zr(t)Q(t).
dt

By solving (6.15) based on the assumption that the elements in
matrix are constant in time interval [0, ú) or e(¿) : e, we have

pi:fft) : 7T(",ù(t) (6.11)

(6.12)

(6.13)

where d(r) is the number of degraded calls when the number of ongoing calls in the
cell is u.

6.3 Transient Analysis

In the model for static bandwidth allocation under time-varying traffic, let n,,,6(0, ú) :
Pr{r(ú) : rlr(0) : r0} be the probability that the system is in state r at time ú

given the initial state r0 at time 0. If we consider the system at time ú, we have
r,(t) : Pr{X(t) : r} which is conditioned on the initial state. These transient
probabilities are the elements of r(t): [?r0(ú), nr(t),... ,nc(t)] which is a row vector
of the state probability distribution at time ú. To calculate zr(ú), we have to solve the
Kolmogorov-forward equations in (6.14) which can be expressed in the matrix form
as in (6.15).

dne(t)

ä 
: -øo,o(t)q(t) * qo,i(¿)?ro(¿),

dtr¿(t) : -n¿(t)q¿,¿(t)*r¿(t)(qn,o*r(¿) + q¿,¿_{t)), z e {1, ...,C - 1}(6.14)

ùrç(t) ,.\
ä : -qc,c(t)nc(t) + q",c-t(t)rs(t),

(6.15)

the generator

(6.16)r(t): ?¡-(0).ea'¿
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The Uni'formi,zati,on technique [81] (also called Jensen's Method or Rand,om,izati,on

Method) is a general and efficient way to obtain the solution from this equation. In
ihis technique, the new transition probability matrix P is defined as

P_ (6.17)

where -4, ) min¿ (lqu,,l). In other words, Â is greater than or equal to the absolute
value of the minimum diagonal element in Q. Therefore, we have

1*'

îr (t) : zr(O)e(P- I)^t - r (g)eYt't 
"-ttt: zr(0) lpo e'(4¿)" u-,tt.

However, to reduce the computation time, the limit of summation ô is to be set such
that the truncation e¡ror remains below e. That is,

(6.18)

(6.1e)

(6.20)

(6.21)

where

6 t,
r(t) :'(o)Ë p^(N)" 

"-n'n:o

r - e-^ti (n1)" . ..?n!n:u

ô

r (to) : r (t¿-t)i e" lro; -@)" r-n'
n=o n!

In the case that the call arrival rate and the mean channel holding time are time-
varying, let P(ú¿) be the transition probability matrix of the process e(¿¿), whose

elemènts are constant in [ú¿,ú¿-1). After uniformization we obtain the transient prob-
ability at time úi conditioned on the previous time ú¿_1 as follows:

The same technique can be used for transient analysis in the case of adaptive band-
width allocation.

The challenge of using uniformization is how to choose the length of iteration
to determine the transient behavior. If the length is short, the model may provide
accurate results but the total computation overhead would be high. Techniques such
as fini'te-di'fference methods l1a] and adapti,ue uni,formi,zation 163] rvere proposed to
minimize the computation time. However, to make the analytical model simple, we

use fixed lengih of iteration which is short enough to obtain accurate results.
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6.4 Adaptive CAC

In this section, we propose an adaptive CAC policy based on the transient analysis.
In our model an incoming handoff call is accepted if there is enough bandwidth
available (in case of static bandwidth allocation) or there are some calls which can
be degraded (in case of adaptive bandwidth allocation). In contrast, admission of
new calls is controlled by the threshold K which is calculated dynamically by using
numerical optimization.

The objective of the proposed adaptive CAC policy is to minimize the increase in
call-level QoS measures such as nev/ call blocking probability (under both static and
adaptive bandwidth allocation) during successive adaptation intervals (e.g., ú"-1 and
Ú") by adjusting the threshold K. The near-optimal solution for the threshold K(ú")
is obiained by using enumeration method. To obtain the solution, we assume that
the arrival rates of new calls and handoff calls during the next adaptation interval
are known in advance. Estimation techniques such as Kalman frltering [31] can be

applied to project these arrival rates. The solution of Kþ") is obtained by solving
the optimization problem based on matrix Q(¿").

In case of static bandwidth allocation there are two main QoS measures: new
call blocking and handoff dropping probabilities. Since the handoff calls have to be
prioritized over new calls, the handoff call dropping probability is to be kept below
the acceptable level ,Ê!f'0", while the increase in new call blocking probability should
be minimized. Hence, the optimization problem is formulated as follows:

minimize p"]fto'(t", K(t"))

subject to:

p"ÌÍ'o'(t", K(t")) < r;:ft*

where p".Ìf'n'(t",K(t")) and p'f;ti.(t",K(f")) are defined as functions of time
guard channel K(t").

In case of adaptive bandwidth allocation, the handoff call dropping probability is
still the most imporiant QoS meâ,sure. However, the new call blocking probability can
be improved by allowing the bandwidth of ongoing calls to be degraded. Therefore,
the handoff call dropping probability and new call dropping probabilities are main-
tained below the acceptable levels rft!" and rfi!", respecüively, and the increase in call

(6.22)

(6.23)

ú" and
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degradation probability should be minimized. Therefore, the optimization problem
in this case is formulated as follows:

subject to

minimize pd"s(t")

pibf (t) < "t3" and p*a"Go) < r#k".

(6.24)

(6.25)

Alternatively, the constraint in the above optimization problem can be modified if we

want to maintain the call degradation probability below a certain level r¿.n, in which
case the objective would be to minimize the increase in new call blocking probability.

6.5 Numerical and Simulation Results

We assume that there are 40 bandwidth units per cell and each call uses 2 units. Also,
there is no ongoing call at time zero i.e., zr(0) : [1,0, .. . ,0]. The length of iteration
for the transient analysis is set to 1 minute. The arrival rate and channel holding
time of new calls and handoff calls as well as the threshold K are set according to
the evaluation scenarios.

For the case with static bandwidth allocation, we set the threshold K to 36 band-
width units. That is, if the bandwidth used by ongoing calls in the cell is equal or
greater than 36 units , an incoming nev/ call will be blocked. The new call and the
handoff call arrival rates are 3 and 2 calls per minute, respectively. The average chan-
nel holding time for both types of calls is 5 minutes. Figure 6.3 shows the new call
blocking and the handoff call dropping probabilities from both steady and transient
state analyses.

We observe that the system spends around 12 minutes in the transient state before
reaching the steady state where p"]iti" and p'ffti" are 0.4829 and 0.021_, respectively.
The simulation results confi.rm the convergence of the new call blocking and handoff
call dropping probabilities. It is evident that the steady state analysis might not give
the accurate results if the system is not in steady state.

In case of time-varying arrival rates of new calls and handoff calls (for the trace
shown in Figure 6.4), the new call blocking and the handoff call dropping probabilities
are shown in Figures 6.5-6.6 when the threshold is fixed at K :36. The same perfor-
mance measures are shown in Figures 6.7-6.8 when the threshold /f(ú) is adaptively
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Figure 6.3. New call blocki,ng and handoff call droppi,ng probabili,ti,es frorn trans,ient

analysi,s (p"Ìf'*(t) andp"|iti'(t)), steady state analys¿t (p"Ìfru. andp"fiti.) and si,mula-

ti,on (pn6 s'im and p¡¿ si,m).

adjusted (as shown in Figure 6.9) according to the proposed adaptive CAC. In this
case, \Me set the length of adaptation interval to 1 minute and rff;ttu: 0.05.

We observe that with dynamic adjustment of the threshold the handoff calls drop-

ping probability remains below the acceptable level (0.05) and also the new call block-

ing probability decreases during some periods (e.g., during periods 15-25,35-25, and

55-60 in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.7). The reason is that when the arrival rate of

handoff calls decreases, some of the reserved bandwidth C - K(t) can be yielded to

the new calls, so that the blocking probability becomes smaller. We also observe that
most.of the time the results from transient analysis agrees with simulation results

rather than with those from steady state analysis.

For adaptive bandwidth allocation, we assume that there are 30 bandwidth units
per cell, B e {t,2} and bto, : 2. The arrival rates are as shown in Figure 6.4

and the average channel holding times of new call and handoff call are 4 and 6

minutes, respectively. Figure 6.10 shows the results for the proposed adaptive CAC
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Figure 6.4. Traces of new caII and hand off cøIl arr,i,ual rates.

with acceptable handoffcall dropping probability of 0.02 (rtT":0.02) and new call
blocking probability of 0.I (rfr!": 0.1). The objective here is to minimizetheincrease
in call degradation probability.

Figure 6'11 shows typical results for the adaptive CAC with constrained call degra-
dation probability of 0.35 (r¿"s : 0.35). The objective function in this case is to
minimize the increase in the new call blocking probability. We observe that with
ABA the new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities are smaller than
those in the static bandwidth allocation case because of the use of the bandwidth
adaptation algorithm.

with adaptive CAC, the handoff call dropping, new call blocking, and call degra-
dation probabilities can be controlled by applying numerical optimization technique
with the transient analysis model. However, there are some discrepancies between
the analytical and the simulation results. Our hypothesis is that the length of itera-
tion of uniformization might not be suitably chosen. To alleviate this problem) some
advanced technique (e.g., adaptive uniformization) will be investigated in our future
work.
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Figure 6.5. New callblocki,ng probabi,Ii,ty from steady state analysit (p",!fr*), trans'ient

analys'is (p":f'*(t) ), and si,mulati,ons (pn6 sirn) when the threshold for new calls i,s fi,red,.

6.6 Chapter Summary

We have presented a framework for analyzing the call-level transient performances

of cellular mobile networks under time-varying traffic pattern. The un'iformi,zat'ion

technique has been used to obtain the call-level QoS parameters under both static
and adaptive bandwidth allocation. Based on the analytical model, we have also

developed a threshold-based on-line adaptive CAC scheme. Numerical results from

both the steady state and the transient analyzes have been compared. The results

have shown that the system spends some period of time in transient state before

reaching the steady state, and therefore, transient analysis is needed to obtain the

accurate QoS performances during certain period of time. In addition, our proposed

adaptive CAC can successfully control the QoS performances at the desired level

under time-varying traffic, even thought the performances of our proposed guard

channel adaptation is slightly better than that of static scheme.
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Figure 6.6. Handoff call droppi,ng probabi,ti,ty from stead,y state analysi,s (p"];ti"),
trans'ient analys'is (p"Ìi'"(t)), and s,imulati,on (p¡"¿ s,im) when the threshold, for new
calls i,s fired.
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Figure 6.7 . New call blocki,ng probøbi,li,ty fronx stead,A state analys¿t (p",!fto" ), trans,ient
analys'is (p":f'*(t)), and simulati,ons (pn6 sim) for the proposed ad,aptiue cAC.
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Figure 6-8. Handoff call droppi.ng probabi,li,ty from stead,y state analysi.s (p",!it*),
trans'ient analys'is (p"ii'"(t)), and s'imulati,ons (p¡¿ si,m) for the proposed, ad,apti,ae

CAC poli.cy.
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Figure 6.9. Adjustment of threshold K(t) under ad,apti.ue CAC (for staticband,wi,dth
allocati.on).
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Chapter T

A lr[ovel Analytical Framework for
Integrated Cross-Layer Study of
Call-Level and Packet-Level QoS in
Mobile \Mireless Multimedia
Networks

7.L fntroduction

To guarantee quality-of-service (QoS) in a wireless mobile multimedia network, CAC
is crucial to decide whether an incoming connection can be accepted or not. This
decision is made based on the QoS requirements of the users and the state of the
network. In such a network, the call level eoS metrics (e.g., new call blocking and
handoff call dropping probabilities) as well as the packet-level eoS metrics (e.g.,
packet dropping probability and packet delay) need to be maintained at the desired
level' Again, in a wireless multimedia network adaptive channel (or bandwidth)
allocation (ACA) can be used to maximize the utilization of radio channels while
maintaining the Qos requirements of the calls at the acceptabìe levels.

In this chapter, we present an analytical framework to investigate the impacts
of CAC and ACA on the call-level and the packet-level performances in a multime-
dia mobile wireless network using adaptive modulation in the physical layer. We
consider three types of traffic, namely, real-time (e.g., voice), non-real-time and best-
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effort traffic (e.g., file transfer), which are modeled by Markov modulated Poisson
process (MMPP), Poisson process, and batch transmission process, respectively. In
our system model, a guard channel scheme [3] is used for CAC to prioritize handoff
calls over new calls, and a fairness-based ACA algorithm is applied to allocate avail-
able channels to the ongoing calls. In the data link layer, finite drop tail queueing

is used for non-real-iime traffic. In the physical layer, we use finite state Markov
channel (FSMC) model to capture adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) in a Nak-
agami fading channel. AMC is considered here to enhance the transmission rate by
changing modulation level according to the channel quality, i.e., the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) at the receiver.

Using the analytical model, various packet-level QoS performance measures of
non-real-time traffi.c (e.g., packet dropping probability due to the lack of buffer space)

average queue length, average delay, throughput, and delay distribution) are obtained.
For real-time traffic, packet loss due to delay transmission is obtained. For best-
effort traffic, we derive the delay distribution corresponding to transmission of fixed-
sized files. The impact of user mobility on the packet-level performances is also

demonstrated. The presented analytical model is validated by extensive simulations.
Also, we demonstrate the application of the proposed model for obtaining the system
parameter settings so that a target level of QoS can be achieved.

7.2 Related Work

Analytical models for performance evaluation of different CAC algorithms in cellular
networks u/ere proposed in [22]. In [59] and [64], analytical models for call-level
performance evaluation under adaptive channel allocation were proposed.. In [12],
in-call performance measures (i.e., degradation ratio and upgrade/d,egrad,e frequency)
under adaptive bandwidth allocation were derived. However, an integrated evaluation
of call-level and packet-level QoS measures in presence of CAC and adaptive channel
allocation was not performed.

For a wireless system, packet-level performance at the radio link level under differ-
ent radio resource (e.g., transmission power and rate) management strategies \pere an-
alyzed in the literature. Although the general problem of radio resource management
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was studied in [65], the radio link level queueing aspects were ignored. Radio resource

management techniques for multiservice code division multiple access (CDMA) net-

works were proposed in [78]. To ensure packet-level QoS in a data-oriented CDMA
network, traffic scheduling schemes based on generalized processor sharing were used

in [7e].

An analytical model for both call-level and packet-level performance evaluation

in DS (Direct Sequence)-CDMA networks was proposed in [80]. However, this model

considered only a single-packet buffer and ignored the radio link level queueing dy-

namics. Again, the performance analysis was not exact.

In [29], a Markov-based model was presented to analyze the radio link level packet

dropping process under automatic repeat request (ARQ)-based error control. A model

for analyzing radio link level delay (i.e., queueing delay, transmission delay, and rese-

quencing delay) for selective repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ) was presented in [66]. However,

all these works considered only the packet-level performances under single user system

with single transmission channel.

To enhance the spectrum efficiency, adaptive modulation is commonly used in
2.5G/3G wireless systems. In such a system, the transmission rate can be increased by

adaptively adjusting the modulation level according to the channel quality. In [25], an

analytical model to derive packet loss rate, average throughput and average spectral

efficiency under adaptive modulation was presented. Although queueing analysis for
packet-level performance evaluation under adaptive modulation in a multiple-user
system was presented in [67], call-level parameters and their impacts on packet-level

and call-level performances were not investigated.

Wireless multimedia networks need to accommodate different types of traffic with
different QoS requirements. In [69], an analytical framework for rate adaptive en-

coding of MPEG video was presented, however, no queueing analysis for packet-level

and call-level performance evaluation was performed. In [70] , a resource management

strategy for multimedia wireless networks was proposed and both call-level and user-

level QoS (in terms of allocated bandwidth) were investigated. However, this work
did not consider the packet-level QoS as well as the impact of fading channel.

Rate control is widely used in wired networks to control the packet generation

at thê traffic source to avoid network congestion. For multimedia transmission, the
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impacts of rate control on the QoS performance was analyzed in [71]. In 172], a traffi.c

shaping scheme based on token bucket was proposed to maintain QoS in the UMTS

networks. However, the impact of multi-rate transmission at the physical wireless

channel (achieved through adaptive modulation) as well as the queueing performances

were not investigated.

7.3 System Model and Assumptions

We consider uplink transmissions from mobiles to a base station in a cellular ar-

chitecture with multiple channels available in a cell for ongoing calls (Figure 7.I).
The available channels at the base station are partitioned into three groups (i.e., Ç¿,
Cn ¿ and C6") to be used by real-time (strictly delay-sensitive but loss-insensitive),

non-real-time (loss-sensitive but moderately delay-sensitive), and best-effort services

(loss-sensitive)1, respectively. That is, new calls and handoff calls of certain service

class are allocated channels from the corresponding pool of channels. Since each ser-

vice class uses different pool of channels, states of of one service class will no affect

other service classes.

For new calls and handoff calls, CAC and ACA methods are used at the base

station for each service class separately. At the network layer2, while the CAC al-

gorithm is used to determine whether an incoming call can be accepted or not, the

ACA algorithm is responsible for allocating the available channels among the calls.

Since the CAC and ACA of all service classes are performed in the same manner,

the analytical model of call-level are applicable for all service classes while the packet

arrival processes are different.

As we will see later in this chapter, these two methods in fact operate in a com-

plementary fashion. At the physical layer, we consider an FSMC model for channel

fading and multi-rate transmission in which the transmission rate can be adjusted

according to the instantaneous SNR and the target bit error rate (BER).

lWe will show later in this chapter how an optimal partitioning of the channels at the base station
can be obtained to accommodate different service classes.

2In this chapter, this refers to any sublayerflayer above layer-2 in the wireless protocol stack.
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7.3.L wireless Channel Model and Multi-rate Transmission

An FSMC model is a useful model for analyzing radio channel with non-independent

fading (and hence bursty channel errors). A slowly varying Nakagami-rn fading chan-

nel is represented by the FSMC model and each state of the FSMC corresponds

to one transmission mode for AMC. With an ly' state FSMC, the SNR at the re-

ceiver ? can be partitioned into ¡f + 1 non-overlapping intervals by thresholds f,
(n e {0,1,...,N}), wherefo:0 ( f1 (...( lru+r: oo. Thechannelissaidtobe
in state nif ln11 < I,a1. In this state r¿ bits can be transmitted per symbol us-

ing 2'-QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) which corresponds to transmission
rate n. To avoid possible transmission error) no packet is transmitted when n: 0.

Assuming that the channel is slowly fading (i.e., transitions occur only between

adjacent states), the state transition matrix for the FSMC can be expressed. as follows

[25]:

(-

(o,t

(r,r

(lr-r,iv-z

(7.1)

0

Çt,z :

0

(o,o

(r,o

0

0

(¡v-r,¡r-r (¡v-r,¡¿

(¡¿,¡¿-r C¡¿,¡¿

"::':*:::
cu",Ku"
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The transition probability from state n to n, (n, e {n - I,n,n+ 1}), (2,¿, can be
obtained as follows:

, ¡/--t Xt(n,n+l : pi(") ' n:0,. . ., ¡y' - 1

- N-xú
Cn,n-t : Þr(rÐ , n:7,. .. , ¡y'

I r - Ç''n+t - Çn'n-t' o < n < r/
Çn,n : 1 t-(o,t, n:0

|. 1 - (¡¿'iv-t' n: N

(7.2)

(7 3)

(7.4)

(7.8)

where Ú is the length of a transmission time slot and l/, is the level crossing-rate at
l' of state n and it can be estimated from

Iy'", :

To calculate the packet error rate (PER) when the channel state is n, we use the
following approximation [25] :

PER*(t)=f t' o<r<f'
[ ø,exp (-g*l), lzrp, 

)rt 
(7'6)

where an, 9n and f* are obtained by fitting the exact PEA curve. Then the average
packet error rate PE-n* corresponding to transmission rate n can can be obtained as

follows:

1 fln+tPER^:----Il o.exp(-g,l)pr0)dl'" Pr(n) J¡^ 'e r \

! _ an (*\* l(m,enDn) -l(*,e,,1,,¡1): nø¡ø\;/ ffi' Tt:l'"''N(7'7)

Here, Pr(n) is the probability that the channel state is n, which is given by

pr(n) : I (m' ml" f7) --,1 
(m, ml *+t f7)

f (-)
where 7 is the average sNR, rn is the Nakagami fading parameter (nz > 0.5), l(zn)
is the Gamma function,l(m,7) is the complementary incomplete Gamma function,
and er: rnlT + g..
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7.3.2 Packet Tþansmission and Error Control

We consider a time-division multiplexing (TDM)-based packet transmission scenario

where the size of each packet is L bits. The length of a time slot is denoted by ú which
is assumed to be equal to the time interval required to transmit one packet using the

basic modulation level (i.e., the number of bits per symbol is one). The number of
packets that can be transmitted in a channel during one time slot (no) depends on

the corresponding modulation level and no e {0,1,2,. .. , ¡/}.
Since real-time traffic is delay-intolerant we do not assume any error control for

this type of traffic in this chapter. For non-real-time and best-effort traffic, an infinite
persistent automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol is used. That is, the erroneous

packets will be re-transmitted until they are successfully received at the base station.
Assuming an independent packet error process, the probability that I out of n packets

are successfully transmitted in one time slot can be obtained as follows:

(7 e)

where d is the probability of successful transmission for a packet (i.e., 0 : 7 - e.ø-n*)

when the transmitter uses modulation level n. We also assume that the transmission

status for the packet transmitted in the previous time slot is made available to the'

mobile before transmissions in the current time slot start.

7.3.3 Tbaffic Sources

7.3.3.1- Real-Time Tlaffic

This type of traffic is strictly delay-sensitive but loss-insensitive (e.g., voice or real-

time video). Therefore, upon availability of the channel resources) the generated

packets from a source are transmitted immediately. We use Markov modulated Pois-

son process (MMPP), which is able to capture burstiness in the traffic arrival process,

to model a real-time traffic source. With MMPP, the packet arrival rate À" is deter-

mined by the state s of the Markov chain, and the total number of states is ^9 (i.e.,

s : i, 2,...,S). The MMPP process can be represented by U and À, in which the
former is the transition probability matrix of the modulating Markov chain, and the

,,,,: (T)rr-o)n-,
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latter is the matrix corresponding to the Poisson arrival rates. These matrices are

defined as follows:

(7.10)

Discrete-time MMPP (dMMPP) [40] provides similar result to MMpp in the
contiiruous time when the interval of time slot becomes very small relative to the
smallest mean time in the continuous matrix. In this case, the rate matrix Â is
represented by diagonal probability matrix Ào when the number of packets arriving
in one frame is ¿. Each element of Âo can be obtained from l"(À") as follows:

^o:
1\¡ :

where the probability that a

is given by

packets arrive during time interval ú with mean rate À

/,(À):#

(7.12)

(7.11)

where ø € {0,1, . . . ,,4} and á is the maximum batch size for packet arrival which is

the queue size (i.e., A: X) in this case. The complementary cumulative probability
mass function for this arrival process is given by

4(À) : Ð/r(¡,¿).
j=o

In this chapter, we consider the packet loss probability (due to the unavailability
of channels) as the QoS metric for this type of traffic.

7.3.3.2 Non-Real-Time Tlaffic

This type of traffic is moderately delay-sensitive, however, loss-insensitive. We as-

sume Poisson process for this traffic source. Packets are queued in a transmission
queue at the mobile node and upon transmission failure ARQ-based error recovery
is performed. In this chapter, we consider the packet dropping probability (due to
finite size of the buffer) and packet delay as the QoS metrics for this type of traffic.
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7.3.3.3 Best-EffortTbafrc

For this traffic class, we consider a file transfer scenario where fixed size (F packeis)

files (e.g., images) are transmitted from the mobile to the base station as a batch

of packets. In case of transmission failure, ARQ-based error recovery is used. We

consider the delay distribution as the Qos metric for this type of traffic.

7.3.4 ACA and CAC

The number of channels allocated to ongoing calls can be adjusted adaptively ac-

cording to the number of ongoing calls in the corresponding service class. The total
number of channels available for one particular service class is assumed to be C (i.e.,

C e {C,¿,Cnú,Cb.}). The number of channels allocated to a call is chosen from
a set of discrete values B : {"r,c2,...,eno*} where q < c¿..1 and c, € lN. The
minimum and the maximum number of channels that can be allocated to a call is

given by c1 and cm¿ø, respectively. In this chapter, v/e assume with loss of generality

that c1 : 1 which denotes the minimum number of channels that an ongoing call
requires to maintain the connection. This minimum number of channels corresponds

to minimum allocated time slot or frequency band in TDMA and FDMA systems,

respectively.

There are two types of incoming calls: handoff calls and new calls. To prioritize
handoff calls over new calls, guard channel scheme is used to reserve a certain number

of channels for handoff calls. In other words, incoming new calls are accepted if the
number of ongoing calls in the service class is less than a predefined threshold K (i.e.,

K e {Kr¿,Kn t,Kæ}). Therefore, the number of channels reserved for handoff cails

isC-K.

7.3.5 Adaptative Channel Allocation Algorithm
For a particular service class, Iet uo¿¿" ã,rld co¿¿" denote the number of channels which
can be allocated to an incoming call and the vector correspond.ing to the number of
channels that are currently allocated to the ongoing calls, respectively. When a new
call arrives, admission control is performed by checking whether the total number of
ongoing calls is less than the guard channel threshold K (Algorithm 7.3.1). If this
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Algorithm 7.3.L: ACÃ(i,npuús : type of incoming call,K,C,carrc,ct,c_o,)

if (((incoming call is a new call) and (number of ongoing calls < K))
or ( incoming call is a handoff call ))

if available bandwidth ) cnar

then assigr c^o, to incoming call

Uailc + 0

while max(co¿¿") ) c1 and u)auc l min(co¿¿")

do

if wo¿" ) 0

then accept incoming call with number of channels øo¿¿"

else reject incoming call

else reject incoming new call

condition is satisfied or if the incoming call is a handoff call, the base station tries
to allocate maximum number of channels ("^o") to the incoming call; otherwise, the
incoming new call is blocked. However, if the available number of channels is not
enough to allocate crnar chàrrnels, the adaptation algorithm is invoked.

A fairness-based channel adaptation algorithm is used so that the maximum dif-
ference in the number of allocated channels for every ongoing call is one, and all of
the ongoing calls have the same probability to be degraded and upgraded when a call
arrives or departs, respectively. The adaptation algorithm randomly selects an on-
going call with the current maximum number of channels (i.e., max(co¿¿")) and then
decreases the number of channels for that call by one (i.e., urauc + uo¿t" * I). At
the same time, the number of channels available for the incoming call increases by
one' This operation is iteratively performed until the number of channels that can
be allocated to an incoming call is equal to the minimum of the number of channels
currently allocated to all ongoing calls (i.e., min(co¿¿")). In contrast, if every call is
allocated with the minimum number of channels c1, nore of the ongoing calls can be
degraded. In this case, an incoming new call/handoff call is btocked/dropped.
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If an ongoing call is terminated or handed over to a neighboring cell, the corre-
sponding channels are released, and some of the ongoing calls will be upgraded to
have more number of channels. The upgrade procedure selects a call with the mini-
mum number of channels (i.e., min(co¿¿")) and then the number of channels allocated
to that call is increased by one. This routine is performed until all released channels

are allocated or all of the ongoing calls have the maximum number of channels (c*o,).
For the above fairness-based ACA, we can calculate the number of calls m¿(8, C,u)

which are allocated with q channels at the certain point of time based on the number
of ongoing calls z as follows:

(7.13)

where î:î(B,C,u) : max{jlc¡ < Cl"}.
The average number of allocated channels for a certain number of ongoing calls z

is calculated as follows:

Li) (7.14)

For example, with c : 20 and B : {7,2,3}, when the number of ongoing calls is 1b,

we have mz(B,20,15) :5 calls, mt(B,20,15) : 10 calls and z(1b) : 1.33 channels.

7.3.6 Adaptive Thaffic Shaping

To maintain the QoS performance, adaptive traffic shaping is used to control the
packet generation rate for a real-time/non-real-time traffic source. Since the trans-
mission rate corresponding to a call should vary depending on the number of allocated
channels c and channel quality (i.e., average SNR, 7), the traffic shaper adjusts the
arrival rate l(c, À) when the number of allocated channels changes (i.e., after a call
arrives and/or departs the cell). Therefore, if the packet generation rate from a traffic
source is À, the traffic shaper will limit the arrival rate based on the average trans-
mission rate l" corresponding to c allocated channels (which will be derived in the
next section) as follows:

( "-l:ffi\, i:î
m¿(B,c,u):j L*=J ," i,:î+r

[ 0, otherwise

( c r_c l<u1c(u,\:l " Lo*t\ / I "___ I c l>u.\ Y¿¿r L 
"^.. " -

À(c, À) : min(À, ó xI") (7.15)
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where / is an adjustable traffic shaping parameter. Note that, if we set / to a very

large number (e.g., d : *), the traffic shaper will be disabled since the packet arrival
rate would be the same as the packet generation rate.

Tlaffic shaping can be implemented either in the data link layer or in the appli-
cation layer. In the data link layer, incoming packets can be dropped randomly such

that the arrival rate conforms to i(c, À). In the application layer, for example, multi-
media adaptation techniques can be used to reduce the refresh rate or the resolution
of the media such that packet generation rate is controlled to l(c,.1).

7.4 Formulation of the Markov Models

We develop a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) model to analyze the call-level

and the packet-level performances for the test calls in a particular service class under

the system model described earlier. We consider a test call that stays forever in the
system. When c channels are allocated, we assume only first c channels are always

allocated to the test call. The number of packets that can be transmitted in one time
slot of the test call depends on the number of allocated channels and the modulation
index (i.e., the achievable number of bits per symbol) used in each of these channels.

For a test call, the transmission probability matrix corresponding to the modulation
index used in the different channels can be derived analytically from the average SNR
and the target BER.

Since the number of assigned channels to a test call depends on the number of
ongoing calls we first formulate the call-level model. Note that, this model is a general

one and can be applied to any service class. Then the queueing models for the real-
time and the non-real-time traffic sources are presented. The performance model for
the best-effort traffic (i.e., file transfer scenario) is presented afterwards.

7.4.L Transmission Probability Matrices

We can establish the transmission probability matrices DjÈ) (l e {0, 1, . .. ,,nl} and
DÍu) a Rr"1rø+r¡, ) for one channel (i.e., k : 1) as follows:

lof')l :It,t:nL ' ln+r I O, otherwise
(7.16)
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(7.17)

for transmission without error control (7.16), and with infinite persistent ARQ (7.17),

respectively. Note tnut, 
[nfÈ)] ., 

the element at column j of matrix Djo), 
"o.r".ponds

to the probability of a decreasé of I in the number of packets in the queue when the
channel state is I and k channels are allocated to the queue.

In each time slot, there are c channels allocated to a random chosen call, and we

assume that the average SNR is the same in each of these c channels while the fading
processes in these channels are independently varying. Based on (7.1), the channel

state transition matrix for any allocated channels c can be expressed as follows:

(7.18)

where I denotes Kronecker product. The transmission probability matrix for c FSMC
channels can be obtained as follows:

DÍ"): t ¡1!"-t) 8 DÍt), i,,i e {0,1,... , ¡/} (7.ie)
{t,jlt+j=t}

for l:0, 1,...,N X 2. For more than two channels, the transmission matrices can

be obtained in a similar way. We can calculate the average transmission rate for c

FSMC channels as follows:

(7.20)

where 1- is the column vector of ones, and zr¡ (i.e., steady state probability of channel

state of c channels) is obtained by solving

Tle.: ?r¡ and r.¡L : t.

7.4.2 Call-Level Markov Model

(7.21)

We formulate a two-dimensional DTMC for which the states of a test call are observed

at the end of each transmission time slot. The state space for this DTMC is

e.: óe
i,:t

t: ä,' (,, ("Í",)')

Lcatt : {(u,g);0 < u < C,0 < ß < I} (7.22)
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where tl and ß denote the state of number of allocated channels to a call chosen

at random at each call arrival or departure, respectively. In particular, c¡*, and. c¡

channels are allocated to a call chosen at random if ß:1 and ß:0, respectively.
According to this state space, a two dimensional DTMC is established. The first
dimension of the Markov chain represents the number of ongoing calls, and the second

dimension represents the number of allocated channels to a test call. Note that, the
more the number of ongoing calls, the fewer the number of allocated channels to each

call.

The variation in the number of ongoing calls is a stochastic process which can be

modeled as a special type of M lM lC lK queue. In particular, there are two types of
calls in a cell, namely, new calls and handoff calls. The arrival process for these calls

is assumed to be Poisson with rates p1,,¡ and pç"¡, respectively. The channel holding
time for both of these types of calls is assumed to be exponentially distributed with
mean If ¡1,.

For the second dimension of the Markov chain, the number of allocated channels

to a random chosen call depends on the number of ongoing calls in the corresponding
service class. The transition probability matrix can be expressed as follows:

Qo,o Qo,r

Qr,o Qr,r

Qu-t,uQ:

[%rr,u+t]n,z :

[Q.,,r-r]¡,1 :

Qr,z

Y"
9u,u+l

9c-z,c-t Qc-t,c-t 9c-t,c
Ac,c-t Qc,c

where element e,,,, indicates that there are z ongoing calls in time slot ? and there
àre LL' calls in slot 7 * 1. The elements Au,u, cà,Ít be obtained as follows:

[9.r,r*r]¡,, : h(a,t) x fo(up,,t) x m¿+{8, C,u + 7)

m¿+t(B, C, u * L) * rn¿(B, C, u I I)
F{a,t) x fo(up,,t) x m¿(8, C,u -l L)

m¿+t(B,C,u -l7) -l m¿(B,C,u + I)
fo(a,t) x h(up,t) x m¿(8, C,u - I)
m¿-1(B@

(7.23)

(7.24)
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t^ ,l fo@,t) x F1(up,,t) x m¿a1(B,C,u - I)
¡\Lu,u-i1¡,2

[e,,,]¡,* : fo(o,t) x fo(u[r,t)+ fi(a,t) x fi(up,,t)
where k: I,2 and a represents the total call arrival rate which is obtained based on

the CAC algorithm as follows:

(7.25)

Due to the fairness-based channel adaptation, the size of the matrix qu,u, can be

reduced to 2 x 2 (since the maximum difference in the number of allocated channels

among the ongoing calls is one), and the first and the second row correspond to q-,.1

and q, respectively, for a certain number of ongoing calls z. The transition probabil-
ities in these matric€s er,r, depend on the number of calls in the next time slot while
the number of allocated channel to a test call depend on factor __rffi
""d *u,ëffiHøeø.

The call-level performance measures (i.e., new call blocking probability, handoff
call dropping probability, average number of ongoing call, and average number of
allocated channels to an ongoing catl) can be obtained from steady state probability
zr"o¿¿ which can be obtained by solving rco¿¿Q : Tc.arr and r*¿¿L: 1. The steady state
probability for the state r"o¿¿(u, c), which corresponds to the case that the number of
ongoing calls is z and the numbe¡ of allocated channels is c, can be decomposed from
matrix 'Tt"o¿¿ ãs follows:

r*¡(0,0) : In""ul_

r*u(u,e+t) : ltr.o¿t]u*2, iÎ m¿¡1(B,C,u) > 0

r*¿¿(u,c¿) : [n.ou)ur2¡1, if. m¿(B,C,u) > 0

(7.26)

where [n*u]¡ indicates the element at column j of row matrix n*¿¿. The average

number of ongoing calls is obtained from
C

d:f""tr"o¿¿(u,c).
u:I Vc

New ball blocking probability Pn6 and handoff call dropping probability p¡¿ are ob-
tained from

C

Pnb: Ð I r"o¡(u,c), Pn¿:Y r*¿(C,c).
u:K Yc Vc

(
a(r,\:) ot"l+pØ) u<K

I Ptnl Klu<C.

(7.27)

(7.28)
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The average number of allocated channels for each call is

-?E¿:t"*Ir*¿(u,c). (7.2g)
c=l Vu

7.4.3 Modeling for Real-Time Traffic

The objective is to derive the packet loss rate for a real-time traffic source which is

modeled as an MMPP. The state space in this case is

L,: {(M,,U,ß,A);I < îv{ < ,S,1 < u < C,0 < ß < I} (7.90)

where z/ is the number of ongoing calls, ß is the level of number of allocated channels,
and 1t represents the arrival state of MMPP source, and A is the channel state.

Now, since we observe queue state at the test mobile which stays forever in the
system, the transition probability matrix for the call-level model need.s to be modified
such that the minimum number of calls is one as follows:

Qr,r Ql,z

AzJ 9z,z Qz,e

Q,: (7.31)Au-t,u Au,u 9.r,r+l

jc-z,c-t Qc-t,c-t jc-t,c

Qc,c-t Qc,c

and all element gu,u, càf,i be obtained from (2.24)). Note that, this matrix e' is
similar to that in (7.23) in which the first row and column, corresponding to state
that a: 0, is removed since we consider embedded Markov chain when the system
has at least one ongoing call.

When the system state transition matrix above is combined with the channel state
transition matrix, it becomes

R: Q' Ø Ç^". (7.32)

where R e IR.2Cr1¡f.r. L)"^o, y2g7¡¡ *L)"^o, .

The vector E¿ (i.e', E¿ € IR.1¡26r(N+r¡"-o,) indicates packet departure process cor-
responding with evolution of number of ongoing calls, number of allocated channels



to a test call and channel state and can obtained from

LzS

(7.33)

(7.34)

(7.35)

(7.37)

(7.3e)

where

Nxc^o,

l: I tx(n,(p,)t)
Ã\/

where 13.1,,,a¡ is an vector of ones with size j (u, d) and j (u,d) : (¡/ + !) x (c*o, - ca+¿) .

The purpose of this vector is to enlarge the size of E¿ to match with R. This block
D,(";ra'c'"¡) I lj.1.r,a¡ corresponds to the case that cî1a,c,u¡channels are allocated to the
interested call and cmat - ca+d channels are allocated to the other calls. We can

calculate the average offered transmission rate (i.e., transmission rate without packet

arrival) for each mobile from

where zr' (i.e., steady state probability corresponding to number of ongoing calls,

number of allocated channels, and channel state) is obtained by solving

TTrR: 7T, and rrL : 7. (7.36)

With adaptive traffic shaping, the Poisson arrival matrix for the dMMPP becomes

The matrix corresponding to the packets (among the generated packets) which
cannot be transmitted in one time slot (and therefore lost) is obtained from

K, : Ð r\o8E¿ for z :L,2,...,A.
a-l:z

Therefore, the average number of packets lost per time slot is given by

A

(7.38)

Lo

Ìt¿

\-lloss: L, X
-_1

where ru, is obtained from solving rr, (U A R) : zr,, and rurL : I. Note that,
(U S R,) represents the transition probability matrix of the entire system (i.e., MMpp

(n" (*")')
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sLate, number of ongoing calls, Ievel of number of channels allocated to a test call,
and channel state). Then, the packet loss rate is obtained from

Pbrr: +t-
Àmmw

Here, \*** is the average packet generation rate of the MMPP source

obtained from

(7.40)

which is

A

À^ w: Ð a x (n*(^")t) where n""IJ : r* and. r*L: !. (7.4I)
a:l

Note that, rr- denotes the steady state probability vector corresponding to the dif-
ferent states of an MMPP source. Throughput of real-time call can be obtained

from

\rt: \mmpp -îb"". (7.42)

7.4.4 Queueing Model for Non-Real-Time Traffic

For Non-real-time traffi.c, we relax the arrival process of MMPP by using batch
Bernoulli in which the arrival process is statistical identical independent with trun-
cated Poisson. However, call-level model are the same with that of real-time traffic.
We consider a discrete-time queueing model for a test call with non-real-time traffi.c

where the packets arriving in time slot ? cannot be served until the next time slot
T + 7 at the earliest. With the call under consideration) we assume that the queue

size is finite (i.e., x packets). Arry incoming packet will be dropped if the queue is

full. The number of packets transmitted in each time slot depends on the allocated
number of channels and the corresponding transmission rates.

7.4.4.L System State Space

The state space is as follows:

A : {(x, tJ,ß,A);0 < x 1 X,I < u < C,0 < ß < I} (7.43)

where u is the number of ongoing calls, Ø is the level of number of allocated channels,

.T is the number of packets in the queue and A is the channel state.
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For this case) we can establish the diagonal matrix corresponding to the packet
arrival process with adaptive traffic shaping as follows:

I "(\(c,n",,À)) x I1¡var¡ x.*""

Go: ¿(i(c(s), À)) x rlivar¡x"-.,

l"(\(q,À)) x Ilrvar¡x.-..
(7.44

and for G¿, functio" /,(.) becomes fl(.). The average packet arrival rate due to
adaptive traffic shaping can be obtained from

A

u:Iøx(zr,Gol-).
a:l

7.4.4.2 Tbansition Matrix

The Markov chain in this model can be developed by modifying the model for the real-
time traffic by incorporating the stochastic process for the variations of the number
packets in the queue. While packet arrivals are independent of the number of pack-

ets in the queue, the packet departure process depends on the number of allocated
channels and the corresponding channel states.

The state transition matrix P in this case can be defined as in (7.46). The rows of
matrix P represent the number of packets in the queue and the rows in matrix pr,r,
represent the number of ongoing calls, the number of allocated channels to a test call,
and the channel state.

Po,¿Po,o

PN-,N- PN-,lv-+A

(7.45)

(7.46)P-
Pc,c-JV- P",c Pa,tlA

Px,x-N- Px,x
Since in one time slot several packets can arrive and be transmitted, matrix P is

divided into three parts. The first part, from row 0 to N* - L, indicates the case
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that the maximum total transmission rate is greater than the number of packets in
the queue and none of the incoming packets is dropped. The second part, from row

ly'- to X - A, represents the case in which the maximum packet transmission rate

is equal to or less than the number of packets in queue and none of the incoming
packets is dropped. The third part, from row X - A+ 1 to X, indicates the case that
some of the incoming packets are dropped due to the lack of queue space. Since the
maxiinum total offered packet transmission rate can be greater than the number of
packets in the queue, the maximum amount by which the number of packets in queue

can decrease is obtained from

Nk: min (I/-, ø) (7.47)

where r is the number of packets in queue. Therefore, for the packet departure
process, the diagonal matrix corresponding to the maximum number of packets that
can be transmitted (/úi) when there are r packets in the queue (EÍT¿) can be ex-

pressed as follows:

Eli)

and

EÍ"1 : diag(E¿) for l:0,1,...,¡y';
where function diag (E¿) changes vector E¿ into a corresponding diagonal matrix.

(, :t:-:
That,is [diag(x)]r,r: [x]¿ô¿,i where ô,,r: { :' 

*:- t
|. 0, otherwise

The elements without dropped packet in the first and second parts of the matrix
P can be obtained as follows:

Þ,,,-y: R D G,xEf") forg:7,2,...,N;
{l,alt-a:Y)

þ,,,+, : R, I G" x Ef") for z: !,2,. .. , A
{a'tla-I=z}

Þ,,, : R I c"xEf")
{a,tla:t}

where I e {0,7,2,...,N'*} and ø € {0,1,2,...,,4,} represent the number of trans-
mitted packets and the number of packet arrivals, respectively. Considering both the

N-
: I diag (E¿)

t--
ff N'*: r (7.48)

(7.4e)

(7.50)

(7.51)

(7.52)
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packet arrival and the departure events, (7.b0), (7.b1), and (7.b2) above represent the
transition probability matrices for the cases when the number of packets in the queue

decreases by g packets, increases by a packets, and does not change, respectively.

The third part of the matrix P (r : X - A+I,X - A+2,...,X) has to capture
the packet dropping effect. Let B","a¿ denote the element of matrix p in the case

bhat there is no dropped packet, (7.b1) becomes

I' s,4
p".,*, : I Lî:'þ*''+¿ for rf z ) X

t Þ,,r+, otherwise

for ø* z ) X (z : X - tr1...,,4.), and (7.52) becomes

- I þ,,,+ Dl, þx,z+i ror r: x
P¿.¿ - \' 

l. Þ'," otherwise.

(7.53)

(7.54)

Eqs. (7.53) and (7.54) indicate that the queue will be full if the number of incoming
packets is greater than the space available in the queue. In other words, the transition
probability corresponding to the state in which the queue is full can be calculated as

the sum of all the probabilities that make the number of packets in the queue larger
than the queue size X.

7.4.4.3 QoS Measures

To obtain the queueing performance measures, the steady state probabilities for the
system states would be required. Since the size of the queue is finite (i.e., X a *),
the probability matrix :r is obtained by solving the equations zrp : zr and rL: r,
where 1 is column matrix of one. The matrix zr contains the steady state probabilities
for the states with feasible combinations of the state variables (x,tl,ts,A). Hence,
this matrix can be decomposed as r(r,u,c,s) which is the steady state probability
that the test call is allocated with c channels when the number of ongoing calls is u,
there are z packets in the queue corresponding to that call and the channel state is
s. Using the steady state probabilities, the various queueing performance measures

can be obtained.

Average Queue Length: The mean number of packets in the queue is obtained as

folloús:

u:Ë'(åÐÐ n(r,u,',")) (7.55)
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Packet Dropping Probability: The packet dropping probability can be obtained
based on the average number of dropped packets per time slot [29]. Given that there
are z packets in the queue and the queue size increases by z, the number of dropped
packets is z-(x -")ror z> x -r, andzero otherwise. The averagenumberof
dropped packets per time slot is obtained as in (2.56)

\-1ldrop : L
,, 

[t] 
"o*,,,,,r,", (,Ð", [P'''*'l 

"o1,r,,,u,0,"otr,,,,0,r, )t,u,b,s z

xmax(O,2-(r-X)) (7.56)

where function colx(ø, u,b,s) indicates row of matrix P corresponding to z packets

in queue of test call, number of ongoing calls is u, Ievel b of number of channels

allocated to test call and channel state is s. Similarly, function colu(2, b, s) indicates
the column of matrix pø,c/ corr€sponding to number of ongoing calls is u and level b

of number of channels allocated to test call and channel state is s. After calculating
the average number of dropped packets per time slot, we obtain the probability that
an incoming packet is dropped as follows:

Por.o:T (7.57)

where d is the average arrival rate per time slot due to adaptive traffic shaping (as

given by (7.45)).

one time slot. We calculate this measure based on the fact that if a packet from the
source is not dropped due to adaptive traffic shaping, it will be transmitted eventually.
Hence, the queue throughput (packets/time slot) can be obtained from

llnrt:d(\- P¿,*). (7.58)

Average Packet Delay: The average packet transmission delay is defined as the
number of time slots required for a packet to be transmitted since its arrival at the
queue. We apply Little's law to obtain this performance measure as follows:

A

\-,/.
:max(0,X-c*

rd: -
n

(7.5e)

where 4 is the throughput (same as the effective arrival rate at the queue) and ø is
the average queue length.
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Delay Distribution: To analyze the delay distribution for a packet in the queue,

we utilize the concept of. absorbi,ng Markou cha'in. The general form of the transition
probability matrix of an absorbing Markov chain is

where the top most row denotes the absorbing state, fl is the transient state transition
matrix, and qÞ is the transition matrix to the absorbing state. Note that, if there is
only one absorbing state, matrix iÞ can be simply obtained from rÞ - 1 - aL. rf p
denotes the initial transient state probability matrix, the probability mass function

ffo¡(.) and the distribution F6¡@) for the time (i.e., the number of time slots tr)
required to reach the absorbing state can be expressed as follows:

P'à":t+F"]

/ra¡@): Pdt,-rþL, F6¡(w): i fø(j).

(7.60)

(7.61)
j:r

We can establish an absorbing Markov chain from matrix P in (7.a6) by assuming
that the absorbing system state is the state at which the number of packets in the
queue becomes zero. The delay for a packet can be measured as the required number
of time slots (since the arrival of the packet) for the system to reach the absorbing
state. Note that, in this case, there is no arrival (i.e., I : 0) while the process moves
towards the absorbing state. Therefore, we have

(7.62)

where P'r,r-a denotes the probability matrix corresponding to successful transmission

of gr packets (g e {0,1,... , ¡/-}) when the packet arrival rate is zero.

The initial transient state probability matrix B can be obtained based on the
steady state probability zr by ignoring the state with zero packet in the queue as

follows:

p: ;;, where n' : lLn),*, lnl,,rf . (7.63)
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7.4.5 Model for File Tþansfer

We derive the distribution for file transfer delay from a mobile node to the base sta-
tion. The size of a file is assumed to be F packets. To obtain the delay distribution,
we use matrices ú(r,w) (i.e., ü(r,t ) e lR2slrv*r)"^..x2c(N+r)"^",) whose elements
represent the probability that r packets are successfully transmitted in t¿ time slots.
If there are r packets which are to be transmitted in tl slots, and. y packets are suc-
cessfully transmitted in the current slot, there remains r-E packets to be transmitted
in w - 1 slots. Therefore, r¡/e can write the following recursive relations:

V(r,w) : Ëo;,"-r* (, - y,u - r)
g:o

!r(0,0) : r.

The probability that the delay is t¿ slots can be calculated as

Fg¡(w) : r,V (F + 1,,r.r.')1- (7.66)

where zr", which denotes the steady state probability corresponding to the number
of calls, the number of allocated channels and the channel states, is obtained from
(7.36). we can obtain probability mass function (pmfl of delay r¿ as follows:

føn(r) : F6¡(w) - Fs¡(w -I), for ø € {I,2,...} (7.67)

where 4r¡l(0) : 0 since we assume that a packet requires at least one time slot to be
transmitted.

Note that, we cân obtain the delay distribution corresponding to the transmission
of multiple files by using discrete convolution [25]. r,et ¡,f], (tu) denote pmf of d,elay
t¿ for file 'd. Then, the pmf of. delay for transferring files ¿ and j is obtained as follows:

k

tft;) rn+ 1) : t r,*],trl x r[lì)& - t).
J=0

7,6 Results and Discussions

7.5.L Parameter Setting

We consider a single-cell environment with 10 channels (i.e., C :
each service class. The set of channel allocation is B : {1,2,8}

(7.68)

(7.64)

(7.65)

10) allocated to

(i.e., c1 : l- and
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cmar :3). We assume that the new call arrival rate for any specific type of call is

P(n) :0.25 calls per minute and the handoff call arrival rate is half of the new call
arrival rate. The mean channel holding time for both new calls and handoff calls is

20 minutes (i.e., ll¡1, :20).
The length of a time slot is 2 rns and the packet size is 1,080 ó¿fs. The packet

arrival rate for a Poisson source is 2.0 packets per time slot (i.e., À:2.0), and the
value of the traffic shaping parameter / is set to 1.0. For real-time traffi.c, we consid.er

a three-state MMPP source (i.e., ,9: 3) with the following parameters:

U_
0.4

0.4

0.3[::; 1.5:;]
,Â: Æ (7.6e)

where rc indicates the traffic intensity of an MMPP source.

We consider adaptive modulation with two transmission rates (i.e., // : 2) where

the rnaximum transmission rate is achieved for 4-QAM. The values of a,, and g,, for
fitting the packet error rate curve are the same as in [25]. For fading channel, we

assume a Nakagami-r¿ channel with m:7.7. The queue size at a mobile for the non-
real-time traffic is 30 packets (i.e., X :30). The average SNR for each channel is 15

dB (i.e.,T: 15), the packet error rate is 0.03 (i.e.,0: 0.97), and, f¿: 15 -Il2. Note
that, we vary some of the above parameters according to the evaluation scenarios,

while the rest remain fixed according to the aforementioned setting.

In order to validate the correctness of our proposed model, an event-driven simu-
lator is used to obtain the performance results in a single-cell environment. The call
arrival follows a Poisson process, and channel holding time for both handoff calls and
new calls is assumed to be exponentially distributed. The queueing dynamics (due

to packet arrival and packet transmission) at the mobile is simulated on a time slot
basis. The number of packets that can be transmitted in each time slot depends on

the current number of allocated channels and the instantaneous SNR of each channel.

We keep track of the queue for the test call since the call arrives until it leaves the
cell or the call terminates.
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7.5.2 Numerical and Simulation Results

The analytical framework presented above can be used to investigate the QoS perfor-
mances for the different types of traffic under different system parameter settings. We
show how a cross-layer evaluation of the network performance can be performed using
the proposed analytical framework. Specifically, we demonstrate the impacts of call-
level parameters, channel quality and user mobility on the packet-level performances.

Typical results obtained from the analytical model are validated by simulations.

7.5.2.L QoS Performance for Real-Time Traffic

Typical variations in new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities with
new call arrival rate are shown in Figure 7.2. As expected, when the new call ar-
rival rate increases, new call blocking and handoff call dropping increase. Similar
performance is observed for other service classes as well.

The impact of new call arrival rate on the average transmission rate for a mobile
is shown in Figure 7.3. We observe that the lower the new call arrival rate, the higher
is the transmission rate. Due to the adaptive channel allocation, when the new call
arrival rate is low, more channels can be allocated to the ongoing calls. Consequently,
the transmission rate increases.

Figure 7.4 shows variations in the packet loss rate for the real-time traffic under
different channel holding time. The packet loss rate increases with increasing traffic
intensity. Again, it decreases as the channel holding time decreases, because ACA
can allocate more number of channels to a mobile which results in higher transmission
rate.

7.5.2.2 QoS Perform¿rnce for Non-ReaÌ-Time Tbaffic

The queue-length distributions under different packet arrival rates an{ without any
traffic shaping (i.e., ó - oo) are shown in Figure 2.5(a). As expected, the queue
length increases with increasing packet arrival rate. Typical variations in the average
queueing delay for a packet under difierent packet arrival rate and channel quality (i.e.,
average SNR) are shown in Figure 7.5(b). When the channel quality becomes better,
the transmitter can utilize higher modulation level, and therefore, more packets can be
transmitted in one time slot. Consequenty, the average delay decreases with increasing
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average SNR. The simulation results for all the above cases follow the numerical
results very closely.

For a tagged packet in the queue, the delay distribution is shown in Figure 2.6

under different packet arrival rate. This delay statistics obtained from the analytical
model would be useful for choosing parameters such as the packet arrival rate for
moderately delay-sensitive traffic so that the performance requirements can be satis-
fied. For example, to maintain the delay smaller than 10 time slots, the packet arrival
rate should be less than or equal 2.0 packets per time slot (Figure 2.6).

Impacts of new call arrival rate and channel holding time on packet dropping
probability are shown in Figure 7.7. Since both of these call-level parameters affect
the number of ongoing calls, they impact the queueing performances. As the caII

arrival rate and/or channel holding time increases, fewer number of channels are

allocated to a call. We observe that, when the channel holding time is not too high

þ.5.;71t": 10), the ACA algorithm can efficiently allocate the available channels

among the ongoing calls, and therefore, the packet dropping probability decreases

significantly (Figure 7.7(a)). Also, higher packet error rate results in higher packet

dropping probability due to buffer overflow (Figure 7.7(b)). Note that, with an infinite
persistent ARQ protocol, erroneous packets need to be retransmitted until they are

successfully received at the base station.

For non-real-time traffic, the effects of traffic shaping on the achievable packet
arrival rate and packet dropping performances under varying channel quality are
shown in Figure 7.8. Since the traffic shaper adaptively adjusts the packet arrival
rate according to the number of allocated channels and channel qualiiy, achievable
packet arrival rate at the queue is higher while the packet dropping probability is
Iower compared to the case with no traffic shaping. Specifically, if ACA allocates
more number of channels, the traffic shaper will increase the packet arrival rate as

much as the achievable transmission rate allows. However, if the number of allocated
channels is reduced, the traffic shaper will control the packet arrival rate accordingly.
In this way, the adaptive traffic shaper at the mobile exploits the information on both
the number of allocated channels and the channel quality to efficiently control the
packet arrival rate so that the QoS performances can be maintained at the desired
leveI.
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7.5.2.3 QoS Performance for Best-Effort Tbaffic

Both the call-level parameters (i.e., channel holding time) and channel quality (i.e.,
average SNR) affect the distribution of file transfer delay (Figure 7.9). Specifically,
longer channel holding time and/or lower average SNR result in higher delay. Ftom
Figure 7.9(a), we observe that with 4-QAM modulation (i.e., 2 symbols per H z), the
highest value for the cumulative probability of delay corresponds to la}/@ x 2)f : 7,

l40l? x 2)l :10, and 14010 x 2)l :20 time slots when the number of allocated
channels is 3, 2, and 1, respectively. Similar results are obtained under different file
sizes (Figure 7.9(b)).

7.5.2.4 Impact of User Mobility

We demonstrate how the presented analytical framework can be used to quantitatively
analyze the impacts of user mobility and cell-geometry on packet-level QoS. For this,
we calculate handoff call arrival rate and channel holding time (i.e., the time for
which a call occupies channel(s) in a particular cell) from call holding time (i.e., the
time length of a call) and cell dwell time (i.e., the time a call spends in a given
cell before it is handed off to another cell). If we assume that the call holding time
(Q) and the cell dwell time (T¿) are exponentially distribution with average If ¡t. and
If p,¿, tespectivel¡ channel holding time is also exponentially distributed with average

tlp 
= 

Ån tzal.
The cell dwell time for a call can be calculated based on the cell size and the speed

of the mobile. Specifically, if ¡r¿ is the average rate at which a mobile with speed V
crosses a series of cells each having an area 

^9*¿¿ and boundary length L""¿¿, l.L¿ cãr-
beobtainedasfollows 176l: ¡-t¿:æ. Asaspeciarcase,if weconsidercircularcell
of radius r, we have p¿: #. Similarl¡ the probability of handoff can be obtained
ftom P¡o¡¡ : ffi, and the handoff call arrival rate can be approximated from new
call arrival rate as follows:

(7.70)

Typical variations in packet dropping probability under varying mobile speed and
call holding time are shown in Figure 7.10(a) (considering a circular cell-geometry
with cell radius of 400 m). We observe that the call holding time has significant

Pnof f |f,"P(ÐN. ;-P(n)x-Ph\.t-rhofÍ lt¿ "
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impact on the queueing performance. Specifically, longer call holding time results in
higher packet dropping probability. The number of available channels also impacts the
packet dropping performance (Figure 7.10(b)). The queueing performance may not
be impacted significantly under varying mobile speed when the number of available
channels is sufficiently high compared to the system load.

7.6 dpplication of the Analytical Model

7.6.L Optimal Parameter Setting

Given the desired QoS performances, using the analytical framework, rve are able to
obtain the optimal setting for the system parameters. For example, to maintain a tar-
get packet dropping probability (".g., Påi* < 0.1), given the other system parameters,

lve can formulate the following optimization problem:

Minimize: lPa,*(\) - Påärl (7.7t)

where the packet dropping probability is a function of the packet arrival rate P¿,*(À).
With this formulation, the decision variable is À. We can use the Gold,en Secti,on

Searclt. [77] algorithm to flnd the minima or Q.7l) and the correspond.ing opiimal
value of i. Starting at a given initial interval 01 and b, (a, < ôr), this algorithm
(Algorithm 7.6.1) proceeds by evaluating the function f (") : lpo,,r(r) - p:ru|
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Algorithm 7.6.L: Gol¡px Spcrro¡¡ Seancn(inputs : a1,fi,to|)

bt <- at + (1 - ,)(bt - at), Fa * f (bù

dt * bt- (i -,)(bt - at), F¿ * f@ù
i,-ô1
repeat

ifFb<Fd
(i*_bn
I

th"r, J 
dÈ+r e (rk,bk+r *- d,k,dn+t * bn

I b**t *- ør+r * (1 - r)(ô¡a1 - ar+r)

IR = F6,F6 <-,f(br+,)
(\*d,¡
I

"*" J 
ak+t + bn,bn+t <- b¡,b¡"¡1 <- fl,¡,

I d**, .- ð¿+r(1 - r)(bn+t - ør+r)
I

(.Fo- F¿,F¿-"f(dr+r)
until b¿...1 - a¡"'¡ l tol
return (Ã)

To use the above algorithm, we set ,: L*, ful: I0-3, ør :0.01, and b1 :5.
Figure 7'11 shows variations in the maximum arrival rate und.er different channel
holding time when the packet dropping probability is less than 0.1. As expected, the
maxiinum allowabie arrival rate increases as the average SNR increases, and smaller
channel holding time results in higher maximum packet arrival rate. This arrival rate
can be used to set the traffic shaping parameter / accordingly.

7.6.2 optimal Allocation of channel Resources at the Base
Station for Multimedia Services

We can formulate an optimization problem to obtain an optimal partitioning of the
total number of available channels in the cell C""¡ for each of the service classes (i.e.,
C'¿ channels for real-time service, Cn t channels for non-real-time service and. C6"

channels for best-effort service). For call-Ievel performance measures, the objective
of this optimal channel partitioning problem is to maximize the average number of
channels allocated to the ongoing calls (i.e., c,t,En tand c6") while maintaining the new
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call blocking and the handoff call dropping probabilities below the target thresholds
(i.e., Plfr' and Plf,, respectively). Mathematically, the formulation can be expressed

as follows:

Maximize: urt4t -f unrtlcnrt * w6"c6"

Subject to: pÍi') , pÍin) 
, 
pÍ1") < pli,

pÍT),pli*),pÍ? s pif
C,t*C*t*C6":Cu¿

(7.72)

(7.73)

(7.74)

(7.75)

where 1J)rtt unrtt and w6" denote the weights corresponding to real-time, non-real-time,
and best-effort service classes, respectively. For numerical results, we use pÍ::ì :
,l:i" :0.1 for new call arrival rates of real-time and non-real-time traffic and we

assurire that the handoff arrival rate is half of the new call arrival rate. Also, we

setIf ¡t6t7 - 10, I/lt(nt) - 15, I/t-t<t"l - 10, andw,¿:8,unt:2,u)6":7.
The total cell capacity is 30 channels (i.e., C""¡: B0) and target thresholds for new

call blocking and handoff call dropping probability are 0.1 a;nd 0.05 (i.e., pli, : g.y

and Pfi : 0.05), respectively. we vary the new carl arrivar ,aæ pff;\) for the best-
efiort traffic and search for the optimal partitioning. The number of channels for
each service class and the average number of allocated channels per call are shown in
Figures. 7.12(a) and (b), respectively.

As expected, when the traffic load for the best-effort service class increases, more
number of channels need to be allocated to this service class to maintain the new call
blocking and the handoff call dropping probabilities below the target thresholds. In
this example, with the chosen values of the weights, as the traffic load. increases, best-
effort service takes channels from the non-real-time service first as long as the call-level

QoS for the non-real-time traffic can be maintained, and then it takes channels from
the real-time service. Consequentl¡ the number of allocated channels per call for
each service class decreases as the traffic load in the cell increases. In the above
formulation, the priority for each service class can be chosen by properly choosing the
weighting values. Specifically, in this case, real-time and best-effort services receive
the highest and the lowest number of channels (Figure T.lz(b)), respectively.

Note that, similar optimization formulation can developed considering both the
call-level and the packet-level QoS together in the objective function and modifying
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the constraints accordingly.

7.7 Chapter Summary

We have presented a novel analytical framework for cross-layer performance evalu-
ation in a multiuser cellular wireless network under Markov fading channel model.
With guard channel-based CAC and fairness-based ACA at the network layer, ARQ-
based error control at the link layer, and adaptive modulation at the physical layer,
we have analyzed the QoS performances for real-time, non-real-time, and best-effort
traffic. Specifically, for non-real-time traffic various queueing performance measures
(e.g', queueing delay and packet dropping probability) have been obtained while for
real-time and best-effort traffic packet loss rate and packet delay distribution have
been obtained. For real-time and non-real-time traffi.c, the framework also includes
an adaptive traffic shaping mechanism which takes the number of allocated channels
and channel quality into account to control the packet arrival rate so that the QoS
performances can be maintained at a desired level.

We have presented extensive performance evaluation results obtained from both
analysis and simulation. The results have shown how the physical layer parameters
(e.g., channel quality) and the calt-level parameters (e.g., call arrival rate and. channel
holdiirg time) impact the packet-level QoS. Impact of user mobility on packet-level
performance has been demonstrated through a basic mobility model. The analytical
framework is, however, general enough to be used with any mobility model. We have
also demonstrated applications of the proposed framework in obtaining the optimal
system parameter setting and the optimal channel partitioning at the base station
for different multimedia services under QoS constraint. After all, the proposed. ana-
lytical framework will be useful for multimedia wireless network system design and
engineering.
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Figure 7.10. Vari'at'ions i,n packet droppi,ng probabi,ti,ty with (a) channel holdi,ng time
and (b) number of channels.
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Chapter I

On Optimizing Token Bucket

'Parameters at the Network Edge
lJnder Generalized Frocessor
Sharing (GPS) Scheduling

8.1 DiffServ .Wireless 
Edge Router

Quality-of-service (QoS) is one of the most important issues for providing multimedia
services over the Internet. Normally, the QoS guarantees between service providers

and users are determined by the service level agreement. Specifically, the data streams

from users are required to conform to some 'shape' and the service providers must
guarantee a certain level of throughput, maximum delay, and/or maximum packet
loss rate for the agreed upon traffic pattern.

Different applications require different QoS guarantees and service differentiation
is achieved through scheduling algorithms. Group-based service difierentiation ap-
proaches such as DiffSeru [1] aggregate traffic flows with similar QoS guarantees into
a small number of groups and traffic scheduling is operated based on these groups.

A number of scheduling disciplines were proposed ([2] and [84]) in the literature.
Most of them were designed to provide delay and throughput guarantees as well
as fairness. Generalized processor sharing (GPS) is a work-conserving scheduling
discipline which can provide fairness between connections. When the traffic sources

are policed and shaped through token-bucket shapers, with GPS scheduling, different
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Ievels of QoS are provided to different classes of traffic by assigning different weights
to the classes. However, in order to guarantee QoS, an admission control policy is
also required. A number of CAC schemes for GPS schedulers were developed [85]-[87].
The role of the CAC is to control the number of admitted sources and their weights
in order to provide guarantees on delay and throughput. In addition to controlling
the weights, the traffic shaper parameters can be adjusted (while the weights remain
fixed) to achieve the desired QoS performances

In this chapter, we investigate the optimal setting of the token bucket parame-

ters for traffic sources with known profiles, such that the minimum delay bound is

achieved. We consider traffic sources for which trace data are provided. This scenario

could be typical for some stored video or some other on-demand applications. While
the seminal results in [2] require a linear form for the traffic bounding function, if we

have access to the traffic trace in advance, we can obtain a moïe detailed , non-linear
description of a function which bounds the amount of traffic from the source in an

interval of any duration. In such a case, if we want to apply the results of [2], we

must find a linear function which bounds this traffic profile. There are many choices

for such a linear function, and we address the problem of the choice of that function.
We proceed by choosing one source at a time and performing a local search in the

parameter space which minimizes the delay bound for that source. We also introduce
a second method, which we refer to as the compos,ite delay enuelope method which is

based on a random selection of token bucket parameters and a process of combining
the different envelope functions which are used in [2]. In addition, because the trace
of the traffic is provided,we can use the non-linear traffic bound to obtain slightty
better results than we could obtain by assuming a greedy, linear bounded source.

8.2 System Model

We consider a system which consists of several traffic sources, a generalized process

sharing (GPS) scheduler, and an output link. The structure of the system is shown
in Figure 8.1. Each traffic source is controlled by a token bucket shaper. The service
rate for source z is determined by the weight /¿. We assume, as in [z], that the
incoming link bandwidths and buffer sizes for each source are infinite.
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Figure 8.L" System model

8.2.1 Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) Scheduler and
the Delay Bounds

8.2.1-.1- Basic Delay Bound for GPS Scheduler

Wiih ¡/ sessions, the GPS scheduling discipline uses the weights ó¿ (i e { 1, . . . , ¡/})
to determine S¿(r,¿], the amount of data from session i served by the GPS server in
the time interval (r, ú]. The operation of the GPS server satisfies:

#
3

Eu
= -:<
=c)rh)
(J-

k9
ÈE

(8.1)

If C denotes the total service rate, session 'i will have a guaranteed minimum
offered service rate (when it is busy) of

S,G.T\ ó,gftÃ' ó,' i:r'2'"''N'

no: !t=c.
L¡Qi

(8.2)

Token bucket traffic shapers are used to shape and police traffñc entering into the
network. A token bucket shaper is parameterized by the bucket size o¿ which limits
the maximum burstiness of the incoming traffi.c, and the token rate p¿, which is the
bucket filling rate. We denote the total traffic arriving from source ¿ in the interval

It1,t2l by the function A¿(h,ú2). Tlaffic coming from a token bucket policed source

@,,Øo..., Øu
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with bucket size and filling rate o¿ and p¿ will satisfy the condition

Ai(h,t2) I oo + pô(t2 - t).

If we have equality in the above relation, so that Ao(tr,tr) : oo-l p¿(tz - ú1), for
all t2 > ú1, then \¡/e say that source i is greedy from time ú1. The main result in

[2] provides that, for a number of token bucket constrained. sources with parameters

o¿ and p¿, if the condition D¿ p¿ < 1 is satisfied, then the maximum delay for any
source is bounded above by the maximum delay for that source in a scenario where

all sources are greedy from time zero, the beginning of a system busy period. Flom
this, we have the following bound on packet delay;

D¿: (8.3)

8.2.L.2 A Tighter Delay Bound

This delay bound, the maximum queueing delay a session can experience in a GPS
scheduler, obtained from (8.3) is loose, because it assumes that the service rate for
session z is kept constant at a rate g¿ till the backlog is cleared. However, the service
rates for backlogged sessions may increase when other sessions have cleared their
backlog. This is because the excess resources from the sessions which have cleared
their backlog are distributed among the currentty backlogged sessions [gg].

Figure 8.2 illustrates a case where the delay bound (D¿) given by the guaranteed

rate is greater than the actual worst case delay, denoted in the figure by ú¿. When other
sessions empty their backlog, the slope of the attained service curve increases. At time
Ú1, on€ session has cleared its backlog, and the service rate ofsource i increases. Again,
at time ú2 another session has cleared its backlog and the service rate for session i
increases. At úr, this session has cleared backlog, so ú¿ provides a tighter delay bound
than D¡

In [88], a method was outlined for calculating this tighter delay bound based on
the main theorem in [2]. This provides the computational details for computing the
maximum delay for each source when each source is greedy from time zero.

We omit the computational details here, but observe that the calculation of the
delay bound for a source 'd depends on the values or. o¡r, p¡, and, þ¡, for all sources k

a,t

9¿
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Figure 8.2. Ser"ui,ce and arriual of trffic for four greedy sess,ions serued by a GpS
serueT.

and therefore, we can express the delay bounds for all the sources by Di@,p,ó) in
which o, p, and @ denote vectors containing the values of o, p, and þ, respectively.

8.2.2 Queue Length and Delay Envelope

Stronger results still can be obtained from [2] in the form of a delay or queue length
envelope which bounds the delay or queue length experienced by an arriving packet

by a function of the time since the beginning of the last busy period for that source.

This result is contained in the following Lemma.

Lemma 8.2.L (Lemma 10 Ln [2]) suppose that ti,me t ,is contai,ned i.n a sess'ion p
busy period that begi,ns at ti,me r. Then

Soço,t-r) < so(r,t)

where Seþr,t2) and, io(q,fu) represent (respecti,uely) the serw,ice attai,ned, by sess,ion p
and th'e seru'ice obtai,ned by sess'ion p i,n a scenario where all sessi,ons are greed,y from
t'ime zero.

We can express the effect of this result on the queue length via the following
corollary.
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Corollary 8.2.2 Suppose that ti,me t 'is conta'ined, i,n a sess'ion p busy period that
begi'ns at ti,me r. AIso ossurne that the functi,on A, whi,clt gi,ues the sess,i,on arriuals
(Ao(tr,t2) represents the amount of arriuals i,n the ti,me 'intertsal (fi,t2]) is bound,ed,

by sorne functi,on B¿(t) so that Ar(t1,tz) < Bi(t2-t) for all (\,t2) such thatfi 1t2.
Then

Q@ < B¿(t -") - So(0, t - r).
In [2] and [88], the case of B¿(t) : or* prt in Corollary 8.2.2,was consid.ered., and

the calculations outlined in [88] effectively calculated the envelope function B¿(t -
") - ^9o(0, t - t) which is piecewise linear when B¿ is linear. A similar result can be

obtained for the delay of a packet. If Do(s) represents the delay experienced by a
packet arriving at time s then

Dr(s) : i.nf{t > s : ^9o(0, t) : Ao(0,")} - s.

Bui if we combine Lemma 8.2.1 with the bound Ao(tr,t2) < Bi(t2 - ú1), we have

Do(r) S nrlt¡:inf {t> r, ^9010,ú-r(s)) : B¿(s-r(s))} - s

where r(s) represents the last busy period start before time s. If the bounding
function B¿ is linear, the delay envelope Ðr(*) will be piecewise linear as is the queue

length envelope function.

We are interested in the case where the bounding function @(*) is not linear. In
this case, \Me can apply the results of [2] and [88] to calculate a bound o" ^go(0, t - ")
for any choice of the parameter set U¿{ø¿, p¿} as long as Bu(t) 3 oo* pot for all sessions

p' We attempt to find the best choice of these parameters, in order to obtain the best

bound possible in the case where ft(x) is not linear. We can also use the bound in
Corollary 8.2.2 directly, and need not replace B¿ in Corollary 8.2.2 by a linear bound
except for in the calculation of So(0, t - r).

8.2.3 Formulation of the Optimization Problem

we formulate an optimization problem to obtain ø¿ and p¿ for source i, (i e {r,. . . ,¡/})
which minimizes the delay bound for a particular source j.

As an example, IMe use some traces of video traffic sources to illustrate the process.

To determine possible values for the o¿ a,nd p¿, wê first have to calculate the maximum
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amount of traffic B¿(r),which can arrive from source z during a time interval or length
r as follows:

(8.4)

where c is the end time of the sampled traffic in the trace file. Figure 8.3 shows

an example of traffic arrival function Ai(O,t) and B¿(r) as a function of time ú and
duration r respectively. Given B¿(r) f.or any value of. p¿, we can obtain the minimal
value of ø¿ such tha| B¿(r) is bounded by the correspond.ing linear function:

oi: rîar¡.lBu(") - p¿rl. (8.5)

since, here, o¿ is a function or p¿, we use the notatiorL o *¿ (p¿) and hence o :
[o *, (pr),o *i (p2),...,o *N (pr)]. An example plot of ø¿ against p¿ is shown in
Figure 8.4.

Figure 8.3. An erample of marimum amount of trffic arriual Bu(r).

With ¡/ sources, we can formulate an optimization problem to obtain the minimum
delay bound for a particular source.The optimization problem is defined as follows:

1s*r
B;(r) :mq* / A¿(s,s*r)ds, 0 ( s ( c

" J"

aã
o

IF

2.5

2

1.5

100
t,f

minimize Di@, p,ô) (8.6)
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Figure 8.4. Variation'in o¿ wi,th p¿ accord'ing to B¿(r).

subject to
jV

\-o, ( 1

:_1

o : ox(p)

ox(p) and ó.

In other words, we want to find the optimal point on the curve illustrated in
Figure 8.4 such that the minimum delay bound is achieved. To solve this optimization
problem, rve use the Neldel-Mead simplex (direct search) method [62]. we perform
the optimization separately for each source, where in each case, the objective function
represents the maximum delay bound for the current source of interest.

8.2.4 Composite Delay Envelope

We also introduced an alternate method for finding delay bounds for sources which
have non-linear traffic bounding functions. We introduce the concept of. a composi,te

0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06
pl

glven

(8.7)

(8.8)

(8.e)
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delag enuelope. To obtain this composite delay envelope, we generate a number of
instances of the delay envelope by randomly choosing p¿, andsetting øi accordingly, as

in the previous section. Rather than performing a local search in the space of ox(p)
with the maximum delay bound as objective function, we choose a number of points
in the space at random. Each point provides a delay envelope. The intersection of
all of these delay envelopes yields a composite delay envelope which is also a delay
envelope.

In order to cover the space of possible values of p in some reasonable fashion,
we chose to parameterize the search in terms of the sum gr : Ð, p¿ which must be
smaller than 1.0 in order for the delay envelope obtained to be valid (i.e., this is the
condition that all sources are able to clear their backlog). At each iteration, we chose

ly' values X¿ uniformly at random in the interval [0,1] and set

(8.10)

(8.11)

for i e {1, . . . , N}, where IJ¿ and L¿ a,re the maximum and minimum useful values of
p¿. The maximum and minimum values of. p¿ can be determined from

^ _x¿(a-DoLo)"'-Ð(uu-h)&
P¿: L¿'f (U¿ - L¿)r¿

U¿ : B¿(I),

L¿ : A¿(c) lc
where c is ending time.

This guarantees that Ð¿ p¿ : g and that the values of p are within the correct
range of interest, for each iteration. Each random instance of p gives a different
delay envelope for the particular source. Let the total number of random instances

be K and rct nl?) denote the delay envelope of source i from random instance k at
time ú. To obtain the composite delay envelope for a particular source j, we take the
minimum value of Df (t) catculated from the set of random instances p¡ as foliows:

D;*(t): m*in nfØ, o < ¿ < c,k e {L,...,K}. (8.14)

Note that, from a random p¡, the correspondi\g t* can be obtained from the
function ox(p) which is, in turn obtained from the bounding functions ft(x). An
illustration of this composite delay envelope is shown in Figure g.5.

(8.12)

(8.13)
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Figure 8.5. An i,llustrati,on o/ composite delay envelope.

8.3 Numerical Results

To illustrate the results from our proposed optimization) ì¡/e use ten sources with ft(r)
as shown in Figure 8.6. The weights of the sources is set as ó : [0.13 0.18 0.21 0.16 0.g2
0-24 0.26 0.34 0.42 0.41], proportional to the mean rates, and the link capacity is 8.321
Mbps (yielding a95 % utilization overall). The solution from solving the optimization
problem for source j : 1 is compared with those obtained from a rand.om choice of
p¿ in Figure 8.7. It is clear from this figure that the optimization is doing something
useful'We also observe the convergence process to the solution of the optimization
algorithm in Figure 8.8 where we show the value of the objective function, the max-
imum delay bound for source 1 versus the value of p1. The optimal solution, in this
view, appears to depend very strongly on the value of p1 and favors a particular
value rather strongly. The solution in this case is observed to be 0.0428 (this is the
normalized rate which is obtained from dividing the actual rate by the link speed).
Interestingly, this value for the optimal token generation rate is close to the mean
rate of the traffic sources. This is a somewhat unexpected result and indicates that
one of the simplest allocation of the values of p¿ may be the best.

Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.10 show the delay envelopes obtained from three different

Z^ From random choosing pA
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Table 8.1-. The delay from p obtai,ned from optim,ization formulati,on and the mean

data rate
Source Delay (optimization) Delay (mean rate)

1 29.645r 30.8250

2 47.4002 47.8502

J 29.1386 30.4085

4 85.5327 85.9427

5 1.4.6674 74.9774

6 17.8599 18.2399

7 32.9989 33.8489

8 53.8916 54.5816

I 27.7079 28.7479

10 22.5568 23.0224

methods for source 1 and source 2 respectively. The first two use the token bucket
parameters obtained from the local search method, but the method 1 curve uses

the linear bound on B¿(+) whereas the method 2 curve uses the non-linear B¿(x)

directly. The method 3 curve results from the randomized composite delay envelope

method. For the composite delay envelope method, we used 500 random instances

(i.e., K : 500) of p. we observe that the maximum delay from the composite
delay envelope method is very close to the maximum delay obtained from the other
methods. However, the method 2 envelope is much closer to the composite delay

envelope compared to the method 1 curve. If we are interested in more than the
maximum delay alone, and wish to consider moments of the waiting time or some

other measures, this may be an advantage.

As shown in Table. 8.1, the solution of our optimization formulation is observed

to be close to the mean data rate of the traffic sources. Therefore, choosing the mean
rate for each source for the corresponding token bucket filling rate appears to be a
good choice although not necessarily optimal.
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Figure 8.7. Delay from the soluti,on of the opti,mi,zati,on rnodel cornpared, with that
wi,th random selecti,on of p¿.

local search method and the composite envelope method is close to the mean rate of
the traffic source. Our conclusion is that using the mean rate for token generation

rate and the corresponding bucket size can give good delay bounds for a particular
traffic source. For the future work, estimation technique will be applied to obtain
traffic parameters, so that optimization can be performed in an online fashion.
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Chapter I

Conclusion

This chapter provides a summary of the works presented in this thesis and outlines a
few directons for future research.

9.1 Summary

The following provides a summary of the works:

o Issues and approach i,n lG w'ireless networks: We have presented a survey on

the issues and approaches to design call admission control in the next-generation

(e.g., 4G) wireless technologies. These issues include heterogeneous wireless net-

works, multiple types of services, adaptive bandwidth allocation and cross-Iayer

design for both call and packet level performances. We have also introduced a

two-tiered CAC architecture for 4G networks to ensure QoS in both the wire-

less and the wired parts. In the general architecture, the CAC decision should

be based on both the call-level and the packet-level performance metrics. Our
two-tier CAC scheme considered two types of services (voice and data), and

data calls due to vertical handoff from other types of networks have been also

taken into account.

o Sera'i,ce di,fferenti,ati,on 'in wi,reless networks; we have presented a model for
service differentiation between the QoS-sensitive and the best-effort traffic in

'wireless networks. Fair scheduling is used to prioritize different traffic types
and a threshold-based CAC is used to limit the number of connections for the

QoS-sensitive service. From the analytical model, various QoS measures (at
both the connection-level and the packet-Ievel) can be obtained. The numerical
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results have shown that CAC combined with fair scheduling can provide the
target level of QoS to both the QoS-sensitive and the best-effort traffic. Using
the model, the CAC threshold and the parameters for fair scheduling can be

optimally chosen so that the system utitity is maximized.

ø . Multi,-serai,ce cellular mobi,le networlcs wi,th MMpp call arriaal pattems: We
have presented a Markov model to analyze the new call and the handoff call
blocking probabilities under MMPP call arrival patterns in a multi-service cel-
lular mobile network. We have observed that when the call arrival pattern
has burstiness, the analytical results for the MMPP-based call arrival model
can provide more accurate results than those for the traditional Poisson-based

model. This observation suggests that the traditional performance models of
cellular wireless networks are not suitable for the environment with bursty call
arrival patterns.

ø Ad,aptiue band'wi,d'th allocati,on 'in cellular mobi,le networlcs und,er Markou caII

arriual process and phase-tgpe channel holdi,ng ti,rne di,stri,bution: We have pre-
sented an analytical framework for adaptive bandwidth allocation in cellular
mobile networks. Using the framework, various performance metrics (i.e., new
call blocking probability, handoff call dropping probability, average bandwidth
of the cell, user outage probability, and call degradation probability) have been

derived. The numerical results obtained from the model have shown that the
ABA can minimize handoff call dropping probability, while some calls mighi
experience service degradation below an acceptable level.

c Performance analys'is i,n cellular mobi,Ie networks wi,th time-uaryi,ng trffic: we
have presented a framework for analyzing the call-level transient performances

of cellular mobile networks under time-varying traffic pattern. Based on the
analytical model, we have also developed a threshold-based on-line adaptive
CAC scheme. Numerical results from both the steady state and the transient
analyzes have been compared. The results have shown that the system spends
some period of time in transient state before reaching the steady state, and
therefore, transient analysis is needed to obtain the accurate QoS performances

during certain period of time. In addition, our proposed adaptive CAC can suc-
cessfully control the QoS performances at the desired level under time-varying
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traffic.

Analytical framework for i,ntegrated cross-layer study i,n rnobi,le wireless multi-
medi,a networks: We have presented a novel analytical framework for cross-layer

performance evaluation in a multiuser cellular wireless network under Markov
fading channel model. We have analyzed the QoS performances for real-time,

non-real-time, and best-effort traffic. For real-time and non-real-time traffi.c, the

framework also considers an adaptive traffic shaping mechanism which takes the
number of allocated channels and channel quality into account to control the
packet arrival rate. The results have shown how the physical layer parame-

ters (e.g., channel quality) and the call-level parameters (e.g., call arrival rate

and channel holding time) impact the packet-level QoS. Effects of user mobility
on packet-level performance has been demonstrated through a basic mobility
model. We have also demonstrated applications of the proposed framework in

obtaining the optimal system parameter setting and channel allocation at the

base station for different multimedia services under QoS constraints.

opti,mizi,ng tolçen bucket parameters at Di,ffSeru edge router under generali,zed

processor shari,ng (GPS) Sclted,uli,ng: We have presented an optimization model

to obtain the parameters of a token-bucket traffic shaper for a source with a non-

linear traffic bound. If the trace of the traffic (e.g., the non-linear traffic bound)

is provided, a relationship between the bucket size and the token generation rate

can be obtained. Based on this result, and given the weights for the different

traffic connections, a local search technique is used to obtain parameters which

will approximately minimize the maximum average delay for traffic sources. We

have observed that the optimal token generation rate obtained from boih the

local search technique and the composite envelope method is close to the mean

rate of the traffic source. We have concluded that using the mean rate for token

generation rate and the corresponding bucket size can give good delay bounds

for a particular traffic source.
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9.2 F\rture Work

We outline a few directions for further research in the area of call admission control,
bandwidth adaptation and scheduling as follows:

ø Di,stri,buted admi'ss'ion control: With the proliferation of data services in the
cellular networks, it is expected that there will be a large amount of traffic
due to short-lived data flows (e.g., for applications such as retrieval of weather

information, neighborhood information). For this type of fl.ows, centralized

admission control may not be very efficient in terms of control overhead and

the call processing time, and therefore, distributed admission control would be

preferable. Design and analysis of distributed CAC for cellular system would

be an interesting topic to research on.

o Adapti'ue resource reser"uat'ion and bandwi,dth adaptati,on for call admi,ssi,on con-

trol consi,dering user mobili,ty: For a threshod-based CAC, it is necessary to
selection the threshold value in an intelligent way. For example, user mobility
information can be exploited to set this threshold value and reserve the re-

sources accordingly for handoff calls/flows. Again, both the call-level and the
packet-level performances need to be considered.

c 
.Ad'm'i'ssi'on control poli,cy based on delay stat'isú¿cs: Since one of the most impor-
tant QoS metrics for real-time traffic is the delay, admission control for this type
of traffic should consider the impact of admitting an incoming call/connection
on the delay statistics of the ongoing calls. This delay statistics would depend

on the scheduling policy, bandwidth adaptation mechanism and the link level
error control policy. Queueing performance models can be used to calculate

delay statistics so that an admission control method can use this information
to decide whether an incoming connection can be accepted or not.
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